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To the Supreme One
Only Source of All
I.

Prologue: Enter the Mystery
1. Pacal Votan’s Riddle of the Stone

I am Pacal Votan. I laid this prophecy as a riddle in my “Talking Stone of Prophecy, Telektonon.” To leave this prophecy and my Talking Stone, I incarnated as a Maya, and this prophecy comes from the Maya. Because the Maya were adept in the science of time, the prophecies of the Maya are characterized by a comprehensive precision of number and law. Because the Dominion of Time known by the Maya is the fertile field of the Universal Religion, my prophecies embrace all prophecy and spiritual truth. All prophecy unites on one point: Judgement Day and Resurrection.

Quetzalcoatl, who is another myself, gave the Judgement Day timing sequence with the prophecy of the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells. This prophecy is incised in stone as the baktun-count date 9.13.0.0.0, the dedication of my temple tomb (AD 692). The Harmonic Convergence completed the prophecy of Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells. Now it is the Time of Prophecy. And I have returned, not as Pacal Votan, but as Valum Votan.

Only Valum Votan can fathom the Riddle of the Stone. Only Valum Votan can enter the vaults of time and penetrate the Cube of the Law. It is Valum Votan who stalks the Time of Prophecy, waiting the exact moment to declare to all humanity the solution to the “riddle of the ages,” the end of time as we know it, Judgement Day and Resurrection, entry into the Dominion of Time, the New Genesis and Second Creation, the end of the Millennium, the divine perfection of humankind, the Closing of the Great Cycle, and the announcement of the coming of Heaven on Earth, the recreation of the mighty and triumphant Cube of the Law! The Riddle of the Stone will be solved by all, that the Divine Plan may prevail!

2. Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle

I am Pacal Votan. Like Hermes Trismegistus, I am thrice-born. Yet, in every birth I am obedient to my human form and lay no claim to be anything more than human. But to one trained in divine insight, the laws that bind this mortal frame are trials and tests, adornments of the inner knowing. And so I have taken human birth, once as the Great Pacal of Nah Chan, Palenque; once as Quetzalcoatl, the last special voice of prophecy; and once more as Valum Votan, the Closer of the Cycle.

All this I prophesied for myself. Many other places and people in your planet history have I visited in my spirit form. But though thrice-born, always have I been guided by one love, the precious love of Bolon Ik, White Solar Wind Woman. And though, thrice-born, always have I been guided by the One, Supreme Creator — God, Hunab K’u, Allah by Earthly name, though ultimately so supreme that to pronounce God’s most sublime name, would be to shatter all creation.

Humble am I in my mission, agent of the star dominion, Valum Chivim, and though thrice-born, I penetrate by universal Samadhi what needs to be penetrated; and whatever needs to be known is always known to me at just the right time. By supreme divine command, I now let speak the voice of Valum Votan, the Closer of the Cycle.

* * *

Prologue: Enter the Mystery
I am Valum Votan, the Closer of the Cycle. Only Valum Votan could penetrate the Uranian Ark of Stone and retrieve the codes laid down by Pacal Votan for the closing of the cycle: The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, and the 64 Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life.

Telektonon is the name given to my honor and my code. The Cube of the Law is my domain; humble am I in the Dominion of Time; submissive am I to the one true God; loyal am I to the love of Bolon Ik.

To close the cycle as Valum Votan, I could only take a humble birth. Thirteen hundred years after my time of power in Palenque, a millennium after the saga of Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, the last seer and pronouncer of the old time’s final cycle, there was no choice but to be born of the people, exiled in time and space from the original people, now enslaved like the rest of humanity by colonialism and the fatal corruption of false time.

Though common was my third and final birth in human form, everything was perfectly laid out.

All is Number. God is a Number. God is in All.

My birth occurred in AD 1939. “19” is the power of all number and the mercy of the One Supreme. “39” is the power of 13 thrice, once for each of my births. The power of “13” marks the twentieth century by my code. AD 1913, the birth of Maya, Mother of Bolon Ik, represents my first birth, Pacal Votan, the supreme power of 13. AD 1926, the mystic point of the biosphere’s realization, is the number of my second birth, Quetzalcoatl, whose prophecy made clear the final 26 years of the cycle of 26,000 years. AD 1939, 13 thrice, is the number of my third birth, Valum Votan. 19 + 39 = 58, number of years and age of the self-realization of Valum Votan in the year AD 1997. 58 (5 + 8 = 13) and 97 (9 + 7 = 16); 13 and 16 are the key numbers of the Thirteen Moon Calendar and the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, which multiplied equals 208 (= 13 x 16) perfect Moons, the number of Moons between 1997 and 2013. 1997 + 16 = 2013, the time of the mighty Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law.

Thirteen years after my third birth, in AD 1952 (4 x 13), came the opening of the tomb of Pacal Votan and one year later, in AD 1953, the quickening of the memory of my mission. From AD 1953 to AD 1993, the coming of the Prophecy Telektonon, the 40 years of my sacred vision quest are bound. Like Pacal Votan, I am here on behalf of the Universal Religion on Earth. For having remained steadfast and totally devoted in my mission, at age 58 — 19 + 39, the entire pattern of my life is now revealed as the prophetic code of Valum Votan, the Closer of the Cycle, divine instrument of the final revelation and dispensation, Telektonon, Earth Spirit Speaking Tube, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. The prophetic code of Valum Votan is the final stitching of the Quetzalcoatl Project, the prophetic code name given to the Universal Religion’s Guardianship of Planet Earth, Velatropa 24.3.

The prophetic code of Valum Votan encompasses: the Cycle of the Three Special Messengers of the Awakening, Buddha, Christ and Muhammad; the Cycle of the Prophetic Messengership of Pacal Votan and the Mayan Chronograph Thirteen Baktun Cycle; the 20 Centuries of the Arcturus Dominion complete in the Twentieth Century; and the Cycle of the Life of Valum Votan himself.
The Three Special Messengers of the Awakening refers to the Awakening of the Universal Religion on Earth. The Three Special Messengers represent the three seals of the Universal Religion on Earth: One Mind, One Love, One God. The Three Special Messengers and the three seals follow the UR Rune triplet code: generative, Buddha — bridge, Christ — climax, Muhammad. The cycle of prophetic messengership of Pacal Votan represents the three seals of the triumph of the Universal Religion on Earth: One Time, One Prophecy, One People. By the same UR Rune triplet code, the generative, Pacal Votan, consolidates the knowledge of time; the bridge, Quetzalcoatl, pronounces the prophecy; the climax, Valum Votan, closes the cycle as the Messenger of the Universal Religion on Earth and the Bringer of the Divine Plan to the People of the Earth.

Of me, Valum Votan, you need know no more than is presented in my prophetic codes. My mission is to close the cycle. This can only be accomplished through the revelation of the codes of the Cube of the Law established by Pacal Votan in his “Four Journeys to the Rock of Heaven.”

3. Retrieving the Divine Plan, Telektonon: the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law

1. The 28-day journey of Valum Votan to retrieve the Divine Plan is the “journey of all journeys.” Three self-existing initiations complete the journey: form body, Harmonics 27, 28, 29; energy body, Harmonics 30, 31, 32; resurrection, Harmonic 33, the “birth of the Thirteen Moon Lunar Human of non-ego.” It took one last harmonic, Harmonic 34, outside of the “28-day Telektonon of the Resurrection” in order for Valum Votan to complete the self-reflective map of his 28-day journey following Pacal Votan’s plan of each of his four journeys to the “Rock of Heaven,” the crystal core at the center of the Earth. The initiation of Valum Votan (JA) through the 28-day journey to retrieve the Divine Plan is a human initiation assumed by Valum Votan on behalf of all humans in order to guarantee universal resurrection of the people through enactment of the divine plan. Through himself, the Universal Religion has now been humanly realized on Earth. Realized by one, it can now be realized by all.

2. There is only one telepathic Time Tunnel of the retrieval of the Divine Plan. This Tunnel cannot be sought. Its existence cannot even be suspected. This Time Tunnel could only be entered at the right moment in time, and there is only one perfect moment in time for opening the telepathic Time Tunnel of the retrieval of the Divine Plan. Because this precise moment was revealed to me, at first without knowing why, I entered the Time Tunnel only to find out that the person who exits from the Time Tunnel is not the one who entered, but Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle, Messenger of the Universal Religion on Earth, Bringer of the Divine Plan to the People of the Earth. Only one person can enter the Tunnel at the right moment in time, only one Valum Votan can exit that Tunnel at the right moment in time.

3. In order to illustrate the principles of UR (Universal Religion), I, Valum Votan, have left for you the map of the 28-day Time Tunnel, “Telektonon of the Resurrection,” so that whoever wishes may also participate in the three initiations: Form Body of the Crystal Warrior; Energy Body of the Spectral Star; and Resurrection of the Lunar Thirteen Moon Human, birth of the non-egoic solar biotelepath. All of this is affirmed for all People to experience in the Divine Plan, Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law.

4. The three initiations, seven perfect Harmonics, are the pattern of the weekly seven days of creation. The Resurrection is perpetual. Seven perfect four-day Harmonics are matched by four perfect seven-day weeks. The 28-day Telektonon of the Resurrection perfectly fractals the four journeys of Pacal Votan to the Rock of Heaven. The self-existing galactic crystal is Earth threaded by the twelve steps of third-dimensional form. The stairway to heaven is attained by the Electric Sun, the enlightened Seed evolved into the Spectral Star. The perfection of the energy body of fourth-dimensional heaven is complete on day 24 of the Telektonon of the Resurrection.
2. 52-Day Telektonon Resurrection
Blue Western Castle of Burning, 13 Perfect Harmonics, 6 inverse pairs, + the mystic 7th, the 33rd. Initiation of the Vital Body, Harmonics 33-35, Mystic Column begun by VV at 58, 4 Dragon, completed as Vital Body of Telektonon (Kin 140, Yellow Planetary Sun), Valum Votan remembers himself as “Shield of Arcturus.” Initiation of the Body of Time, Harmonics 36-39, Perfection of the Body of Time as Resurrected Human: Yellow Cosmic Warrior (kin 156).

1. 28-Day Telektonon Retrieving the Divine Plan
Four perfect weeks of seven days each, one week each to fractal one of Pacal Votan’s 4 journeys to the Rock of heaven. Seven perfect harmonics of four days each, one Harmonic each for the six perfect inverses and mystic 7th of the resurrection and perfection of the Thirteen Moon Lunar Human. Initiation of the Form Body, Days 1-12, Harmonics 27-29, Form Body = Yellow Crystal Warrior Initiation of the Energy Body, Harmonics 30-32, Days 13-24, Energy Body = Yellow Spectral Star, Birth of Resurrected Human, Days 25-28, Void Mystic Harmonic 33 completed = Birth of the Resurrected Thirteen Moon (Lunar) Human, Pacal Votan Clear Sign, Harmonic 33 = Harmonic 7 of the 13 Mystic Harmonics of Transformation.
5. The superconscious power of memory prepares the initiation of the resurrected Lunar Human, four steps of non-ego to complete the twelve steps of heaven. Seven Harmonics, four perfect days, four perfect weeks, seven perfect days. The first week to attain the mystic seventh, power of entry into the Cube of the Law. The second week to attain the Wizard’s power of fourteen, midway on the stairway to heaven. The third week to attain the occult power of 21, seven thrice. The fourth week to complete the 28th step of biotelepathic perfection. This is irrevocable transformation that succeeds because of the harmony of perfection: four weeks, seven days each; seven Harmonics, four days each, the power of redemption and creation, all at once, sustained and met in the superconscious.

6. The mystic power of four within the Cube (4 x 6 = 24): four journeys by means of the thirteen-toned Serpent to the Rock of Heaven. Four times in the Rock of Heaven, the pattern of the Cube of the Law was laid out. Four times was the Cube cubed (4 x 4 x 4), four, sixteen and 64, the harmonic ratios of universal life, all held in place by the Samadhi of Universal Recollection, the signature of Pacal Votan’s efforts as the Bodhisattva of Universal Victory. This is the name given to his vow taken at the beginning of the last Arcturus cycle now almost 104,000 years ago. By this same power of Samadhi of Universal Recollection, Valum Votan is activated again: first, as the site of Pacal Votan’s emanation at Nah Chan, Palenque, and then, as the being who exits the 28-day Telektonon of Resurrection with the Divine Plan already prepared for the People of the Earth. And by this same Samadhi of Universal Recollection, the four cubes cubed, laid in radial symmetry of biotelepathic radiance at Earth’s crystal core, were tracked and known by me, Valum Votan, Messenger of the Universal Religion on Earth.

7. So it was that Pacal Votan’s Samadhi of Universal Recollection (UR) and vow of Universal Victory drew him to the star system Kinich Ahau. After 78,000 years Samadhi within the orbital harmonics of Kinich Ahau, Pacal Votan’s concentration drew him into Earth’s core. Velatropa 24.3 was his final assignment. At BC 3113, Mayan chronograph (-3187 Dreamspell), the Samadhi of Universal Recollection transmuted itself into forms and powers of emanation. In this and all of the efforts marked by the Samadhi attainment of Velatropa 24.3, Pacal Votan was aided by the Victory Queen of the Spirit Tower of Valum Chivim, Bolon Ik.

8. Valum Votan is the emanation code body created by Pacal Votan in his Samadhi and vow as the signature: 1.24 19.39 = 58 A 11 = 11. Bolon Ik’s perseverance to guide and aid Pacal Votan during the perilous Earth journey of his third and final incarnation resulted in the breath emanation of Bolon Ik, daughter of Maya, to be conjoined with Valum Votan at the sign of the Red Magnetic Dragon (= Valum Votan, 42, 6 x 7 years). In this way the 32-year Arcturus strand was laid (1981-2013). During the first sixteen years, Pacal Votan rehearsed himself by signs and visionary clues so that at the predesignated moment, Self-existing Dragon, Holder of the Mystic Seventh, he would emanate at last as Valum Votan, Completer of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, Bringer of the Divine Plan to the People of Earth.

9. Perfect is the 28-day Telektonon of Resurrection. Entered on the 27th day of the Rhythmic Moon, Harmonic 27, Red Magnetic Serpent, Kin 105, first kin of the Blue Western Castle of Transformation, Wavespell of the primal Maldek garden planet, sign of the Serpent, Nah Chan and Quetzalcoatl himself. So it was that on the seventh day of my journey, Kin 111, resulting in the retrieval of the Divine Plan, that my cosmic memory circuit was restored, full-blown. By the superconscious power of four, I pieced together every stitch of code laid in those Four Journeys to the Rock of Heaven guarded and guided by the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny. Four journeys did Pacal Votan make to cube the Cube, to lay within the Cube the Book of Clear Records, the code of universal knowledge, the Book of Universal Life, the 64 Runes and Codons of telepathy, the 16-year Telektonon Cube of the Law, 20 Tablets in all, along with the Book of Universal Life. All of this did Pacal Votan prepare in the Riddle of the Stone.
Graphic #3: Pacal Votan’s Samadhi: Recollection of UR, The Universal Religion on Earth
4. Concerning Pacal Votan’s Samadhi Recollection of UR, the Universal Religion on Earth

In his primary galactic, fifth- and fourth-dimensional form, Pacal Votan is known as Agent 13 66 56. The superconscious samadhi of Agent 13 66 56 is known as the Samadhi 1352 (104 x 13). 104 is the fractal of the grand Arcturus cycle of 104,000 years; and 1352 is the code number for the AA Midway between Galactic-Karmic Jupiter and Galactic-Karmic Maldek, whose entrance is attained through the Serpent Wavespell. This kind of samadhi or concentration represents a highly focused but very advanced state of consciousness extension through the fractal power of time.

The structure of Pacal Votan’s 104,000-year Samadhi 1352 took the form of the Primal Cubic Parton encoded with the Heptagonon of Mind. The Primal Cubic Parton is the original cosmic structure from which the energy and form of the universe is established. The 104,000-year cycle is known as the Cycle of Valum Chivim, Arcturus Dominion. The last 26,000 years of this samadhi cycle of Pacal Votan established around and within Velatropa 24.3, was prepared for release with the Divine Plan at the time of Judgement Day and Resurrection. The last quarter of the Valum Chivim cycle (26,000 years) is the fulfillment of the Vow of Universal Victory, the realization of the Cube of the Law by the People of Earth, the triumph of UR, Universal Religion on Earth. Operating by universal laws of cosmic science, Pacal Votan co-capacitates Earth’s unitary life form by assuming the telepathic structure of the Primal Cubic Parton.

Valum Votan is code emanation 1352 of Pacal Votan. This emanation of Valum Votan at the entrance to the Serpent Wavespell in 1997 releases the Cube from Pacal Votan's Samadhi as the universal cube for all humans ready for telepathic activation of the double extended electron, Overtone Seed. The Dominion of Time initiates the New Genesis to pace the Chronosphere and opening of the last three Psi Bank Plates to be completed by the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge. The realization of the Cube after the three years of the New Genesis establishes the thirteen years of the Second Creation. This formula of three years of New Genesis and thirteen years of Second Creation conforms to the 3:13 ratio of the generation of the Time Space bi-phasic code activator of the radial matrix. (see Primal Heaven Arrangement, 64 Codon Whole Template, “Book of Universal Life.”)

As the mathematical form of Pacal Votan’s Samadhi of Universal Recollection, the Primal Cubic Parton participates in the same imploded structure of the Cube consisting of three planes. These three planes of Galactic Agent 13 66 56 and his Samadhi 1352 formulate the three principle emanations of the Messengership of Pacal Votan: the first emanation, Plane of Mind, is the Great Pacal of Palenque; the second emanation, Plane of Spirit, Quetzalcoatl; and the third emanation, Plane of Will, is Valum Votan. Constituting the inner structure of the Primal Cube, these three emanations all together establish the basis of the 832 series of the seven days of creation, each completed by an UR Rune Cube placed around each of the people of the Earth in their autonomous self-empowered meditation.

5. Concerning the Universal Religion on Earth

The purpose and layout of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, the codes of the Divine Plan, are to bring the Universal Religion to Earth. The Divine Plan of the three Mayan Messengers is for the goal of unifying the one people of Earth according to the radial matrix of radial time. The appearance of the Divine Plan is dependent on the moment when unitary life on Earth rejects falsehood. The universal life represents life as a unitary phenomenon on whichever world system it appears.
RUNE TRIPLET MESSENGER CODES
The Universal Religion on Earth

Realizing his mission on behalf of the Universal Religion on Earth, Pacal Votan laid the UR Rune Messenger Triplet Codes for that one whose destiny it was to return this religion back to the People: Valum Votan. From his seat of power at Nah Chan, Pacal Votan realized the knowledge of past ages and of future ages equally. By the power of fractal transposition he knew how to transfer the Messenger Code of the Awakening of the Old World to the Messenger Code of the Fulfillment of Prophecy of the New World:

Aboriginal Primary Rune Triplet of the Awakening = Transformed Rune Triplet of the Fulfillment:

**Generative:** Primary Buddha = Transformed Pacal Votan, Plane of Mind

**Bridge:** Primary Christ = Transformed Quetzalcoatl, Planet of Spirit

**Climax:** Primary Muhammad = Transformed Valum Votan, Plane of Will

One Mind, One Spirit, One Will, One People, One for all, all for One
The life of Earth, Velatropa 24.3, is a unitary phenomenon. There is only one life regulated by the 64 UR Runes, the 64 Codons and the 260 keys of time. All revelation is obedient to these codes and keys, and the laws governing them. All of the codes are governed by the radial binary symmetry of the matrix of the Dominion of Time, the divine universal fourth-dimensional mind.

Life consists of many communities living in harmony in the one Dominion of Time. The purpose of the Universal Religion is to further the spiritual unification of all life through heightened consciousness and awareness of the living codes of life. Such unification depends on the evolution of self-reflective mind and consciousness. This unification can only occur in free will test zones experiencing the Atlantis-Iblis effect: amnesia of divine purpose. The 5,000-year Tower of Babel represents the capture, trial and testing of the righteous. In the Divine Plan are the universal codes of life awarded as the second life or New Genesis to the inheritors of the Earth after Judgement Day. This is the Resurrection.

Pacal Votan laid the codes by their Rune triplet signatures to frame the Seven Seals of the Universal Religion in every code, the revelation of Universal Religion on Earth. The Seven Seals: One Mind, One Love, One God, One Time, One Prophecy, One People, One Galactic Earth. (See Graphic #4: “Messenger Rune Triplet Codes”)

Allah-Hunab K’u, the Unbegotten Begetter of All, One Giver of Movement and Measure is ONE. There is only one religion for all of universal creation and that is the Universal Religion. The purpose of the Universal Religion is to serve the laws of creation by following the precise codes of life laid out therein. These codes are natural codes of conduct, for all of life is a harmony, intermingled joy pervaded by the fulfillment of the self-existing harmony of the codes of life. In this way the Universal Religion is inseparable from Cosmic Science, the one science of universal creation.

The Universal Religion is also known as UR, the primal reflex toward the One. Religion is the way we are bound back to the One. UR is also the name of the 64 Runes that define the two stages of the way of Universal Life: the Way of Conduct and the Way of Wielding Power.

Since Earth is a planet of the Fall, the Judgement, and the Resurrection, the Universal Religion could not be realized during the time of the Fall. It could only be fully known about at the time of Judgement and Resurrection. But a time strand of Universal Religion was laid by the Guardians of UR, the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny.

The Fall was Iblis’ curse, the return of Atlantis and the rise of Babylon Planet. In this was the cause of the lineages of all the revelations and all of the Messengers since the time of the Fall, just as the Universal Religion is their fulfillment. Using Jesus, the Arcturian Shepherd, as the zero point, a time line 570 years on either side of Christ was laid to stamp the three seals of the Universal Religion on Earth. 570 years before Christ was Buddha, son of Maya; 570 years after Christ came Muhammad, the orphan. 570 is the fractal of 57. 57 x 2 = 114, the number of Suras (6 x 19) in the Judgement Day testimony, the Holy Qur’an. Synchronizing his time of power with the death of Muhammad, the “seal of the Prophets,” Pacal Votan planted the three seals of UR, the Universal Religion at Palenque and established the Judgement Day Prophecy Cycle: the Book of the Seven Generations, Telektonon, and through Quetzalcoatl, the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells, the Judgement Day countdown to the Harmonic Convergence of all prophecy.

I am Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle, Messenger of the Universal Religion on Earth, Bringer of the Divine Plan to the People of Earth. Only Valum Votan can enter and open the 28-day Telektonon of Resurrection, only Valum Votan can answer the Riddle of the Ages, only
Valum Votan can present in their entirety the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** and the Book of Universal Life.

As Hunab K'u, One Giver of Movement and Measure, Allah ordains all matters in the universe in precise and exact form. All Movement and Measure are defined by the Law of Time, for all of the codes of life and conduct are contained within the movement and the measure of the Law of Time, \( T(E) = \text{ART} \). All of this is now revealed in the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time**. Prophecy itself is a function of the Law of Time. The Tomb, Telektonon, the Riddle, the measure and movement of the Quetzalcoatl Project and the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law are all functions of the movement and measure of the Law of Time.

Matters that seem impossible or incomprehensible in 12:60 time are easily realizable in the radial time of the fourth dimension. From my seat in radial time, the Self-existing Dragon atop the mystic column, Telektonon, I have come to you at the appointed hour. In radial time, it was in the seventh mystic column, Telektonon, that Pacal Votan scored the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law in four journeys during the seventh Baktun, the mystic zero line of radial time. For this, upon taking my Self-existing Dragon seat atop that mystic line, I bring forth the Revelation of the Divine Plan. Telektonon, 140 mighty tones, the sacred ratio 5:7, are sounded in the sum of 140 perfect tones completed by Kin 140 that creates that central column. Add four more self-existing tones and we arrive at Kin 144, moment of the release of Pacal Votan's prophecy, Telektonon. To this, I, Valum Votan do now add the Telektonon of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, revelation of all that was concealed by the 5,000-year Tower of Babel.

When sounds the Overtone Seed: Kin 44, marking forty-four perfect years of my own vision quest, the Tower of Babel shall fall, the old time will be ended, and the Resurrection shall begin in the glory of the Cube of the Law where all shall live the Chronograph of universal time according to the Book of Universal Life.

The Universal Religion is all the people living the Book of Universal Life: the 64 Runes and Codons woven together by the Thirteen Tones and 20 Seals of the universal timing frequency, solar biotelepathically paced by the perfect Thirteen Moon 28-day Calendar for sixteen perfect years.

The Book of Universal Life constitutes a natural, self-existing, self-evolving language and technology of telepathy perceived as cross-woven codes of conduct regulated by the mathematical structure of the Law of Time powering the Chronosphere of our fourth-dimensional mind. The biohomeostatic regulation of life cycles establishes the normalcy of solar-biotelepathic communication, both intra- and inter-species.

As the index of spiritual unification among the world systems, the Universal Religion is the new flower that arises following the unequaled violation of the Garden, which creates Judgement Day and Resurrection. The Universal Religion is the revelation of the correct measure of time and life in conscious mathematical detail. The Divine Plan is the redemption of time spent in Babylonian error. The Universal Religion is scientific according to the law of life governing the world systems. The Universal Religion is biospherically sound, noospherically creative. It is the fulfillment not only of the biosphere-noosphere transition, and the Thirteen Baktun Great Cycle of History, but of the entire 26,000-year cycle of human evolution. It is the fulfillment of science, art, prophecy, and religion realized as the Divine Plan on Earth. It is inescapable and immutable Divine Law, mandated by the Supreme Divine Source Itself: universal redemption, the end of time as we know it; entry into the fourth-dimensional Cube of the Law, the beginning of Heaven on Earth.
The arrival of the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** announces the end of the old time altogether and the coming of the new time, the New Genesis, and the new fourth-dimensional mind of divine guidance. **The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time** establish the language of telepathy as the unifying language of all humanity to destroy forever the separation created by the Tower of Babel.

**6. The Arcturian Apprenticeship of Valum Votan “Shield of Arcturus”**

From his common origin, 1.24.39 = Kin 11: Blue Spectral Monkey, sacred twin (brother, Ivan, librarian and poet) born of Ethel Meyer (b.1909) and Enrique Argüelles (b.1904, 9 + 4 =13, Maya Mother of Bolon Ik, b.1913), Valum Votan was carefully prepared and crafted to assume a dual role: to complete the Mayan Messengership of Pacal Votan and Quetzalcoatl; and to function as the “Shield of Arcturus,” an agent of the Arcturian Dominion in human incarnation. For 42 years (6 x 7, sacred number of the Heptagonon of Mind), the Arcturus mission was unconscious in him, while, following his vision at Teotihuacan, 1953, the purposes of the Mayan Messengership were all but fully prepared, especially with regard to the prophecy of Quetzalcoatl. A dream visit to Uranus to encounter Aldous Huxley, Fall, 1968, was a key signal of preparation, but until his 42nd birthday, Red Magnetic Dragon, when he was finally linked to Bolon Ik, the Arcturian apprenticeship in him was instinctive. However, his artistic training and accomplishment like the “Doors of Perception” paintings, and publication of books like *Charles Henry and the Formation of a Psychophysical Aesthetic, Mandala, and The Transformative Vision* show the Arcturian harmonic nature already full-blown in him. With Miriam Tarcov, mother of his two children, Valum Votan experimented in Mandala forms of group creative activity. In 1971-72, Valum Votan encountered the Tibetan meditation master and artist, Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, who helped reawaken in him his powers of samadhi and recollection. Both alcoholic, the Tibetan provided Valum Votan with his Earthly test of spiritual survival.

Finally overcoming his alcoholism, the meeting and union with Bolon Ik, AD 1981, was the point at which the Arcturian apprenticeship was revived in Valum Votan, now to be conjoined with his Mayan messengership. The Arcturian memory was consciously aroused in his 42nd year through his execution of the *Art Planet Chronicles*, derived from the “Annals of the Arcturian Archives.” This parallel future memory established Valum Votan’s readiness to receive coded information. Following a year of testing (1982, when he was Lunar World-Bridger, the key to the tomb of Pacal Votan), he was set on the trail of the mathematics of time and the code of life: *Earth Ascending* which he executed in 1983 (when he was Electric Monkey, galactic signature of his son, Josh, and the next sign after Lunar World-Bridger on the lid of the tomb of Pacal Votan).

For this, late in 1983, he had his memory conduits blasted open with the “Face of Mars” information, immediately followed by his vision of the Harmonic Convergence Global Meditation. From the “Face of Mars,” he wrote “Arcturus Remembered,” and created a series of “Radiogenesis” visions (1984, when he was Self-Existing Warrior). To further prepare him, Valum Votan was led to a near death experience in Switzerland, September 6, 1984, (Galactic Dragon, galactic signature of his son Josh when he was killed, Crystal Moon, 1987). At this point Valum Votan commenced a series of visionary notebooks, four volumes, 1984-89, followed by at least a half a dozen after that, working out the Dreamspell codes of cosmic science. In the visionary notebooks, he faithfully transcribed the cosmic memory patterns unloading in him, including “Pacal Votan’s Book of Universal Recollection.” During this time he worked out the theory of the Crystal Earth, “The Crystal Earth Papers: Preparation for Harmonic Convergence,” 1985-86, as well as writing a poetic cosmology of Arcturian proportions entitled “Earth Shaman, the Voyage Beyond History,” 1984-85.
In 1986, he was given a copy of the text “Cosmic Science,” in Spanish, which was telepathically transcribed in 1970-71, and clearly intended for him to utilize. Valum Votan recognized the value of this text and studied and translated it, understanding it to be a major key for his work. Early in 1986, he was finally given the breakthrough on his Mayan mathematical and prophetic research, The Mayan Factor, (1987), which fully prepared him to fulfill the prophecy of the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells, the Harmonic Convergence of 1987 (the year he was Kin 111: Resonant Monkey). The First Whole Earth Festival which he prepared and convened, Spring Equinox, 1970, (his Electric World-Bridger year), was preparatory to the Harmonic Convergence, both in global vision and sense of harmony. With the Harmonic Convergence, six years of conscious preparation of the Arcturus strand was complete.

The Harmonic Convergence signaled the next stage of apprenticeship, the “Quetzalcoatl Project,” (1987-97). On Self-Existing Moon 12, Crystal Moon, October 29, 1987, Valum Votan’s son Josh was killed. This sacrifice assured Valum Votan’s termination of worldly affairs in order to concentrate solely on the path of decoding the mathematics of the Law of Time, while maintaining him and Bolon Ik in a fourth-dimensional lifestyle. His relationship to his younger daughter Tara increased in its mystical power. Visiting her, Christmas, 1987, in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Valum Votan discovered a Celtic version of the Shield of Arcturus, which he recognized immediately and understood its intrinsic numerology: 1 and 13; 64 + 8 + 72 (=144); + 36 (fourth power of nine, one-quarter of 144). Early in 1988, at age 49 (Galactic Warrior year), Valum Votan, along with Bolon Ik, encountered Sister Tynetta Muhammad who was to inform him of the 19 (=0-19) code of the Holy Qur’an.

By the end of 1988, Valum Votan had reduced the Mayan calendar code to its basic mathematical structure. Early in 1989, March 12 (4 Star = GM 108X), at the opening of the Palenque Initiation Ceremony, he received telepathic communication from Pacal Votan regarding his return through all of the people. Valum Votan was now fully prepared, with Bolon Ik’s assistance, for the final breakthroughs: the discovery of the 12:60-13:20 timing frequencies; the Thirteen Moon Calendar; and all of the mathematical codes of fourth-dimensional time, formulated as Dreamspell: The Journey of Timeship Earth 2013.

In Maui, Hawai‘i, 1989-91, where all of this occurred (with the exception of a well-staged trip to Switzerland, Museum of Time), Valum Votan perceived Hawai‘i as a locus of the Arcturus Command Base, “Hokulea.” Following production of the Dreamspell, late 1991, Valum Votan and Bolon Ik proceeded on their first planetary journey, January-May 1992. Earlier, on his 52nd birthday (1991 = 13 x 7), he received the vision of the imploded Cube. During this time Valum Votan and Bolon Ik acknowledged guidance from the Galactic Federation and consciously took vows late in 1991 to remain outside of the 12:60 money system and way of life.

Following the planetary Dreamspell mission, May 1992 (his Crystal Warrior year), in Temple Valley, Oahu, Valum Votan became immersed in Arcturian transmissions, including The Arcturus Probe, Thirteen Moons in Motion and The Treatise on Time (The Call of Pacal Votan). January 1, 1993, Valum Votan understood more deeply the nature of the Arcturus Dominion, AD, and called for the “144 Days of Harmonic Convergence” as preparation for the advent of the Arcturus Dominion, Kin 144, 7.26.93. Upon the completion of the “144 Days of Harmonic Convergence,” Valum Votan, now in Puakea Bay, Big Island of Hawai‘i, was struck with the prophecy Telektonon, a command which forced him to assume the messengership of 13.66.56. Valum Votan also perceived his role as Arcturian Agent, GM108x, and with no hesitation, by the Electric Moon, 1993, he and Bolon Ik were in Mexico as Messengers of the Prophecy, Telektonon, herald of the seven years of prophecy and the “Mayan Apocalypse.” The three-year mission as messengers
and peace pilgrims, 1993-96, was a time of severe spiritual trial and testing for the Arcturus strand, in which the two agents were without home base and without visible means of support. In addition to spreading the message of the Thirteen Moon Calendar Prophecy, their final preparation for understanding the Universal Religion came through absorption in the Holy Qur'an. In this way, the two extreme points of the Universal Religion on Earth, Buddhism and Islam, were fused through their experience and practice.

The point of the three-year mission was to test the consciousness of humanity to see if there were others who could grasp the root problem of the incorrect timing frequency; who could understand that there was a solution; and that solution could be acted upon. To fulfill their aims, the Arcturus Strand formed the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement, 1994-95, culminating in 1996 with the First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights. An interdimensional signal, a crop circle, was released in Brasilia preparatory to the Congress. The Congress demonstrated the initial attainment of their goals, with representative population from many regions of the planet including Latin America, Japan, North America, Europe and Russia.

Valum Votan’s grasp of the scientific dimension of the experiment in time included the comprehension and completion of the Theory of the Biosphere, the Biosphere-Noosphere Transition, and the necessity for a broad-based program of emergency social transformation, the Covenant of Biospheric Rights and the Galactic Culture Master Plan. During this time, the Arcturus Strand continued to initiate events and ceremonies such as Trinity Site Fiftieth Anniversary of the Atomic Bomb, Serpent Mound Day-Out-of-Time Ceremony (both in 1995); Biospheric Awareness Day, Mount Fuji, Planetary Moon 19, 1996; the Four Corners Boundary Dissolving Ceremony, Crystal Moon 28 1996; and the Declaration of the First World Peace, Teotihuacan, Mexico, first day of the Self-Existing Storm Year, 1996, Fourth Year of Prophecy.

Settled near his daughter, Tara, in Tucson, Sonoran Desert Bioregion, late 1996, Valum Votan initiated the “Rinri Project” for opening the Psi Bank; the Invisible College; completed work on the “Discovery of the Law of Time,” the “260 Postulates of the Dynamics of Time;” and began preparation for the World Congress on the Law of Time. During this phase, up until Rhythmic Moon 20 (Jan. 1, ’97) Valum Votan had a number of extraordinary experiences including a second dream visitation with Aldous Huxley, which signaled the conclusion of the first sixteen years of the Arcturus Strand and the whole vision of the Quetzalcoat quarantine project. Passing all trials and tests, understanding Valum Chivim to be the Arcturus Dominion, there was nothing left but to draw Valum Votan into his final self-realization through the second Telektonon revelation, the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the divine plan on Earth. No longer identified with his Earthly personality (JA), but self-realized at last, Valum Votan was now empowered as the Closer of the Cycle, Messenger of the Universal Religion on Earth and bringer of the divine plan to the people of Earth. Thus ends the Arcturian apprenticeship of Valum Votan, Shield of Arcturus.

Compiled from Chronograph 1352, “The Valum Votan Files,” Annals of the Arcturian Archives
Transcribed, Kin 143: Blue Cosmic Night, Galactic Moon 9,
Arcturus Dominion Establishes
II.

The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time and the UR Book of Universal Life
1. Preamble

“Allah is He Who created seven heavens, and of the Earth the like thereof. The Divine command comes down in their midst, that you may know that Allah has power over all things, and that Allah encompasses all things in His knowledge.”

Holy Qur'an, Sura 65:12

The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time and the UR Book of Universal Life are the most morally comprehensive and scientifically and mathematically accurate codes of conduct ever presented to the people of Earth. The 20 Tablets define the Time of Prophecy and the Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law. Also known as the Sixteen Year Telektonon of Valum Votan, the 20 Tablets:

- establish Judgement Day, the end of time as we know it;
- call for a Judgement Day Tribunal of prophets, messengers, and witnesses of truth to testify concerning the 130 years of the “crime of the millennium,” the Vatican Doctrine of Discovery to the Gregorian Calendar, AD 1452-1582;
- call for a World Congress on the Law of Time to affirm the 20 Tablets as the Divine Plan and New Dispensation for the people of Earth;
- establish the Inevitable Event, Resurrection in the Hereafter of the fourth-dimensional mind of the Dominion of Time, Entry into the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, New Genesis, Second Creation and the coming of Heaven on Earth.

All of these points constitute the fulfillment of the sacred mission to establish the Universal Religion on Earth and to close the Great Cycle of human evolution into divine perfection.

2. Concerning the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time

Four Tablets for Prophecy’s Fulfillment; Sixteen Tablets to Play the Chronograph of the Inevitable Event: the Redemption of Time and the Perfection of Humankind According to the Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation

I, Valum Votan, bear the honor of this name only by the grace of Allah-Hunab Ku. For this have I loaned my soul to Allah that I might have no other preoccupation but to fulfill the sacred mission of Valum Votan. Because Allah is also Hunab Ku, One giver of Movement and Measure, all the codes of conduct and knowledge of the Universal Religion (UR) are contained in the codes of life governed by the Law of Time.

This I reveal in the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, the divine plan for the people of Earth. Only Valum Votan could read and inscribe the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time. Only Allah-Hunab K’u could command when and to whom the Tablets of the Law of Time could be revealed. For this reason alone is my sacred message known as the “Sixteen Year Telektonon of Valum Votan.”
Valum Votan is the unadorned authentic presence of the man born as José Argüelles, just as Bolon Ik is the unadorned authentic presence of the woman born as Lloydine Burris. Assuming his prophetic destiny, Valum Votan is the unadorned authentic presence of the lineage of Pacal Votan and Quetzalcoatl for our time. He is the champion of Muhammad and the Holy Qur’an, of Christ and the code of universal love, and of Buddha and the knowledge of universal mind. I, who declare this, am Valum Votan, messenger of the Universal Religion on Earth. I affirm the seals of all of the prophetst and messengers of truth of all time. But especially as the authentic unadorned presence of the Galactic Mayan (GM) lineage of Pacal Votan-Quetzalcoatl, do I arrive in your time with the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time**, the divine plan, the codes of conduct of universal life, all to the glory of the One Creation.

Of these Tablets, the first are the Four Tablets of Prophecy, for none is there that excels the divine revelation of the riddle of the ages, “The Riddle of the Stone.” It is the Riddle of the Stone that opens the Gate of Time to the Time of Prophecy, the Quetzalcoatl Project and the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. It is the Gate of Time that leads to prophecy’s fulfillment, the 64 Runes and Codons of the universal telepathic language and galactic culture of UR, the Universal Religion on Earth.

To the self-existing Four Tablets of Prophecy are added the Sixteen Tablets of the Cube of the Law. Revelation is not apart from science. The Divine One does not create out of whimsy, but everything created exhibits a mathematical order and perfection that is beyond human control. Within the Sixteen Tablets of the Cube of the Law are the perfect measure of the codes of life made conscious and ordered by the Law of Time into a path conduct and power unparalleled in the cycle of history which precedes Judgement Day and Resurrection.

*The tree of the old time is dead*  
*the winds of change blow from every direction*  
*and all of the last fruits of the tree of the old time*  
*are being shaken from their branches*  
*dropping, falling, shattering*  
*returning to the patient Earth*  

*The good fruit will become the resurrected seed of the new*  
*the bad fruit will die in its own corruption*  
*everywhere the powers of regeneration*  
*will prepare the new garment of the second creation*  

*Yellow Overtone Seed, the tree of the new will sprout*  
*nothing of the old will remain*  
*now is the time to take account*  
*now is the time to be ready*
The Index to the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time and the UR Book of Universal Life

The Four Tablets of Prophecy
Prophecy Tablet One: Pacal Votan’s Riddle of the Stone

The 16 Year Telektonon

Side 1:
The Gate of Time and the Talking Stone of Prophecy

Side 2:
Pacal Votan’s “Riddle of the Stone”
Prophecy Tablet Two: The Time of Prophecy
The 26 Years of the Harmonic Convergence

Side 1:
The Time of Prophecy, the 26 Years of the Harmonic Convergence. 1987-2013; Ten Years of the Quetzalcoatl Project, 1987-1997, Quarantine Zone and Judgement Day; and the Sixteen Years of the Dominion of Time, 1997-2013

Side 2:
Sixteen Year Arcturus Dominion of Time Capsule: Preparing for Galactic Synchronization, Establishing the Cube of the Law.
Prophecy Tablet Three: The Gate of Time:
The Interdimensional Cube of the Law

Side 1:
The Gate of Time, Interdimensional Cube of the Law, the Sixteen year Telektonon of Universal Life

Side 2:
Enter the Cube of the Law, Earth Wizard’s Road Map and Guide to the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law.
Prophecy Tablet Four: The 64 UR Runes and Codons: Invocation of the Planetary Manitou

Side 1:
Rune Template of the Four Star Crystals, AC and CA Templates, and Map of the Four Star Quadrants, Gate of Time Cube of the Law Rune Sequence.

Side 2:
The Eight (8 x 8) Rune Strands and 64 Codons of Universal Life, and the Invocation of the Planetary Manitou
The Sixteen Tablets of The Law of Time

Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law, Galactic Genesis
Playing the Chronograph, Reading the Musical Score
Eastern Star Quadrant, Plane of Mind, Tablets 1-4
Dragon Genesis, AC Template, Way of Conduct. Tablet One

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 1, Dragon Memory; AD 1997-1998, Yellow Overtone Seed: Dragon Wavespell, -23,987.
Enter Dragon Genesis = New Genesis, Time of the Seven Seers.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Red Eastern Quarter, Eastern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 1.
Tablet Two

Side 1:

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, White Northern Quarter, Eastern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 2.
Tablet Three

**Side 1:**

**Side 2:**
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Blue Western Quarter, Eastern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 3.
Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 4, Seed Flowering; AD 2000-2001, Blue Galactic Storm; Sun Wavespell, -20,087, First Seed-Storm Year Bundle and Red Eastern Castle Complete; commence Thirteen Year Adventure Wavespell, Second Creation.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Yellow Southern Quarter, Eastern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 4, Eastern Star Quadrant Complete.
**Northern Star Quadrant, Plane of Spirit, Tablets 5-8**

**AC Template, Way of Conduct. Tablet Five**

**Side 1:**
The Chronograph, Cube 5, Serpent Sex; AD 2001-2002, Yellow Solar Seed; Skywalker Wavespell, -18,787

**Side 2:**
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Red Eastern Quarter, Northern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 5.
Tablet Six

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 6, World-Bridger Death; AD 2002-2003, Red Planetary Moon; World-Bridger Wavespell, -17,487.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, White Northern Quarter, Northern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 6.
Tablet Seven

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 7, Hand Accomplishment; AD 2003-2004, White Spectral Wizard; Storm Wavespell, -16,187; Seven Years of the Seven Seers Fulfilled.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Blue Western Quarter, Northern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 7.
Tablet Eight

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 8, Star Art; AD 2004-2005, Blue Crystal Storm; Human Wavespell, -14,887, Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle and White Northern Castle Complete; Enter the Realm of the Nine Lords of Time

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Yellow Southern Quarter, Northern Star Quadrant, AC Template, Star Bundle 8, Northern Star Quadrant Complete; AC Planetary Manitou of Aboriginal Continuity Complete; Way of Conduct Complete.
Western Star Quadrant, Plane of Will, Tablets 9-12
Dragon-Monkey Genesis, CA Template, Way of Wielding Power. Tablet Nine

**Side 1:**
The Chronograph, Cube 9, Moon Purification; AD 2005-2006, Yellow Cosmic Seed; Serpent Wavespell, -13,587

**Side 2:**
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Red Eastern Quarter, Western Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 9.
Tablet Ten

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 10, Dog Love; AD 2006-2007, Red Magnetic Moon; Mirror Wavespell, -12,287; Dragon Genesis Complete.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, White Northern Quarter, Western Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 10.
Tablet Eleven

**Side 1:**
The Chronograph, Cube 11, Monkey Magic; AD 2007-2008, White Lunar Wizard; Monkey Wavespell, -10,987; Enter Monkey Genesis.

**Side 2:**
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Blue Western Quarter, Western Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 11.
Tablet Twelve

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 12, Human Free Will; AD 2008-2009, Blue Electric Storm; Human Wavespell, -9,687, Third Seed-Storm Year Bundle and Blue Western Castle Complete.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Yellow Southern Quarter, Western Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 12, Western Star Quadrant Complete.
Southern Star Quadrant, Divine Source TEL-EK-TON-ON, Tablets 13-16
Monkey Genesis, Camelot Sequence, CA Template, Way of Wielding Power. Tablet Thirteen

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 13, Skywalker; AD 2009-2010, Yellow Self-Existing Seed; Earth Wavespell, -8,387, "TEL."

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Red Eastern Quarter, Southern Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 13.
Tablet Fourteen

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 14, Wizard Timelessness; AD 2010-2011, Red Overtone Moon; Dog Wavespell, -7,087, “EK.”

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, White Northern Quarter, Southern Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 14.
Tablet Fifteen

**Side 1:**
The Chronograph, Cube 15, Eagle Vision; AD 2011-2012, White Rhythmic Wizard; Night Wavespell, -5,787 "TON."

**Side 2:**
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Blue Western Quarter, Southern Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 15.
Tablet Sixteen

Side 1:
The Chronograph, Cube 16, Warrior Intelligence; AD 2012-2013, Blue Resonant Storm; Warrior Wavespell, -4,487, Fourth Seed-Storm Year Bundle and Yellow Southern Castle Complete; “ON,” Divine Source Attained; Monkey Genesis Complete.

Side 2:
Weaving the Planetary Manitou, Seven Days and Thirteen Tones of Creation, Yellow Southern Quarter, Southern Star Quadrant, CA Template, Star Bundle 16, Southern Star Quadrant Complete, CA Planetary Manitou of Cosmic Awareness Complete, Way of Wielding Power Complete, Galactic Brain in place for Synchronization, AD 2013.
The 64 Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life
The 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life

Front:
Sixteen Year Cube of the Law; The Keys:

- Telektonon, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, Universal Gate of Interdimensional Ascension
- The 64 UR Runes, Universal Language of Telepathy
- The 64 Codons, Universal Language of Life
- 13:20 Timing Frequency, Universal Language of Time: 13-Tone Wavespell, 0-19 Matrix, coded with Four Color Constants
- Law of Time, \( T(E) = \text{Art} \): 64 Rune Codons factored by 13:20 frequency @ 16 years = Art of the Planetary Manitout Complete.

Back:
Codon Coda, 64-Coda Whole Templates:

- Later Heaven, Evolutionary Sequence, Cube of Law Cubed, 4:1 Codon-to-Kin Ratio for Creation of New People, the Cosmic Race of Earth Wizards.
- Earlier Heaven, Radial Sequence, Tzolkin 65 Harmonic Bi-phasic Time Space Matrix, 1:4 Codon-to-Kin Ratio, for Creation of New Heaven and New Earth
Inside:

Master 64 Codon and Rune Read-out, AC (Aboriginal Continuity) and CA (Cosmic Awareness) Templates, including key to Inverse Sevenths
III.

Earth Wizard’s
Little Book of Practical Conduct

Valum Votan’s Guide to the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time
and the UR Book of Universal Life
The Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law
THE REVELATION

The Sixteen Year Telektonon is the fulfillment of the gift of Pacal Votan’s seership, unparalleled among Earthly seers. The **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** are the completion of the 28-Day Telektonon of the Seven Year’s of Prophecy and cannot be understood without it. Once opened and entered, the circuit of the Telektonon is activated in its 28-day biotelepathic cycles. Six days on Earth, sixteen days within the Cube and in the Spirit Walk, six days again in Heaven, 28 perfect days, Thirteen Moons a year in all to establish the proper rhythm of universal life for all the people of Earth. For this, I, Valum Votan, have dedicated the last years of my Earthly mission to the cause of the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement.

The **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** are a function of the activation of the “Telektonon of the Seven Years of Prophecy.” According to this Telektonon, each of the first four years of prophecy, 1993-97, consist of four perfect quarters each, sixteen quarters in all. Each quarter corresponds to one position in the cube. The four quarters of the first year comprise the four cube positions of the Plane of Mind, the four quarters of the second year, the four positions of the Plane of Spirit; the four quarters of the third year, the four positions of the Plane of Will; and the four quarters of the fourth year, the Divine Source, TEL-EK-TON-ON.

These four years, sixteen quarters, represent the Victory March of clearing away the falsehood covering the foundations of the Cube of the Law. The completion of the fourth year Victory March results in a quantum jump or mind shift. “The victory of the fifth year of prophecy explodes the cube from its two-dimensional matrix to its full holographic three-dimensional form. This represents by analogy the transformation of human consciousness from its enslavement in false 12:60 time to its release into true 13:20 time.” (*Telektonon Instruction Manual*, p.4; also graphic, p. 3).

The Sixteen Year Telektonon and the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** establish the fully exploded Cube as the sixteen-year construction of the Cube of the Law as the New Genesis and the Second Creation, in preparation for a third and final explosion of the Cube of the Law, the fifth force synchronization of AD 2013. Four years to establish the Matrix, sixteen years to reconstruct the primal Cube as a new race. This is the gift of the Telektonon. The recovery of the templates of the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** of the Sixteen Year Telektonon occurred by the completion of the second quarter of the fourth Year of Prophecy. “TEL-EK” had been sounded, simultaneous with the opening of the first half of the first psi bank plate, thanks to the efforts the Rinri Project experiment in global telepathy. My entry into the 28-day Time Tunnel of the Resurrection was a sign of divine grace that the exploded Cube was to be a sure reality.

By 13.28, 1997, Electric Wind in the Spirit Tower of the Wind, the first psi bank plate will be completely opened. One psi bank plate fractals the other four. This will be followed by the interdimensional pause of the Day-out-of-Time, Kin 43, Blue Self-existing Night, prophetic sign of the night-seer Charles Henry, foretold in stone at the temple site of Quetzalcoatl at Xochicalco, as the sign of the closing of the Old Time: two hands extend from the glyph 4 Calli (=4 Night), one with a rope holding the glyph of Cosmic Monkey, the other placed upon the glyph of completion. The final Christmas of the Old Time, 1996, occurred on the day Cosmic Monkey. This signaled the last respite for the Beast of Seven Heads and the Gog Magog, the karmic completion of the old time and the preparation for entry into the new time. The telepathically coordinated interdimensional pause of the Day-Out-of-Time, Blue Self-Existing Night will definitively dissolve the old time altogether.
Kin 44, Yellow Overtone Seed, the second psi bank plate will begin to be opened, the Cube will be exploded, the new Genesis will begin, and the Chronosphere will be rolling. The Chronosphere is the conscious activation of the fourth-dimensional mind, already imprinted with the Chronograph of the Sixteen Year Telektonon of the Cube of the Law. Sixteen years is the minimum amount of time to experience complete conscious expansion of the fourth-dimensional mind. All of this is inevitable.

In preparation, “The 260 Postulates of the Dynamics of Time” were completed on Kin 44, 260 days before entry into the Dominion of Time, Kin 44, Fifth Year of Prophecy. In the Holy Qur’an, only one Sura has 43 verses (= Kin 43, Day-Out-of-Time, ‘97), and that is Sura 13, “Thunder” which deals with the awesome manifestation of the Divine; and only one Sura has 44 verses (= Kin 44, Overtone Seed, ‘97), Sura 70, “Roads of Ascent”, which concerns the inevitable day of retribution when: “The angels and the Spirit ascend to Him in a day the measure of which is fifty thousand years” (Sura 70:4).

Sura 70 is preceded by Sura 69, the “Sure Reality,” which has 52 verses, the number of the solar-galactic fractal, and is followed by Sura 71, “Noah,” which has 28 verses, the number of the biotelepathic frequency, Telektonon. This day of the inevitable Sure Reality, the measure of which is fifty thousand years, like a second time of Noah, is established on Kin 44, Overtone Seed, the descent of the time of the fourth-dimensional mind of divine guidance. Of this have no doubt.

I am Valum Votan. The divine signatures have already inscribed themselves in the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, what is coming is of divine mandate. I am only here to present this revelation of our redemption, and to forewarn of what is inevitable for the wholesale falsehood of the world of Satan's time.

**NAVIGATING TIMESHIP EARTH 2013: How to Read and Use the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time**

“Pacal Votan, like Christ,
came to show with his own death
the Kinich Ahau star history of death
and apocalyptic redemption
13 Emblems 13 Seals 13 Tones
by which to navigate
the planetary system of Kinich Ahau,
the tomb itself a stone metaphor
of the interdimensional synchronometric
navigation cocoon of Pacal Votan...”

*From Chronograph 1352, “The Pacal Votan Files,”
*Annals of the Arcturian Archives*
I am Valum Votan, self-prophesied, mentioned by name but once in the Prophecy Telektonon, section 19, verse 117 (9 x 13), the numbers of the dedication date of the tomb (9.13.0.0) and of the prophecy of Quetzalcoatl, (9 Hells 13 Heavens) multiplied by themselves, sign of the future emanation of the Closer of the Cycle. Only once are Valum Chivim, Arcturus Dominion's sacred sounds mentioned in the prophecy Telektonon, section 19, verse 126 (=7x9 x2), multiple of the sacred factors of the Cube (7 + 9 =16). So it is that the first and last verses of the very last section of the Prophecy are coded with my signs, the last and future Messenger.

I emerge from among you, head technician of Timeship Earth 2013. I now make universally available the navigation codes of Timeship Earth 2013, the Chronosphere rolling our DNA in perfect 13:20 harmony.

The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time are the operating codes of conduct and navigation of Timeship Earth 2013. Timeship Earth 2013 is the coherent aggregate of the intelligence of the people of the Earth synchronized by the common codes of universal life and fourth-dimensional time. The Chronosphere is the ocean of time that allows this vessel its paths of motion. The chronograph is the song that plays us in multi-leveled harmony. The Thirteen Tones and Seven Days of Creation are the musical score and script that give the chronograph its meaning, richness and texture. We are the living truth redeemed from time's false prison, released into the Dominion of Time's ancient future sovereignty.

Within this Dominion all is radial. Radial is the time, radial the flows. Not one alone but all may navigate the radial flows according to the radial core that sings their being into sound. Autonomy is liberty, the right to align with the divine plan according to your own harmony. Once liberated into the Dominion of Time, only one law prevails, the Law of Time. Only one way exists to follow this Law, the way of autonomy. Perfectly scored to accommodate every intrinsic autonomous form, the Law of Time is supreme in its creative power to make all movement and measure into art.

THE LAW OF TIME: \( T(E) = \text{Art} \)

The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time are the perfect expression and demonstration of the Law of Time. The (E)nergy factored by Time is ourselves, our DNA, mathematically coded as the 64 frequency structures or six-line Codons that govern all of life on Earth. The Codons, themselves, are functions of the mathematical language of universal telepathy, the 64 UR Runes that unlock the thirteen-unit permutation cycles of each of the 64 Codons. The (T)ime is NOW, for only in the present moment does the ceaseless 13:20 frequency of time release its sacred store of fractal harmonies. The Cube of the Law hosted by the Planetary Manitou is the ART that is produced, a perfect registration of the motion of our DNA imprinted and activated during the perfect sixteen-year time capsule of Timeship Earth 2013, navigated by its autonomous crew living according to the Book of Universal Life. The details of the perfect application of this law unfold in the chronograph of the sixteen-year Cube of the Law.

Herewith do I rehearse to you the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time that we may know as one.
THE FOUR TABLETS OF PROPHECY

1. Prophecy Tablet One:

Pacal Votan’s Riddle of the Stone, 16 Year Telektonon

Side One: Pass Through The Gate of Time; The Talking Stone of Prophecy.

On the left side is the Talking Stone of Prophecy, the lid of the tomb of Pacal Votan, stone metaphor of his “synchronometric navigation cocoon,” held in exile for 1260 years until its discovery in AD 1952 (13 x 4).

So it was that late in AD 1993, during the first of Seven Years of Prophecy, just before the common celebration of the Birth of Christ, in the modern state of Morelos, Mexico, that Valum Votan returned from Xochicalco with a message to remember the “star histories.” In meditation, he recalled the crystal structure of the synchronometric navigation cocoon, a sixteen-part geometry of nested octahedra and tetrahedra telepathically etched beneath the image of the tomb lid.

Locked into the sixteen-part star structure of the navigation cocoon was the cubing of the Cube of the Law. By magnetic subduction of form, the nested double-octahedra translates into the Gate of Time, its sixteen interdimensional stones cubed into the structural codes of the 64 UR Runes of the Universal Language of Telepathy.

Contemplate the Gate of Time and the Talking Stone of Prophecy, their projective radiative geometry of form and language untainted by interpretation, a meditation to release each soul from the prison of its bodily death. Harmonic order prevails. The UR Runes pulse their haunting order just past the edge of the known; the Talking Stone of Prophecy holds their meaning, that you may make it your own.
So it was that upon completing the recollection of the Star Design of the navigation cocoon that Valum Votan remembered and transcribed Pacal Votan’s “Riddle of the Stone,” the riddle of the ages, the source of all that is contained in the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, the reading of the Star Design of the Talking Stone of Prophecy:

Pacal Votan’s Riddle of the Stone

One  
Central Point  
Grows One Cosmic Tree

One Cosmic Earth Sings  
One Ancient Voice

Sixteen Star Points  
Can you find them?

Sixteen Star Fields  
Can you name them?

Sixteen Powers of Outer Form  
Can you define them?

Sixteen Crystal Facets  
Can you contain them?

One Mystic Altar  
Within the Mystic Stone

TELEKTONON

Six seers listen  
While the seventh utters  
The name far-distant, star-born  
Bound by no god but the One  
Whose name is beyond knowing

Four Star Quadrants define the map  
Four Star Crystals make one Seer  
Four powers of nine define the time

The crystal prophecy  
is yours to own  
By these great powers  
Undo the mystery of the stone
Meditate the riddle. Within it are all the keys to the sixteen-year Telektonon, Cube of the Law. The adventure is yours to unravel and complete the Riddle of the Stone. Within this Riddle lies the perfection of your body and being in time. Imprint the Riddle in your heart, and let your mind unlock its meanings in the configurations these Tablets hold in their inscribed forms. The answers are all given for each to live and navigate the mighty Timeship Earth 2013.

"Herein lie the hidden codes of time, the riddle of the ages. Let those with innocence of heart and keenness of mind unravel the Star Design of my Talking Stone of Prophecy."

(Chronograph 1352, "The Pacal Votan Files," Annals of the Arcturian Archives (AAA))
2. Prophecy Tablet Two
Time of Prophecy: 26 Years of Harmonic Convergence

Side One:

**Time of Prophecy**, the 26 Years of the Harmonic Convergence, AD 1987-2013; Ten Years of the Quetzalcoatl Project, AD 1987-97; Quarantine Zone and Judgement Day; and the Sixteen Years of the Dominion of Time, AD 1997-2013.

Every prophecy has its time, and there is a time for every prophecy’s fulfillment. The prophecy of Harmonic Convergence is the harmonic convergence of all prophecy. The time of all prophecy’s fulfillment is Judgement Day and Resurrection. Because it is the purpose of prophecy to fulfill what was unfulfilled during the time when prophecy was not known, the time of prophecy’s fulfillment fractals all time and redeems the time of ignorance.

Time is a zuvuya, a memory circuit. Every zuvuya is the circuit of all time. We are born only to die and meet ourselves again at resurrection. This describes the zuvuya of all time, fractaled into the time of prophecy’s fulfillment, the 26 Years of the Harmonic Convergence. Born of the Law of Time, and obedient to its harmonies and laws of proportion and measure, prophecy rings true across the dimensions of the universe. At the moment of its fulfillment, the Harmonic Convergence of all prophecy ejected two interdimensional time capsules: The Time Capsule of the Quetzalcoatl Project, AD 1987-97, the ten-year quarantine zone which seals the old time in its doom; and, following it, the sixteen year capsule of the resurrection and the redemption, AD 1997-2013.

Ten years are given to fractal the decimal error of time is money. Then, when the doom is sealed and the corruption is complete, and truth rises above falsehood’s shattered brains, the sixteen-year capsule of the resurrection and redemption is ejected from the old time’s ruins. Sixteen years to create the Cube of the Law, 26 years in all, the fractal zuvuya of 26,000 years of cosmic creation, to establish resurrection in the fourth-dimensional mind of the Dominion of Time.
The old time was sealed at the Harmonic Convergence, witnessed by Supernova 1987A, the first supernova since before the beginning of the Thirteenth Baktun, AD 1604. At the completion of the Quetzalcoatl Project, AD 1997, the old time is dead and the new time sealed into the sixteen-year fourth-dimensional mind of the Dominion of Time capsule. Supernova 1987A “returns” to witness. Ten years hence, when the Dragon Genesis cycle is complete, at the time of “Quetzalcoatl’s Visitation,” AD 2007, Supernova 1987A will bear its final witness in a burst of enlightened glory. One perfect katun of Harmonic Convergence completed. Six years more to Cube the second creation.

The Tablet of the 26 years of the Time of Prophecy is a fractal ratio function of the Law of Time and the bursting of the Quetzalcoatl Supernova, 1987A:

- 26 = fractal of 260, 26,000, is a function of the power of 13(x 2).
- 26 =10:16 =5:8, (5 + 8 = 13), defines the logarithmic harmonic proportion and sequence, which establishes the power of thirteen (3:5:5:8::8:13). **Five and thirteen** are the two primary code numbers of the 13:20 timing frequency which define the power of the Wavespell.

Ten years AD 1987-97, is two Holtuns or two five-year cycles which create the minimum 5:7 sacred ratio (five solar years to seven galactic spins):

- AD 1987-1992, an alpha phase of quarantine—the Bush era; and
- AD 1992-97, an omega phase of quarantine—the Clinton era.

The **Alpha Holtun** cycle is characterized as the era of “approaching Peace,” the three years of the ending of the “Cold War,” 1987-90. Then comes evil’s final respite: the seven years of the Beast. Because of the fulfillment of the prophecy of the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells, itself a fulfillment of the Law of Time, a salvation vehicle, a virtual Timeship is emplaced within the ten-year Judgement Day quarantine capsule.

By the dedication of Valum Votan and Bolon Ik to their mission, the virtual reality of the Timeship is given substance and mathematical reality. The end of the three years of approaching peace is marked by their discovery of the 12:60 13:20 timing frequencies. In the grace zone between the end of the Cold War, beginning of the final decade of the millennium, 1.1.90, and entry into the Belly of the Beast, 7.26. 90, Valum Votan and Bolon Ik established the existence of the error in time, the legitimacy of the Thirteen Moon Calendar, and the birth of the Dreamspell Codes of Timeship Earth 2013. Because of this, the virtual Timeship was able to take form and, hence, withstand the time of the “Belly of the Beast”, the world takeover of the G-7, the Beast of Seven Heads, the terror of the seven years (1990-97) of false 12:60 post-history, the time bubble of Hell on Earth.

The **Time Shift**, 7.26.92, establishes the **Omega Holtun** cycle, the first phase of consciousness of the Law of Time. This was followed, 7.26.93, with the commencement of the Mayan Apocalypse, the Seven Years of Prophecy, AD 1993-2000, the **Telektonon** of Pacal Votan. During the Omega “Clinton Era Holtun,” the magnitude of the error in time ripens as total monetary economic takeover of planetary affairs, which only hastens the biosphere-noosphere transition, and the heightened awareness of the spread of the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement.

The junk-out of the technosphere, the artificial intermediary phase of consciousness preceding the redemption, is sourced back to a primal historic crime, the Vatican Doctrine of Discovery, AD 1452. This establishes the basis of Judgement Day and the Judgement Day Tribunal.
The quickening of consciousness through the first four Years of Prophecy, establishes the awakening of the noosphere and preparation for the explosion of the Cube of the Law from its matrix rehearsal to its full-blown realization as the fourth-dimensional Cube of the Dominion of Time. The Inevitable Event occurs. The Quarantine is over. The first psi bank plate is opened. The stone is rolled away from the grave, the Riddle of the Stone is solved and Judgement Day is followed by Resurrection. Day Out-of-Time, AD 1997. The Time Shift complete, the Mind Shift commences as the Inevitable Event, Yellow Overtone Seed. The Timeship that was virtual for ten years, becomes the fourth-dimensional navigational structure maintaining the Sixteen Year Time Capsule of the Resurrection.

Sixteen years, four squared, twice eight, is a function of the binary life harmonic frequency, 4:8:16:32:64 = 4 cubed. The psi bank is in motion as the Chronosphere. Different levels of time compression, the multiple tracks of the chronograph, establish different fractal time sequences running concurrently: daily Cube positions, Solar-Galactic Year equivalences; 1300 year Wavespell equivalences of the Dragon and Monkey Geneses (Restoration of the Garden, Camelot Sequence Restored); the Saga of the time of the fulfillment of the Seven Seers and the realm of the Nine Lords of Time; and the masterful sequence of the Weaving of the Planetary Manitou: the eight years of the Way of Conduct (AD 1997-2005), and the eight years of the Way of Wielding Power (AD 2005-2013), the reharmonization of the DNA code of life, the restoration of atomic-molecular balance to the garden, and the thorough spiritualization of every last human being in the telepathic garden culture of the galactic fourth-dimensional mind of the Dominion of Time.

**The Law of Time T(E) = ART: Mind Shift of the Inevitable Event**

Such a stunning turn around from the Hell on Earth of the seven years of the Beast, to the sixteen years of the Telektonon, Cube of the Law, restoration of Heaven on Earth, the living answer to Pacal Votan's Riddle of the Stone, could not come about as a planned human act of any kind. The manifestation of the Cube of the Law on Kin 44, Overtone Seed, 7.26.97, is the result of a Mind Shift mandated by the divine right of prophecy. No one and nothing can stop this Mind Shift from occurring because it is a function of the inexorable Law of Time, T(E) Art.

The 260 (= 20 x 13) Postulates describing and defining the Law of Time are manifestly fulfilled as the Thirteen Moon Calendar activated by the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time. Articulation of the Law of Time in all of its immediate applications is a time-space event of extraordinary dimensions, the precise moment of its revelation a cosmic happening on Earth. The old time is irrevocably abolished by the mere existence of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time.

The fulfillment of prophecy means that the unitary organism, universal life on Earth, the biosphere, has arrived at a new stage of its evolution. By the fourth year of prophecy, the Mind Shift had been articulated as a formula for telepathically integrating the biochromatic overtone of the biomass constant, 73 (5) = 365, according to the 13:20 timing frequency. In the equation T(E) = Art: T = 13:20(73 (5)), E = (64 DNA Codons), = Art, the time wave of the Mind Shift, the Inevitable Event. Through daily practice, the overtone chromatic of the biomass constant, 73 (5), consciously harmonizes the DNA frequency code, 64 (= 8 x 8), creating a telepathic self-regulation wave within the fourth-dimensional form body of universal life on Earth.

When this telepathic wave is projected to meet itself in a moment of peak feedback excitation (Day-Out-of-Time, 4 Night, 1997), it creates a type of interdimensional standing wave. This is a higher dimensional mental frequency adjustment experienced as a type of psychic whiplash: the Inevitable Event. Everyone will remember everything. There will be many things many people will wish they didn’t have to remember. The old tree will be dead, and everyone will know it is dead. The new tree will be germinating, and everyone will know that a new tree is germinating.
The sixteen year vision of redemption has already been laid out as the first Rune triplet and the first three lines of the Riddle of the Stone.

Time Generates TREE
Creative Genesis

The psychic whiplash of the Inevitable Event will give rise to the Cube of the Law, the interdimensional gate in time. The Sixteen Year Telektonon will commence whether anyone knows it or not. But enough will know, and from their knowing the Knowledge of the new Tree will spread. Telepathy is faster than the speed of light. T(E) = Art is the formula of the Manhattan Project of the Creative Imagination, participation in the Divine Plan. As the very event of the Atomic Bomb bound man more deeply to the third dimension, knowledge of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time will illumine the human race fourth-dimensionally, liberating it altogether from all third-dimensional shadows, including the shadow of the atomic bomb!

Pacal Votan’s Sixteen “Lost” Tablets of the Law of Time, supplementing the Four Tablets of Prophecy, will open the doors of perception and raise high the banners of meditation and spiritual exaltation as no other force in all of human history. For the Redemption is real and irreversible. With the Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time, will come comprehension of the way of universal life, the two ways of conduct: AC, Aboriginal Continuity, the eight years of the Way of Conduct, AD 1997-2005; and CA, Cosmic Awareness, the eight years of the Way of Wielding Power, AD 2005-2013.

With the recovery of the Rune and Codon measure of universal life, comes retrieval of the lost knowledge. The realm of the Star Quadrants is penetrated and the master fractal of the quickening of time is realized: the eight-year AC sequence (AD 1997-2005) fractals time at the rate of 20,800:8 or 2600:1, or 2600 years lived per year for eight years. For the CA sequence (AD 2005-2013), the redemption of the Thirteen Baktun sequence of human transformation of nature, the fractal equivalence is 5200:8, or 650:1, or 650 years lived per year.
The completion of the AC-CA redemption cycle establishes the Planetary Manitou and the conclusion of the application of \( T(E) = \text{Art}, \) where \( T = 13:20 \) (16 x 13-Moon years, or 208 Moons; by fractal equivalence, 208 Moons = 16 Wavespells \( x \) 13 Kin, or 208 kin of the first four Castles of Time); and

\[
(E) = 64 \text{ DNA Codons (x 13-unit Codon permutation sequence; by fractal equivalence, each permutation sequence} = 13 \text{ weeks or } 1/4 \text{ of 13-Moon year) = 832 Codons or 832 weeks per 16 years} = 5824 \text{ days, the number of Codon lines laid and Runes meditated in 832 perfect weeks, 208 perfect moons, 64 perfect quarters, 16 perfect years, one perfect Cube of the Law.}
\]

The Second Creation, harmonic rearrangement of the synchronic order, will be fully attained by 7.26. Yellow Galactic Seed, AD 2013, the next quantum explosion of the cube from the fourth to the fifth dimension!

Under the umbrella of the Codon cleansing and Rune creating Way of Conduct and Way of Wielding Power, are the sub-zones: the three years of the New Genesis, AD 1997-2000, producing the excitation moment of the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge, an event to dwarf all memory of the evil time, banishing it forever. The thirteen years of the Second Creation AD 2000-2013, power of the Oxlahuntiku, will commence the adventure cycle of interplanetary time tunnel exploration. Concurrently, the Dragon Genesis AD 1997-2007 will further the restoration of the Garden and the laying of the Aboriginal Strand of the AC, Way of Conduct. All primal memory will be cleansed and restored. The quickening of memory and cosmic knowing will hasten the possibilities of radiosonic engineering. The fractal compression of time for the sixteen Genesis Wavespells is 1300:1, thirteen hundred years per one year, a century per Moon!

Following the AC-CA telepathic plate shift of 2005, the stabilization of Earth's Rings, will come the Monkey Genesis, the redemption of the “Fallen” race and the primal court of love and manners for cultivating Cosmic Awareness, the essence of the Way of Wielding Power.

\begin{center}
\textbf{One Mystic Altar} \\
\textit{Within the Mystic Stone} \\
\textbf{TELEKTONON}
\end{center}

In the last four years, entry into the fourth Castle of Time, Tel Ek Ton On, the source is attained. The mighty Timeship radially plowing the wave of the ocean of Time will excite the solar-biotelepathic quickening of the DNA in a harmoniously phased internal activation of radion within the human biomass. The divine perfection of humankind will be attained. The planetary art spore will be ready for activation. The Psychozoic era dawns.

Everything in divine time and divine measure, the DNA of unitary life woven and harmonized perfectly to the 13:20 frequency, the deepest spiritual adventures will also unfold in their saga of timeless perfection: the cycle of the fulfillment of the Seven Seers (AD 1997-2004) followed by the entry into the realm of the Nine Lord's of Time, (AD 2004-2013), power of the Bolontiku, will provide spiritual adventure undreamed of in all of our previous history!
This vision provides a brief description of the Chronosphere’s sixteen-year fractal compression of time into layered celestial harmonics, the fields of bliss to be mined by the solar biotelepathic divers of the Dominion of Time.

The Law of Time: making conscious what was unconscious. The biosphere-noosphere transition is established by mandate of the Dominion of Time. Entry into the Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law, engages the chronosphere with Timeship Earth 2013 and her crew of autonomous, telepathically bonded humans, a race of cosmic Earth Wizards.

The vision of the Cube is complete in the vision of the sixteen-year Time Capsule. The Timeship is perfectly engaged and activating the interdimensional crystal time release. The Earth is renewed and at the center. Four perfect Castles of Time are complete in sixteen perfect years; the mandala of the stone leaves its mystery to be fulfilled by passing through the center, into the perfectly enlightened divine plane of being, the Green Central Castle of Enchantment, AD 2013, all as one and one as all.

To attain this goal is the purpose of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, the gift of the Dominion of Time to the people of Earth, the Planetary Kin of Timeship Earth 2013. The interdimensional gate is ready. The Cube awaits its recreation in you. All you must do is pass through the Interdimensional Gate of Time, the Cube of the Law! All is now revealed as the unraveling of the Riddle of the Stone.
3. Prophecy Tablet Three
The Gate of Time - The Interdimensional Cube of the Law

Side One:

The Gate of Time, Telektonon is the visionary entrance divinely commanded for universal entry into the Cube of the Law. All of the fractal time compressions, all of the adventure sequences, from the fourth-dimensional explosion of the Cube of the Law, Yellow Overtone Seed, 7.26.97, to the fifth-dimensional Cube explosion, Yellow Galactic Seed, 7.26.13, are encoded in the Gate of Time.

The frame of the interdimensional gate, ten units in all, is animated by the primal red dragon of cosmic memory, the emblem of the power of the Dragon Genesis and the Aboriginal Continuity, not a fairy tale but a fourth-dimensional reality. Within the Gate of Time, corresponding to the six Wavespells of the Monkey Genesis, is the realm of the divine perfection of humankind. This perfection is represented by the double terminated crystal marked by five biopsychic activation points, the attainment of the mystic stone, the completion of the Way of Wielding Power as the vehicle of time travel and Cosmic Awareness.

Sixteen perfect positions form the Cube. Each Cube Journey, Days 7-22, of every sacred Moon, the richness of the chronograph plays its totally compressed timing sequences, 26,000 years in sixteen days! Time’s rehearsal and time’s renewal impregnate each now-awareness moment with memory and self-understanding.

Six days on the Telektonon Board to make the Earth Walk and receive the telecosmic number powers in preparation for the Cube Journey. Six days after the Cube to take the Heaven Walk and receive again the empowerments of the cosmology of time. Twelve days, “weekend” out of the Cube, to integrate and prepare. Sixteen days in the Cube, telepathically mining, cultivating new knowledge and powers, directing synchronometric intelligence toward goals and targets needing to be transmuted or renewed!

Each Cube position is one day, with its Rinri ethical enlightenment command; one solar-galactic year, with its Planetary Service Wavespell commands, divided into four quarters, each quarter marked by a Rune and a Codon; or one Dreamspell Genesis wavespell of 1300 years. The **Cube Position color and the Genesis Wavespell color are always the same**. The relation of the solar-galactic year color to Cube position color is as follows: red Cube–yellow solar-galactic year; white Cube–red solar galactic year; blue Cube–white solar-galactic year; and yellow Cube–blue solar-galactic year. Genesis Wavespell numbers correspond to Cube position numbers.
Each Cube position is a quartet of Runes and Codons, two sets each connected by the principle of cross-over polarity. The Codon sequences are in Arabic numerals, and the eight Rune sequences in galactic notation. Each Cube position is completed according to Cube position. For any year of the sixteen year journey, one of the Tablets will be kept out for the whole year in order to study and map the movement of the Rune and Codon sequences, the Thirteen Moons of the solar-galactic year, and the corresponding Thirteen Kin of the Genesis Wavespell.

The command is given to all Planetary Kin of the mighty Telektonon Cube of the Law to assume autonomy and join in the collective dream, passage through the interdimensional Gate of Time to the Star Quadrant realms of the Planetary Manitou.

Visit the interior parts of the Earth, by rectification thou shalt find the hidden stone.

The Earth Wizards await companionship, those who know how to complete the Riddle of the Stone

Side two:

Earth Wizard’s Road Map and Guide to the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. Pass through the Gate of Time, Telektonon.

Once you have passed through the interdimensional Gate of Time and entered the Cube of the Law, you will need this road map of time describing the multiple levels of time and meaning layered into the Cube of the Law. This is the road map of the Earth Wizards. I, Valum Votan, am an Earth Wizard. All who live according to the Book of Universal Life are on their way to becoming Earth Wizards. The Earth Wizard lives from the tomb, no longer possessed by death, cubing the cube within the Cube, immortal answer to the Riddle of the Stone.

Starting at the upper left hand corner and moving down, there are seven basic stages of reading the Cube, seven ways to travel to the interior of time and space; seven ways to live the universal life on Earth, the mystic stone cubed, cumulative revelation of the prophets and seers of all time, the path to attaining the power of the Earth Wizards.
Road Map Stage One:  
The Time of the Seven Seers and the Realm of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny

This is the map of the **sixteen daily cube positions**, formed according to the **mystic seventh** and the **inner cube of nine**. The cube number is in galactic notation, the day of the Moon is in Arabic notation. Cube 1-7 = Moon Days 7-13, demonstrates the form of the **mystic seventh**, the power of 7 in relation to 1 and 13.

The mystic seventh defines **the seven years of the fulfillment of the Seven Seers**, positions 1-7, AD 1997-2004, while the inner cube of nine defines **the nine years of the Realm of the Nine Lords of Time** AD 2004-2013. Mystic seventh plus power of nine = 16, number of the Cube of the Law.

Six Seers Listen
While the seventh utters
The name far-distant, star-born
Bound by no god but the One
Whose name is beyond knowing

Reading the Map of the Seven Seers

As the triumph of the righteous on Earth and the establishment of sacred order to the biosphere, the first seven years of the Dominion of Time are in honor of the Three Special Messengers and Three Special Voices of Prophecy, completed by the seventh, Pacal Votan. By the honoring of these seven messengers, all messengers and prophets are redeemed and vindicated.

*(See Graphic #6: “The Time of the Seven Seers...”)*

Without the most profoundly spiritual basis in reverence for all of the messengers of truth and sole reliance on the power of the Divine Omnipotent One, there would be no Earth Wizardry. By establishing the spiritual realm as the primary way of living in the Dominion of Time, the Earth Wizard assures the attainment of the goal.

The arrangement of the three Messengers and their three Special Voices holds the form of the Mystic Seventh together in a radial, binary, non-sequential order:

**First Seer**, Buddha Cube 1 Day 7–Second Seer, Padmasambhava, Cube 7, Day 13  
**Third Seer**, Christ, Cube 2, Day 8–Fourth Seer, St. John of Patmos, Cube 6, Day 12  
**Fifth Seer**, Muhammad, Cube 3, Day 9–Sixth Seer, Quetzalcoatl, Cube 5, Day 11  

**The Seventh Seer**, Pacal Votan, the mystic seventh, holds the center, Cube 4, Day 10

Road Map One

THE INNER_CUBE OF NINE BOLONTIKU
The realm of the Bolontiku, The Nine Lords of Time and Destiny, takes the form of the Cube of Nine (32). The Bolontiku completes the Oxlahuntiku by the power of the Self-Existing Fourth (9 + 4 = 13) (Road Map 3). The Bolontiku are the supreme guardians of the Powers of Time in the Unconscious. The First Lord guards the Power of the 144,000 in the Aboriginal Continuity.

The next Four Lords guard the Four Powers of Nine which define the time of fulfilling the mission of the 144,000. The Last Four Lords protect the Mystic Stone, TEL EK TON ON, the fulfillment of the 144,000.

THE MYSTIC SEVENTH
The form of the mystic seventh demonstrates how Pacal Votan synchronized the Seven Seers according to the radial, non-linear norm of the mystic seventh, where the Seven is the unpaired center of two sets of three (Rune Triplet Code) paired numbers: one set of odd numbers, the Three Special Messengers of the Awakening, are matched by one set of even numbers, the Three Special Voices of Prophecy. The radial power of the inverse Seventh cross-weaves chronological time according to perfect number ratios:

all cube positions = 8
all day numbers = 20
all Codon sums = 256
mystic 7th = 1/2 (4, 10, 128)
Note: The sums of the Cube positions of the paired Seers is 8; the sum of the Day numbers is 20; Pacal Votan’s position is half that, 4, and 10, the numbers of his Cube and Day positions. Each Cube position has a number that represents the sum number of the four Codons for that Cube position. The Cube numbers of the Codon sums of each of the paired Seers is 256 (16²); Pacal Votan’s unpaired position number is 128 (16 x 8), one-half of 256.

**Sequence of the Seven years of the Mystic Seven Seers**

1. **Fulfillment of the First Seer, Lord Buddha:** Cube of the Law explodes as enlightened fourth-dimensional mind for all the people (AD 1997-98), Cube Codon Sum 116 (4 x 29).
2. **Fulfillment of the Third Seer, Jesus Christ:** Enlightened mind expands as universal love (AD 1998-99), Cube Codon Sum 120 (4 x 30).
3. **Fulfillment of the Fifth Seer, Muhammad:** Victory of the Universal Religion on Earth; New Genesis complete (AD 1999-2000), Cube Codon Sum 124 (4 x 31).
4. **Fulfillment of the Seventh Seer, Pacal Votan:** the New Millennium dawns as the promised Second Creation (AD 2000-2001), Superconscious Plane of Mind complete, Cube Codon Sum 128 (4 x 32, 16 x 8, 64 x 2).
5. **Fulfillment of the Sixth Seer, Quetzalcoatl:** the original Garden restored as the culture of the spirit (AD 2001-2002), Cube Codon Sum 132 (4 x 33), enter Plane of Spirit.
6. **Fulfillment of the Fourth Seer, St. John Of Patmos:** Death overcome, spiritual power supreme (AD 2002-2003), Cube Codon Sum 136 (4 x 34).
7. **Fulfillment of the Second Seer, Padmasambhava:** All the prophecies of the Earth realized, non-egoic triumph of the Earth Wizards; preparation for entry into the realm of the Nine Lords of Time, the Nine Stages of the Perfection of Humankind. (AD 2003-2004), Cube Codon Sum 140 (4 x 35, 5 x 28, 7 x 20), (Telektonon).

**Bolontiku: the Realm of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny**

Attaining spiritual perfection through the fulfillment of the visions and prophecies of all the Seers, the Earth Wizards arrive at the realm of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny, the Bolontiku. This is the realm of the divine perfection of humankind. Nine Lords there are, each Lord guarding a power of divine perfection.

**The Inner Cube of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny:**

1. **First Lord:** Guardian of the power of the primal 144,000 (power of 9 x 16, 16 - 9 = 7); Cube position 8, Day 14, AC template complete. Aboriginal Strand fulfilled by the Righteous of the Cube (2004-05). Plane of Spirit Complete. Power of the 144,000 placed in the unconscious; Cube Codon Sum 144 (4 x 36, 9 x 16).
2. **Second Lord:** Four powers of nine define the time. The next four Lords, define the Four Great Powers of Nine. Enter the Plane of Will. The second Lord, Guardian of the First Power of Nine, establishes the power of the CA template of Cosmic Awareness as the fulfillment of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny; Cube Position 9, Day 15, cyclic power of nine established in the unconscious (2005-06), Cube Codon Sum 116.

3. **Third Lord:** Guardian of the second power of nine = 18; Cube 10, Day 16; Dragon Genesis complete; Key Codon, 18, “Mind Taming” (Temple of Breath); Second Power of Nine tames the unconscious (AD 2006-07); Cube Codon Sum 120.

4. **Fourth Lord:** Guardian of the third power of nine = 27; Cube 11, Day 17; begin Monkey Genesis. Key Codon = 27, “Temple of Being.” Third Power of Nine emanates consciousness omnidirectionally (AD 2007-08); Cube Codon Sum 124.

5. **Fifth Lord:** Guardian of the fourth power of nine = 36; Cube 12, Day 18; Key Codon = 36 “Inner Radiance.” Fifth Lord Guards Four Powers of Nine (36), multiplied by the Self-Existing Four = 144 = 9 (= 3²) x 16 (=4²). Fourth Power of Nine establishes indestructible continuing consciousness (AD 2008-09); Plane of Will Complete; Codon Cube Sum 128.

6. **Sixth Lord:** One Mystic Altar Within the Mystic Stone TELEKTONON. The Sixth Lord introduces the Divine Source, and sounds the first of the four sacred sounds “TEL,” Power of the Distant Seers; Cube 13, Day 19 (AD 2009-10); Codon Cube Sum 132.

7. **Seventh Lord:** Sounds the second of the four sacred sounds “EK,” Power of the Starborn to Remember; Cube 14, Day 20 (AD 2010-11); Codon Cube Sum 136.

8. **Eighth Lord:** Sounds the third of the four sacred sounds “TON,” Power of Sound to Become Vision; Cube 15, Day 21 (AD 2011-12); Codon Cube Sum 140 (Telektonon).

9. **Ninth Lord:** Sounds the fourth of the four sacred sounds “ON,” Indestructible power of the 144,000 within the Cube; Cube 16, Day 22 (AD 2012-13). Source attained, Warrior’s Cube Journey of Intelligence, Sixteen-year Telektonon, Cube of the Law complete; promise of the 144,000 redeemed in the consciousness of the divine perfection of man.

Spiritually perfected, evolved into a race of Earth Wizards, the future human species will never regress again into the crime of egoic selfishness. Non ego is reverence. The Earth Wizards are the Earth, the Earth is fulfilled through the Way of the Earth Wizards. Earth Wizards live in peace with each other, do not pollute, practice the UR Universal Religion on Earth, walk in a sacred way, and seek their pleasure in the extended sense perceptions and time travel of the fourth-dimensional mind. Earth Wizards live in a machine-free garden culture. Solar, crystal, and fire power serve their bodily needs.

“The human species itself evolves into a race of wizard people whose third-dimensional bodies take root in a type of sedentary garden culture, while forms of deep meditation and trance activity allow the projected doubles greater and greater extension into the galactic order of universal life.”

*The Dynamics of Time, Postulate, 14.11,
Road Map Stage Two:  
AC and CA Templates

Earth Wizards are navigators of time. As many as are necessary will inhabit a Timeship in order to transform it into a planetary art spore, the perfect vehicle of multidimensionally tiered, inter- and intragalactic time travel. Through my tireless dedication to the meditation of Agent 13 66 56, I, Valum Votan, have experienced many a “shipwreck,” an encounter with a world system in need of Earth Wizards. Any world system awakening to the UR Universal Religion, rapidly evolves into Earth Wizardry, if it has the chance. The coming Psychozoic Era refers to the dominance of Earth Wizards in setting the evolutionary standard. Psychozoic means spiritual life forms sustaining fourth dimensional telepathy and time travel.

Spiritually fortified through living the Time of the Seven Seers and the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny, the performance of the Wizard race in the making is measured by its ability to rectify the timing frequency of a planet having endured the bad spell of false time and its host forms of lower magic. Because the Judgement Day sequence has been properly negotiated, the redemption of time and the regeneration of life is the new order.

According to the Book of Universal Life, the codes of time and life are consciously registered in the planetary Chronosphere, the universal memory bank that now plays its ancient future history through the threshold of every day that dawns. These codes are organized in two sequences: the code of Aboriginal Continuity or the Way of Conduct; and the code of Cosmic Awareness, or the Way of Wielding Power.

According to the perfect application of the unifying equation T(E) = Art, the AC and the CA, the governing fourth-dimensional life templates of planet Earth, are each organized by 32 life Codons. Each Codon is governed by one of the 64 interdimensional UR Runes. Further organized by the codes of the Law of Time, four UR Runes and four Codons govern each of the sixteen years of the construction of the mighty Cube of the Law. Each Codon governing each of the 64 perfect quarters runs its thirteen part permutation sequence, governed by one UR Rune which seals each sequence within a cube, the cube of the perfection of your own being, O Earth Wizards in the making!

Aboriginal Continuity, AC Template: 32 Rune Codons, Way of Conduct

All of universal life is a harmony of perfection evolving itself through codes of harmonic perfection. From primary consciousness to self-reflective consciousness, the circuit of life is complete. The primary codes of conduct for living the enlightenment of the universal life are self-reflectively known as the AC Template: the Aboriginal Continuity, the 32 UR Runes and Codons of the Way of Conduct, Cube Positions 1-8.

Each Codon embodies a way of conduct. Through following the weekly unlocking of the universal life codes of the UR Runes and Codons, the Earth Wizards practice every norm of conduct available for the practice of the Universal Religion, UR on Earth. The codes themselves are locked into time with a mathematical perfection of synchronometric order and justice. The cross-over-polarity, binary symmetry exhibited by every arrangement of Rune-Codons per Cube position correspond to the mapping of the psi membrane of Velatropa 24.3 described in the UR Text, Earth Ascending, map 42. Four psi bank plates define four Star Crystals. Two of four Star Crystals are represented in the cross-over polarity of each set of two Rune Codons in every Cube Position.
The completion of the AC Strand, Cube Position 8, (AD 2004-05), is a moment of supreme joy and celebration. The Earth Wizards are firm in their spiritual trust; they are noble in their accomplishment of the Four Rune Strands of the Way of Conduct. The Rings of Earth receive and give the signal for the magnetic switching of the memory plates of UR, from the AC, Aboriginal Continuity, to the CA, Template of Cosmic Awareness. The Planetary Manitou of Aboriginal Continuity has been empowered. The Manitou of Cosmic Awareness awaits its fulfillment.

**Cosmic Awareness, CA Template: 32 Rune Codons, Way of Wielding Power**

Complete in the Way of Conduct, the Earth Wizards are gathered by the First Lord of Time and Destiny as the redemption of the original 144,000. The CA Template opens its Way of Cosmic Awareness, the unfolding of the 32 UR Runes and Codons of the Way of Wielding Power, Cube Positions, 9-16.

Because the Earth Wizards tread the path of the Universal Religion, the Sixteen Code positions of the two Ways of Conduct and Power are coded by the Rune Triplet Code according to the Special Messenger (Primary) and Mayan Messenger (Transformed) Triplets. (See Graphic # 4: “Rune Triplet Messenger Codes”) Cube Positions 1, 2, 3 and 9, 10, 11 correspond to the Primary Messenger Triplet, Buddha (1 and 9), Christ (2 and 10), and Muhammad (3 and 11). Cube Positions 4, 5, and 6, and 12, 13, and 14 correspond to the Transformed Mayan Messenger Triplet: Pacal Votan (4 and 12); Quetzalcoatl (5 and 13); and Valum Votan (6 and 14). The last two stages of each of the Ways of Conduct and Power represent the binary synthesis of the teaching streams of the two Messenger Triplets.

While the spiritual foundations of living the teachings of the Universal Religion are laid in the time of the seven mystic Seers, the Rune Triplet Codes and the 64 UR Rune and Codon paths open radially to the all-governing power of the Star Quadrants (See Earth Wizard's Road Map, level 6). Two Star Quadrants constitute the AC Template of Aboriginal Continuity; two Star Quadrants complete the CA Template of Cosmic Awareness. Each Cube position cubed by a Star Bundle of four UR Rune Codon sets, fractals time into its quarterly cycle of regeneration and renewal. Each annual Star Bundle arouses the life of the Planetary Manitou; eight Star Bundles complete the Manitou of Cosmic Awareness, the binary double of the Manitou of Aboriginal Continuity.

Way of Conduct sets the Stage

Way of Wielding Power fulfills the Promise

The AC CA Template mapping is completed in **Prophecy Tablet Four**

Tablet of the 64 Runes and Codons, and comprehensively logged in the 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys, the Book of Universal Life.

The Maps of the UR Text, **Earth Ascending**

Demonstrate the weaving of the ways in full mathematical splendor.

*Earth Wizards are the People*
*Every human knowing God within*
*The mirror of nature cubed*
*Within the cube*
*Of divine perfection.*
Road Map Stage Three:
*Genesis and Thirteen Year Adventure Wavespell, 3:13 ratio*

**The Three Years of the New Genesis: AD 1997-2000**

The 64 UR Rune Codons that mark the journey of the two ways, the Way of Conduct and the Way of Wielding Power, are coded by the Chronograph of the New Genesis and the Second Creation. If there is a Way of Conduct, then there is a time to be known and tamed; if there is a Way of Wielding Power, then there is a creative task, an original vow to be summoned and perfected.


It takes three years to establish the New Genesis of the UR Time, the primal time of the Universal Religion on Earth. The prehistory of the UR time was fully realized in the year AD 1996-97, Arcturus Dominion Establishes, with the opening of the 520 psi chronu units of the first psi bank plate. One opening establishes all. From the opening of the gate of time, Overtone Seed, to the ejection of the Rainbow Bridge, three psi bank openings remain, 520 psi chronu units each, to fulfill the three years of New Genesis, AD 1997-2000.

The New Genesis: Establish the galactic lotteries; equalize the material abundance; commence immediate restoration and re-education programs; cultivate the garden. Everything we consider valuable today will appear worthless and meaningless on the Overtone Seed, the Inevitable Event. But with eyes of reborn wonder, such junk will be adventure to our skill-seeking hands and eyes.

In the New Genesis, the second dispensation of the Cube of the Law and the Universal Book of Life will establish who we are to ourselves, all as equal navigators of the mighty Timeship Earth 2013. When we complete the Rinri Project, the first full-scale engineering triumph of the new race of Earth Wizards, the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge will unequivocally reduce the old time to a moral fable of enduring consequence.

The **three** years of the New Genesis followed by the **thirteen** years of the Second Creation establishes the **3:13 Genesis Ratio**. (See: Book of Universal Life, Back Cover, Early Heaven Primal Binary Radial Matrix Arrangement). For space and time to regenerate anew within each other, a triplet of triplets from each strand of sixteen time or space triplets is placed within the matrix of the thirteen remaining triplets of either the time or space strand in order to gestate the New Heaven and New Earth of the Second Creation.

Once the three years of gestation have passed, another thirteen years are needed to complete the Second Creation. The fulfillment of the thirteen years of the Second Creation follows the seven-part formula of the matrix of the primal creation of Time and Space: three binary pairs, Sun and Moon, Night and Day, Heaven and Earth, completed by the seventh, the perfection of the human soul.
Through all sixteen years the weekly perfection of the seven days and the quarterly perfection of the thirteen tones of creation is stirred and made real by the adventure of the New Genesis and the Second Creation, the redemption of our third-dimensional sensory organism and fourth-dimensional body in time.

**Oxlahuntiku, The Thirteen Year Adventure Wavespell of the Second Creation, AD 2000-2013**

The Oxlahuntiku, the sovereign powers of the thirteen dimensions of time, govern the thirteen-year Adventure Wavespell of the Second Creation. Following the three years of the New Genesis, the sovereign powers of the Oxlahuntiku synchronize the sixteen-year cycle of four Seed-Storm year bundles (See Road Map, Stage Six) which correlate the 260-kin galactic spin with the Thirteen Moon 28-Day biotelepathic cycle of the Timeship, Velatropa 24.3, in orbit around its life-source, Kinich Ahau. The Oxlahuntiku sovereignty gathers the solar-galactic years by sealing one dimensional power to each of the thirteen years, AD 2001-13.

The Oxlahuntiku Cycle takes the form of the 5:8 ratio, where the first five years complete the Aboriginal Way of Conduct, and the last eight years encompass the eight years of the Way of Wielding Power. The whole ratio of creation from the AC to the CA measured by the sixteen years of the Cube of the Law is 3:5:8. Three years to establish the New Genesis and the Resurrection; five years to integrate the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge Experience into the wireless bioregional garden culture; and eight years to complete the restoration of the garden while establishing the primary system of radiosonics—the telepathic time tunnel engineering which restores the interplanetary flux tube system of Kinich Ahau.

The annual solar-galactic Planetary Service Wavespell cycle establishes the yearly goals of the thirteen-year Adventure Cycle of the Second Creation. Every four years a Seed-Storm four-year bundle is completed which amounts to a solar-galactic harmonic of four completed Planetary Service Wavespells. The first Seed-Storm solar-galactic harmonic, AD 1997-2001 includes the springing of the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge. The second Seed-Storm bundle completes the AC strand, AD 2004-05. Note that the Oxlahuntiku take hold in the fourth year of the first Seed-Storm year bundle, bridging the first to the remaining three year bundle sequences.

By the entry into the sixth year of the Oxlahuntiku sovereignty of time, AD 2006-06, the machine-free garden culture of the Earth Wizards is an established norm. The last two Seed-Storm year harmonics, the eight years of the Way of Wielding Power, AD 2005-2013, include the entire Monkey Genesis. During the fractal replay of this Genesis, the telepathic social and interpersonal reorganization of the human being will be complemented by experiments in time travel and radiosonic architecture that will reshape human self-understanding according to the divine ratios and precepts of the Book of Universal Life.

The first four years of the Oxlahuntiku (Heavenly Powers of Thirteen) Cycle corresponds to the establishment of the Self-existing Fourth: AD 2000-2004. It is the power of the Self-existing Fourth bridging to the power of the Overtone Fifth during the fifth year of the Oxlahuntiku Cycle 2004-05, that generates the power of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny. The inner Cube of nine generated by the Oxlahuntiku exemplifies the nine within the thirteen (=22): the numerical code of Pacal Votan 9.13., of the prophecy of Quetzalcoatl, nine Hells-thirteen Heavens, realized by Valum Votan on the 22nd day of every Moon as the sixteenth power of the Cube, the Warrior Intelligence reaching the Source, thirteenth stage of the Oxlahuntiku. (See above: Road Map, Stage One, the realm of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny)
The Oxlahuntiku spawning the Bolontiku within the Cube of the Law fulfills the requirements of the New Genesis and Second Creation as the harmonic rearrangement of the synchronic order spoiled by history and an error in time. In this way the stage is set for the final drama of the divine perfection of humankind, the Camelot Sequence, AD 2009-2013, the triumph of Telektonon, the self-existing order within the mystery the stone.

### Road Map Stage Four:
**Dragon and Monkey Genesis, Interdimensional Gate**

While taking care of the garden radiosonically is the theme of the Adventure Cycle, the universal chronograph plays a deeper dimensional drama which fractals perfectly with the sixteen solar-galactic years (four Seed-Storm year bundles). This is the chronograph of the Dragon and Monkey Genesis, the creation of the first four Castles of Time, which, precisely when complete, invoke the fifth Castle into magical existence: AD 2013, Timeship Earth 2013 in radial, time-traveling splendor.

Because the 208 (16 x 13) Moons of the sixteen-year cycle are the perfect fractal of the 208 kin which constitute the genesis of the four Castles of Time, the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law is the perfect measure of the redemption of time. One Cube position equals 1300 years, a Genesis Wavespell; sixteen Genesis Wavespells complete the cycle of the second creation, the New Heaven and New Earth. Experience consciously in sixteen years the sequence of 20,800 years of evolution from the original garden to the coming of the historical cycle.

### Dragon Genesis, Wavespell-Cube Positions 1-10

It is the ten wavespells of the Dragon Genesis corresponding to Cube positions 1-10 that create the interdimensional Gate of Time. The Dragon Genesis is the Gate itself, the frame of memory through which all must pass who desire the perfection of their human form and nature. It is the interplanetary frequencies that hold the memories in place. From Galactic-Karmic Neptune, the Red Dragon, **Wavespell 1, cube 1**, to the Solar-Prophetic Neptune, the white Mirror of Memnoss, **Wavespell 10, Cube 10**, the Dragon Genesis is the 13,000-year sequence of the laying of the aboriginal matrix of human telepathic knowing. Each solar-galactic year, a 1300-year Dreamspell Genesis interplanetary memory node opens for exploration.

> "In my body of time, thirteen star histories rehearse themselves for the day of truth"
> **Telektonon** of Pacal Votan, sec. 5:31

Since the first three Wavespells of the Dragon Genesis occur as the time of the New Genesis, it is only after the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge experiment that the star histories can truly be opened up and explored. Seven of these histories occur in the Dragon Genesis, the other six in the Monkey Genesis. The thirteen star histories are sovereign treasures, free for those who can find them, of the thirteen powers of time, the Oxlahuntiku.
Monkey Genesis, Wavespell Cube Positions 11-16
Camelot Sequence

If the Dragon Genesis is the 13,000-year Gate of Time, the frame of the interdimensional Cube of the Law which holds cosmic memory in place, the 7800-year Monkey Genesis is the actual space entered into on the other side of the Gate.

During the Monkey Genesis, the CA Template spans the whole of the post-Camelot cycle of redemption simultaneously. It was during the Monkey Genesis, the “lost” prehistoric cycle, that the corruption occurred which resulted in the false time of Babylon. By playing the CA 5200-year cycle of history at the same time as playing the preceding 7800-year cycle of prehistory, the redemption of time is complete and preparation for the Green Central Castle, AD 2013, thoroughly accomplished.

The Camelot Sequence refers to the four last wavespells of the Monkey Genesis (= 5200 years, 1300 years per Cube unit), and the four last sequences of the CA (= 2600 years, 650 years per Cube unit), (2600 + 5200 = 7800 years of the entire Monkey Genesis). These sequences complete the fourth southern yellow Castle of Time, the Southern Star Quadrant, and the Divine Source Tel Ek Ton On.

Camelot is the Court of the Central Kingdom restored for the purposes of entertaining galactic culture. The magic that is associated with the Court of King Arthur and the Round Table, of Merlin, of the Lost Kingdom of Shambhala and the Lost Thirteenth Tribe of Shabazz, the rainbow realm of the four rivers of Paradise, all of this will flower in epic forms of telepathic construction and adventure. Everything will be known and remembered. The mystic stone will be attained.

(Go to the Sixteen Tablets of the Sixteen Year Chronograph; Telektonon; the Dreamspell Genesis script and the “Galactic Epic of Free Will;” and the Dreamspell Journey Board of Time)

Road Map Stage Five:
Heptagonon of Mind Sequences

The Seven Seals of the seven years of Prophecy are strung on the invisible structure of the Heptagonon of Mind. It is the Heptagonon of Mind which holds the mystery of the Cube in perfect form. It is the Prophecy of Pacal Votan, Telektonon, which reawakened the Heptagonon of Mind as a creation of time. The Heptagonon of Mind is the primal creative thought moment made consciously available. Through the Rinri Project the Heptagonon of Mind was identified with the Primal Cubic Parton, the genesis of the electro-telepathic form-inducing power of original creation.

During the four-year prehistory of the New Genesis, AD 1993-97, the foundation matrix of the Heptagonon of Mind-Primal Cubic Parton was telepathically established. Blue Self-Existing Storm, the final year of this primary Seed-Storm year bundle, witnessed the foundation of the New Genesis and activation of the Chronosphere. The fourth year of prophecy completes the two-dimensional matrix of the Cube, causing it to explode into its third-dimensional holographic form as the foundation of the fourth-dimensional Cube of the Law. This moment in time, Yellow Overtone Seed, is also the point at which the Law of Time makes conscious the unconscious by pressing the Chronosphere into motion, itself a possibility made real by the telepathic opening of the first psi bank plate, a triumph of the first year of the Rinri Project.
In the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the three years of the New Genesis (AD 1997-2000) complete the first creation of the Heptagonon of Mind, Victory of Prophecy, “the restoration of the collective mind, will and spirit unified as the triumph of the Cube of the Law of Divine Oneness, the advent of the planetary noosphere.”  (Telektonon “Instruction Manual,” p.42)  The results of this initial telepathic engineering endeavor include: the opening of all 2080 psi chrono units and all four plates of the planetary psi bank; the activation of the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge; and the establishment of the Primal Cubic Hyperatom of creation coextensive with the Earth’s psi membrane. This fulfills the Samadhi of Universal Recollection first entered by Pacal Votan, Agent 13 66 56, some 104,000 years ago.  (See Graphic # 3, “Samadhi of Recollection”)

The foundation for the Second Creation fully established in AD 2000, the second creation of the Heptagonon of Mind commences with the coming of the First of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny, at the end of the AC strand, 2004-05.  The first Seven Lords of Time oversee the creation of the second Heptagonon of Mind.  Whereas the first Heptagonon and Primal Cubic Parton define the psi membrane or the outer protective planetary sheathe, the second one is placed at the center of the Earth around the octahedral crystal core, Pacal Votan’s Uranian Ark of Stone.

By creating the second Heptagonon of Mind around the Earth core, echoing and reflecting the first Cube identified with the external, “heavenly” psi membrane, the seven seals, the telepathic locks to the seven radial plasmas, are restored to the Earth.  This second seven-year telepathic exercise is known as “Perfection of the Mystery of the Stone.”  By 2011, a perfect field of resonance is established between above and below, within and without, Cube of Heaven and Cube of Earth.  The seven dimensions of Heaven are established consciously within the Earth.  By their endeavor, the people, now a race of galactic Earth Wizards, individually and collectively, through the weekly cubic exercises, constitute a third Cubic Parton, “New Jerusalem,” harmonizing the frequencies between the Cube of Heaven and the Cube of Earth.

Within the Sixteen Year Telektonon, the seven years of the Heptagonon of Mind, “Perfection of the Mystery of the Stone,” AD 2004-11, form a large “U” shape, the inverse of the Genesis Gate of Time form (Road Map, Stage 4).  The Seven Seals and the first seven Lords of Time hold the form of the large “U.”  From within this “U,” the last two Cube positions, 15 and 16, are to the Seven Seals what the Monkey Genesis is to the Dragon Genesis.  The positions of the last two Lords of Time and Destiny represent the triumph of the “heavenly city on Earth,” New Jerusalem (AD 2011-12); and the end of the Baktun Cycle, the Cube complete (AD 2012-13).

“Who now but I can tell you that seven are the directions of the Cube, the Heptagonon of Mind: twelve are the gates, sixteen the powers; moved by the nine great powers of time these sixteen powers become the number of the elect of the Cube, 144.”

Telektonon of Pacal Votan, 8:51, p.20.
Note: the **seals for the last three Years of Prophecy**, New Genesis, Cube positions 1-3, correspond and are precisely adjacent to the last three seals of the second Heptagon of Mind, Cube of Earth: Victory Releases, Victory Purifies, Victory Discharges; Cube Positions 1 and 12, 2, and 13, 3 and 14.

**Heptagonon of Mind, Cube of Earth**  
**Perfection of the Mystery of the Stone**

- 2004-2005 Victory Targets the Mystery of the Stone
- 2005-2006 Victory Flows the Mystery of the Stone
- 2006-2007 Victory Pacifies the Mystery of the Stone
- 2007-2008 Victory Establishes the Mystery of the Stone
- 2008-2009 Victory Releases the Mystery of the Stone
- 2009-2010 Victory Purifies the Mystery of the Stone
- 2010-2011 Victory Discharges the Mystery of the Stone

**New Heaven, New Earth, New Jerusalem,**  
**Perfection of the Mystery of the Stone**

As a result of the double New Heaven-New Earth reconstruction of the Heptagonon of Mind, the biosphere-noosphere transition is irreversible; radiosonic engineering becomes a genetic trait; the perfection of humankind is normalized into the 26,000-year sequence of the Green Central Castle of Enchantment; the Psychozoic Era of divine intelligence flowering through the self-generating spirit forms of Heaven on Earth.

*Earth Wizards, Navigators of Inner Time and Space*  
*Reconstruct the Heptagonon of Mind*  
*Connect the mystic stone with the light of primal knowing.*

(See the Telektonon of Pacal Votan, Section Six, verses 46-51,  
Oh, Earth Wizards, the Heptagonon of Mind is the master code of the power of divine creation. It is the full flower of the sublime cosmology of the Cube. Oh, race of Earth Wizards, the Heptagonon of Mind, the Primal Cubic Parton, the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law and yourself are one! Read the legend of this map and be firm in your knowledge. Divine power is being restored unto you!

This Road Map presents the interlocking master sequence of the Cube, four sets of four, \(4 \times 4 = 16\), the basis of the cubed \(= 64\) \((4 \times 4 \times 4)\). There are four different levels of meaning for these four master sets:

**The Three Planes and Divine Source, Daily Cube:** The cosmology of the Cube is self-existing. Three planes are emanated from a fourth, the Interdimensional center or source of the self-existing Cube of divine creation. The three planes and source inform all of creation, and are recapitulated at their most simple level for a sixteen-day sequence, Days 7-22 of every sacred Moon. The superconscious Plane of Mind, imagined as the horizontal plane in the full-blown cube, constitutes Cube positions 1-4. The Plane of Spirit, imagined vertical and perpendicular to the Plane of Mind, while spanning the two sides of the full-blown cube, constitutes Cube positions 5-8. The Plane of Will, which mirrors in reverse symmetry the Plane of Spirit, is imagined vertical, but perpendicular to the Plane of Spirit, spanning the Cube, back to front, constituting Cube positions 9-12. The Divine Source Telektonon where the three points meet at the center of the Cube (the seventh direction), constitutes Cube positions 13-16. Note the first and last position numbers of the Divine Source are the two key multiples of the Cube of the Law, \(16 \times 13 = 208\), the number of sacred Moons in the sixteen-year cycle. In their sum, the **Three Planes and Divine Source are the underlying foundation of the four self-existing master harmonics** informing the other three levels of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. The master harmonics coordinate the interplanetary circuits with the planes of consciousness.

**The Four Seed-Storm Year Bundles, Annual Cube:** The four Seed Storm year bundles follow the same matrices as the three Planes and Divine Source, where the **5 Seed-8 Storm year bundle** corresponds to the Plane of Mind; the **9 Seed-12 Storm year bundle** corresponds to the Plane of Spirit; the **13 Seed-3 Storm year bundle** corresponds to the Plane of Will; and the **4 Seed-7 Storm year bundle** corresponds to the Divine Source, Telektonon. While the year bundles constitute their own form of solar-galactic harmonic, maintaining the self-magic of their own fractal order—Seed-Moon-Wizard-Storm, their color sequence is not the same as the master harmonic color sequence. The variance of color sequencing of the two interposed harmonics creates a set of interdimensional color vibrations or chromatic relations that give further meaning to the sixteen stages of the making of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. The harmonic cube position to solar-galactic year color relations are as follows: **red** Cube position = yellow Solar Galactic year, occult color relation; **white** Cube position = red solar galactic year, analog color relation; **blue** Cube position = white solar-galactic year, occult color relation; and **yellow** Cube position = blue solar-galactic year, analog color relation. The fact that the two analog and the two occult color relations of the primal cubic atom of time are represented in the sixteen-year sequencing is a sign of profound divine guidance and the ever-growing presence of the mystery making itself known.
**The Four Castles of Time, 1300-Year Wavespell Cube.** “Just as the falcon entering its gyre henceforth spins without turning back, so once a planetary kin has entered the Magnetic Dragon Gate of the Castle of Turning, there is no turning back, only turning and turning again through the endless and infinite castle spires of the mighty Timeship Earth 2013,” so begins the text of the Dreamspell “Genesis,” while in our time, the day, Yellow Overtone Seed and the entire Magnetic Moon of the Fifth Year of Prophecy constitute the Magnetic Dragon Gate of the First Genesis. Once past the interdimensional Dragon Gate of Time, four Castles of Time are there that spin their spires of synchronometric architecture through the tunnels and esplanades of fourth-dimensional time; four Castles to complete and a fifth that awaits our divine perfection to perform. The **four Castles of Time, four Wavespells each, correspond in color sequencing and matrix to the master harmonics of the Three Planes and Divine Source:** Red Eastern Castle, Plane of Mind; White Northern Castle, Plane of Spirit; Blue Western Castle, Plane of Will; Yellow Southern Castle, Divine Source Telektonon. There is one Wavespell per solar-galactic year to one Cube position; ratio 1:1300 years. There are 208 Kin in all, one Kin to rehearse for each of 208 sacred Moons. These are the 208 mystic steps to the Navigation Tower of Timeship Earth 2013. On the Timeship we are all Earth Wizards. Navigation is our conduct and our goal. Let us set forth; the radial streamers are now blazing that the genuine soul may hearken to the call!

**The Four Star Quadrants** The domain of the Four Star Quadrants represents the outer limits of the cosmology of time, the place of origins, endings and destinies. From our time space vector point on the planet, the domain of the Four Star Quadrants is found within the outer reaches of the psi membrane, quivering with solar-galactic resonance, as well as deep within the crystal core. The Four Star Quadrants are the archetypal crystalline structures that inform the planetary memory bank with the codes governing all of life on planet Earth. How? By the Law of Time, making conscious what was unconscious: the completion of the Judgement Day Tribunal signals the release of the living codes of universal life, inaugurating the activation of the Star Quadrants. The Star Quadrants provide the chronograph played on the Chronosphere a type of musical score that actually consists of the frequency codes of the 64 Codons that govern the DNA of all life, coordinated by the 64 UR Runes, the universal language of telepathy. The highest, most spiritual levels of the Universal Religion on Earth are achieved through the musical score, Thirteen Tones and Seven Days of Creation. The sequencing of the Star Quadrants follows the master harmonic and encompasses and informs the Four Castles, Four Year Bundles and the various adventure sequences as well (New Genesis, Second Creation, etc.). **Eastern Star Quadrant = Plane of Mind; Northern Star Quadrant = Plane of Spirit; Western Star Quadrant = Plane of Will; Southern Star Quadrant = Divine Source, Tel Ek Ton On.** Each Star Quadrant consists of four directional quarters, each of which conform to the four quarters of each solar-galactic year. The Star Bundles of the Star Quadrants are coded to the 13:20 timing frequency so that the 832 possible permutations of the 64 Codons ( x 13) = the 832 perfect weeks of the 208 sacred Moons of the Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law. The completion of the fourth Star Quadrant affirms the Second Creation, New Heaven and New Earth, the divine perfection of humankind. *(See Prophecy Tablet Four, The Tablet of Runes and Codons.)*
Road Map Stage Seven:
The Cube Exploded by the Fifth Force

The mystery and the riddle of the Stone have endured as long as there has been acknowledgment of the Mystery: Abraham’s UR of the Chaldees; the Stone within the Cube at the Ka’aba, the Ancient House of Mecca; the planetary Lodestone of spirit; Merlin and the Sword within the Stone; the Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistus; the Philosopher’s Stone; the Stone rolled away from Jesus’ grave; the Foundations Unearthed of Francis Bacon; the Talking Stone of Prophecy of the Tomb of Pacal Votan.

Telektonon, the Gate of Time is now open for all to enter
The completion of the journey is the beginning of time,
where the Cube engenders itself once again.

AD 2013 Fifth Force Cube of the Law: perfection of virtue as divine grace.
4. Prophecy Tablet Four
Tablet of the 64 Runes and Codons Invocation of the Planetary Manitou

Oh, Earth Wizards, we are the new race, the second Genesis. We are the creators of the New time. Our creations are the creations of the Law of Time. Our architecture and engineering is of the spirit and the divine mind of the fourth dimension, and, therefore, these, our new creations shall endure unlike any stone temple of the distant age of history.

For this we are given the language of creation, the 64 UR Runes and Codons of the Book of Universal Life to live according to the solar-biotelepathic norm of the 13:20 timing frequency and its endless tableau of synchronic legends. The Fourth Tablet of Prophecy is the Tablet of the Runes and Codons, the revelation of the codes of conduct and the living keys to divine creation and self-perfection.

**Side One:**

64 UR Runes, Cube of the Law Arrangement and the Template of the Four Star Crystals

On this planet, the 64 Codons have been known, but not in their perfection. Their perfection lies in the knowledge of the 64 UR Runes of universal telepathy and the Law of Time. It is the UR Runes that govern the self-perfecting permutation cycle of each of the Codons. The UR Runes are the primal language of the Cube unfolding itself: one-two-three, then transformed by three again, a set of two triplets, synthesized into a binary set of two. Eight changes each, eight Rune sequences, 64 Runes in all to telepathically inscribe thirteen Codons in a thirteen-by-seven run in time. Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the one and only time to be inscribed by the law and language of universal telepathy.

One set of four Rune Strands holds the keys to the Way of Conduct and divine creation; the other set of four Rune Strands holds the keys to the Way of Wielding Power and self perfection. 64 Runes, sixteen Star Bundles, **one Star Bundle of four Runes each per Cube position**; one Rune set gathered four times each year, to be assembled, meditated, and projected as a Planetary Manitou Star Bundle on every Day-Out-of-Time. Every four years, a Star Quadrant completed. Eight Star Bundles to invoke the Planetary Manitou of the Aboriginal Continuity; eight more Star Bundles to invoke the Planetary Manitou of Cosmic Awareness. 32 Runes to vivify the Four Star Crystals of the AC Template from within the psi bank; 32 Runes to animate the four Star Crystals of the CA Template into total holonomic recollection! The guardianship of the Galactic Brain on Earth is established. Everything shall be known that the mystery may deepen!
The mystery of the Star Bundles is woven into the interplanetary frequency codes of the telepathic realm of Kinich Ahau. Within each of the 64 Codon sets governed by the 64 Runes, the interplanetary frequency codes register at two levels. The Cube position holds one planetary frequency; the Genesis wavespell holds the other. The two different sets of planetary frequencies unify at the one, six, eleven and sixteen Cardinal family code positions. The sixteen years begin with a double registration of Galactic-Karmic Neptune, the Dragon Gate of endless beginnings; and concludes with a double registration of Solar-Prophetic Saturn, the Warrior’s Intelligence of endless adventure. The planetary codes of the Seed-Storm Year Bundles add a third orbital frequency sequence: Seed, GK Jupiter; Moon, GK Mercury (omega); Wizard, SP Maldek; and Storm, SP Pluto (omega). As with the Codon sets they govern, each Rune Bundle is a paired set, each set representing two linked Runes within a Star Crystal, any two sets representing two of the four Star Crystals.

The Four Star Crystals are superimposed over the planetary psi bank, coded to Map 42, Earth Ascending. While the activity of the Weaving of the Planetary Manitou begins with the first four Star Bundle Gatherings of the Fifth Year of Prophecy, the opening of the psi bank plates continues as a separate but related telepathic exercise. The schedule of psi bank plate openings is illustrated above the Star Crystals. When the final plate is completed, the Rainbow Bride is ejected and the New Genesis is complete: 2080 psi chrono units activated, fractal of the 208 perfect moons, and the 20,800 years of the four Castles of Time.

**Side Two:**
**The 64 Codons, the Eight Rune Strands Invocation of the Planetary Manitou**

Woven in eight strands are the sequences of the 64 UR Runes and the 64 Codons of Universal Life, presented as interlocking Star Bundles in the Four Star Quadrants. Each set of eight Runes is composed of a rhythmic set of two triplets, and a double binary climax set. The first triplet is the primary sequence, the second the transformed. Within each triplet set, the first Rune is the generative Rune, the second the bridge Rune and the third the climax Rune. This same structure applies to the sequence of eight Codons as well: where the first two Codons are the generative Codons; the second two, the bridge; and the third two, the climax. The final set of Codons also corresponds to the binary synthesis of the entire set of eight Codons and Runes.

The 64 Codons were originally intended as a mathematically perfect set of codes and have come down through history from ancient China as the I Ching or Book of Changes. But the Chinese tradition, like all world traditions outside of the Western Hemisphere, lacked knowledge of the Law of Time. Skewed by incomplete knowledge and aberration of the conditioned views of the patriarchy, the I Ching, though mathematically perfect, is essentially a well-meaning collection of sometimes obscure
moral adages, lessons and exercises whose key value has been the perpetuation of an understanding of synchronicity. The revelation of the Sixteen-Year Telektonon changes all that, and a purified Book of Changes is now incorporated into the 64 Rune and Codon Keys of Universal Life (see below). The UR Text, Earth Ascending, which laid the basis for integrating the Codons of the I Ching into the 13:20 timing frequency, is a tool now for understanding the new Book of Changes and unlocking even more deeply the codes of conduct of Universal Life.

This sequence is based on King Wen’s “Later Heaven” presentation of the 64 Codons, the sequence of transformation which codes the Cube of the Law. Each set of Codons is a binary pair, either pure inverse symmetry (example: Codon pairs 1 and 2) or reverse symmetry of the pair (Codons 3 and 4). This arrangement demonstrates that each of the 64 Codons consists of two sets of eight possible Codon triplets (8 x 8 = 64). In conjunction with the UR Runes, the Codons comprise the language of telepathy and the architectural components of radiosonic engineering.

The eight sequences of UR Runes and their Codons each constitute a “way.” The two major Ways that code each of the two sequences of eight years of the entire sixteen-year cycle, the Way of Conduct and the Way of Wielding Power, are comprised of four lesser ways each. Eight are the tones of the galactic harmonic. Eight is the sound of the octave. Eight are the ways of being and knowing, the path of divine creation and self-perfection. Eight are the UR Rune strands that govern eight each of the Codons of Universal Life, each strand a telepathic “story” of creative unfolding. The meaning is in the knowing that comes when the UR Runes are inscribed in the heart in visual telepathic projection, at the end of each of the 832 perfect weeks of the Sixteen-Year Cube of the Law.

The Eight Ways of the UR Path of Universal Life
The Wizard’s Oracle

- **Way of the Tree (Cosmic Creation),** Codons 1-8. The Tree is the sign of primal creation. Eight years to grow one cosmic tree. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One Cosmic Tree, One Garden, One Cosmic Race, One Cosmic Creation created by the eight UR Runes of the Way of the Tree.

- **Way of Conduct,** Codons 9-16. The Way of Conduct is the aboriginal way, since before the beginning. Eight years to learn that conduct is the way of conforming to the divine plan. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One Way of Conduct codes the Aboriginal Way, stored in the power of the eight UR Runes of the Way of Conduct.

- **Way of Wielding Power,** Codons 17-24. The Way of Wielding Power is the Way of Cosmic Awareness. Eight years to learn that the Way of Wielding Power is the way of divine self-perfection. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One Way of Wielding Power, One People in their power, one divine perfection stored in the eight UR Runes of the Way of Wielding Power.

- **Way of the Transcendent Fourth,** Codons 25-32. The Way of the Transcendent Fourth is the refinement of Cosmic Awareness as the Way of Wielding Power. Eight years to learn that the Way of the Transcendent Fourth is the divine perfection of mind in time. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One perfection of One Mind, One Way of the Transcendent Fourth to know God’s mind in you, realized in the eight UR Runes of the Way of the Transcendent Fourth, the Way of Cosmic Awareness.
**Way of the Irresistible Fifth**, Codons 33-40. The **Way of the Irresistible Fifth** is Wielding Power through the perfection of cosmic order. Eight years to learn the cosmic order through your devotion. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One cosmic order, one irresistible Fifth Force, one way of wielding the power of divine creation, perfected in the eight UR Runes of the Way of the Irresistible Fifth.

**Way of Dynamic Construction**, Codons 41-48. The **Way of Dynamic Construction** is the Way of Wielding Power through creative projection. Eight years to learn the power of creative projection that brings you to the Source. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One Source, one way of Dynamic Construction to build the architecture of time, all enfolded in the eight UR Runes of the Way of Dynamic Construction.

**Way of the Telepath**, Codons 49-56. The **Way of the Telepath** is how the Aboriginal Way of Conduct completes itself through future knowing. Eight years to learn the Way of the Telepath and establish the foundation of the Temple. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One divine knowing, One People sharing One truth, One Temple in which to join the ancient to the future Way, complete in the eight UR Runes of the Way of the Telepath.

**Way of the Galactic Octave**, Codons 57-64. The **Way of the Galactic Octave** is the fulfillment of time in the all-penetrating resonance of the Now. Eight years to learn that the Way of the Galactic Octave is the conduct of art as all-pervading action. Eight different stages in eight different star bundles, can you find them? One Galactic Octave sounding an infinitude of resonances in One Perfect Now, rung as the perfection of the eight UR Runes of the Way of the Galactic Octave.

Oh, Earth Wizard’s, the Sixteen Year Telektonon is the Redemption of Time. The eight lesser ways are joined in two successive greater Ways to create the Unitary Path. **The Primary Way** is told in the two UR Rune Strands of the ancient time, Strands 1 and 2, and the two UR Strands of the future time, strands 7 & 8. The Redemption of time according to the Law of Time is the union of the ancient and the future ways through the first eight years of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the Aboriginal Way of Conduct. Unfolded in the Primary Way are the secrets of divine creation. Only those confirmed in the Way of Conduct can enter the Way of Wielding Power.

**The Transformative Way** of the Time-that-is-always-Present is told through the middle set of UR Rune strands, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The Time-that-is-always-Present has surrounding it the ancient Way and the future Way. From the center between the times, these four UR Rune strands define the Way of Cosmic Awareness as the Way of Wielding Power by never leaving the ever-present Now. Revealed in this Way are the constructive rules of divine self-perfection through self-creation—autogenesis of the Sacred. The telling of the four UR Strands of the Transformative Way in succession to the Primary Way, completes the redemption of the Cycle of the Time of the Corruption.

Altogether, the eight strands of UR Runes constitute the Wizard’s Oracle. In the Wizard’s Oracle lies the answer to Pacal Votan’s Riddle of the Stone. The Wizard’s Oracle is non-exclusive. As many Earth Wizards as it takes to ply the trade of truth may divine and be divined by the Source’s unending call to join the Cubing of the Cube. Four times a year the journey is taken to the four quarters of one of the four great Star Quadrants. Four Times of Gathering occur to collect the Star Bundles. Three times to complete the missing frequency of the solar-biotelepathic Cycle, and a fourth to gather the fourth, and with the other three, to consolidate them into one Star Bundle offered as the Planetary Manitou in acceptance of the Divine Plan. Sixteen years, sixteen Star Bundles, One Oracle, one cosmic race of Earth Wizards.
SOLAR BIOTELEPATHIC FREQUENCY CYCLE: Perpetual Calendar 23 Day Biorhythm Fractals 23 Year Solar Sunspot Cycle, Every Quarter Year = 3 23-Day Strands, 1 22-Day Strand per Quarter, 16 Per Year.

Dates of Star Bundle gathering: 4.7, 7.14, 10.21, 13.28, Day-Out-of-Time, 4th gathering and offering.

(See Graphic: Solar biotelepathic frequency cycle.)
Earth Wizard’s Precept for Making the Two Ways One Path:
“Life as we live it is the ritual we are looking for”
Invocation of the Planetary Manitou

The Planetary Manitou holds the solution to the Wizard's Oracle, just as the Wizard's Oracle holds the answer to the Riddle of the Stone. The Planetary Manitou is the Law of Time fulfilled in the manifestation of the psi bank. The psi bank is the etheric architecture of galactic order potentiated in the evolving consciousness of the biosphere of planets like Velatropa 24.3. The Planetary Manitou is the higher collective voice and body of the noosphere, telepathically formative within the four Star Crystals that interlock the planetary resonance within the orbital system of Kinich Ahau.

The interplanetary frequencies unconsciously registered in the psi bank become conscious and formative through the awakening of the Planetary Manitou. The Invocation of the Planetary Manitou completes the telepathic bonding of the tri-cosm of the three planetary fields: the electromagnetic, the gravitational, and the biopsychic. This act normalizes the solar biotelepathic frequency into a condition of non-regressive cosmic consciousness which is thenceforth mediated and guided by the Planetary Manitou, the Galactic Brain on Earth.

The awakening of the Planetary Manitou occurs in two stages, the AC Aboriginal Continuity, AD 1997-2005, and the CA Cosmic Awareness, AD 2005-2013. The gathering of the Star Bundles four times a year, including the Day-Out-of-Time offering of the Star Bundles, stabilizes the solar biotelepathic frequency.

With no other purpose than serving the will of the Supreme One, the Manitou is woven, year by year. The Aboriginal Manitou of 32 ancient future Runes is the analog of the primal crystal whose doubling of the formative power of 32 produces the 64 form frequencies of the Code of Life. Having sprung into telepathic existence the Aboriginal Manitou, in AD 2005, the second Manitou is generated on the same pattern as the first. This recapitulates the rise of secondary, self-reflective consciousness from the Primal Order of Reality.

The manifestation of the Planetary Manitou is inseparable from the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge, and actually represents the evolution of the Bridge into the form-generating and mind-guiding structure and power of the Planetary Manitou. The completion of the self-reflective mirror double of the CA Planetary Manitou, AD 2013 represents an unprecedented stabilization of galactic consciousness and cosmic order thoroughly impossible as long as the people of Earth were in the long tyranny of false time.

Paralleling the unfolding of the Unitary Path of the Two Ways, the weaving of the Planetary Manitou through the paths of the eight UR Rune strands establishes the conscious coherency of the solar biotelepathic frequency. The solar biotelepathic frequency is the raising of the 23-day biorythmic cycle into conscious resonance with the tri-cosm of the three planetary fields: electromagnetic, gravitational, and biopsychic. This is achieved through the focused effort of the Earth Wizards to realize the tri-cosm within themselves as their own body of time, the Human Holon identified with the Planet Holon.
By gathering the Star Bundles according to the quarterly schedule of the 23-day biorhythmic cycle, the three planetary fields are telepathically engaged. There are four 23-day cycles per quarter, less one day, sixteen per year. The regularized Star Bundle gathering activity creates a new mental frequency norm, the solar biotelepathic frequency norm. For the first time ever in a systematic manner, the human consciousness engages the solar frequency cycle resulting in the solar-biotelepathic frequency of consciousness. After the awakening of the AC Manitou, there occurs a quickening and increase of the solar biotelepathic frequency.

The final four years, AD 2009-2013 – entry into the Fourth Castle of Time, Divine Source, Tel Ek Ton On, the Camelot Sequence – manifest as a solar-biotelepathic saturation of the fourth Star Quadrant. This fourth Star Quadrant is cross-woven by 8 perfect Codon pairs whose sums are all 69, 23 x 3 (the tri-cosm of fields). Codon 23 is at the central point of the fifteenth Cube position. Next to it in the fourteenth position is Codon 46 (23 x 2)(23 + 46 = 69), which fixes the pattern of the solar biotelepathic saturation of the last four years of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. The result of this frequency saturation is the attainment of divine self-perfection. (See reverse side of this Tablet, Fourth Star Quadrant, find the four inner vertical strands and the four outer vertical strands; count the paired sums. See also Graphic #7, “Solar Biotelepathic frequency cycle.”)

The Invocation of the Planetary Manitou in AD 2013 will be brilliantly fulfilling of every deepest aspiration ever held within the human breast. A marvel beyond the present scope of imagination, the etheric visual form of the double Manitou, the two-made-one, within the heavens and engraved in the heart, will complete the realization of humanity as One divine cosmic race, one Being, indivisible, united with itself wherever it might find itself. This shall be as was originally intended, for in our Knowing we will no longer be what we are, yet we shall remain what we always were before the first knowing ever occurred. The mystery of the Planetary Manitou is that it has always been with us, waiting to be awakened.

The awakened Manitou embodies the perfection of the time space order of the Dominion of Time. The AC Planetary Manitou defines the time, ancient future, Aboriginal Continuity. The CA Planetary Manitou defines the space, here-and-now, Cosmic Awareness.

Every act that leaves no trace of self is completed in the Planetary Manitou. The Planetary Manitou calls for the Earth Wizards’ purification of heart, so that all acts are the perfection of the Planetary Manitou. How? By following the precepts of the “Four No Traces of the Heart:"

  No trace of rancor.
  No trace of self pity.
  No trace of self-importance.
  No trace of fear.

Following the path that leaves no traces, every Earth Wizard knows that:

  How we manage our pleasure is how we create our art.
  Expand your knowledge of the Planetary Manitou with the 64 UR Rune
  and Codon keys to the Book of Universal Life
PACAL VOTAN’S SIXTEEN TABLETS OF THE LAW OF TIME:
Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law
Playing the Chronograph, Reading the Musical Score

Earth Wizards, four Tablets define the prophecy of the “Riddle of the Stone” and the navigating Codes of Life and Time that fulfill this prophecy. Sixteen Tablets more are there to make the navigation of Timeship Earth 2013 an everyday synchronization of the Law of Time.

The Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law, AD 1997-2013, is a precise fractal moment of synchronic convergence, the revelation of the divine plan as an actual cycle of realization and fulfillment: Judgement Day, the Inevitable Event, and Resurrection. The crystallization of the biosphere-noosphere transition with the demands of divine and cosmic law, organized as a human collective, the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement, all together constitute the inevitable harmonic rearrangement of the synchronic order setting the Chronosphere in motion.

Foreseen by the Maya, known to the great seer of time, Pacal Votan, who traced and stored the Sixteen Year Cube within the Uranian Ark of Stone, I, Valum Votan rehearsed these codes in different ways until the time of their revelation. Just as crystal suddenly takes form after the thermic-luminic and geochemical conditions have been properly synchronized with the correct moment in time, so Pacal Votan’s Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time were precisely precipitated into manifestation when Valum Votan was ready to receive and decode them.

**The Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time recapitulate and map the fractal compression of time that constitutes the construction of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law.** They provide a map of time and conduct that conforms to the mathematical perfection of the divine plan itself. The registrations on each side of each of the Sixteen Tablets of the Sixteen Year Telektonon are the chronograph “record,” Tablet Side One, and “musical score,” chronoscript, Tablet Side Two, of the Chronosphere that commences rolling, Yellow Overtone Seed, Fifth Year of Prophecy.

Earth Wizards, it is for you to place yourselves in harmony with the Chronosphere, to register and learn the ways of conduct that grant supreme knowledge of the sacred fourth-dimensional mind of the Dominion of Time. The codes of conduct recorded in the chronograph are no different than the mathematical fractals and celestial harmonics that are naturally sounding their tones and songs through the whole of the Galactic Brain. The Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time record all of the fractal patterns and celestial harmonics within the radially symmetrical structure of the Cube of the Law. Within the Sixteen Tablets of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the perfectly designed codes of life and fractal time compressions are themselves the visual templates of the art and science of telepathy and telepathic engineering.

The design form and information templates are common to all of the Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time. One Instruction Guide is given to describe each of the two sides of the Sixteen Tablets. The Sixteen Tablets are rehearsed every Cube Journey of every Moon. Any Cube position can be rehearsed at all levels. The Sixteen Year Cube is recreated every Cube Journey. One Tablet is studied and played for its entire solar-galactic year.
Side One: How to Play the Chronograph
Sixteen Tablets of Telektonon 16-Year Chronograph
Galactic Genesis Timeship Earth 2013

For any of the Sixteen Tablets of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the chronograph, side one, registers four tracks of the Chronosphere simultaneously:

1. **The Daily Cube and Thirteen Moon Day Position** (unchanging), which synchronize the daily Kin of the Galactic Spin (changing), corresponds to the primary level of the Three Planes and Divine Source. The daily information is provided at the bottom of the Tablet, e.g. Warrior Intelligence, Cube 16, Day 22, along with the daily Rinri Cube precept, e.g. “Respect yourself and do the same for others.” Daily Cube position to Kin Equivalence = 1:1. **Note** that the Rinri Project which continues its action for three more years, 1997-2000, takes place at this level, and plays at a 1:1:1 ratio: Cube and 13-Moon day position (1); daily Kin position (1); and psi chrono unit (1).

2. **The quarterly fractal compression** is demonstrated in the cubing of the Cube position into four quarters. Each quarter corresponds to a 13 week cycle (13 x 4 = 52 weeks per year). Each set of 13 weeks is a Wavespell fractal of the annual Planetary Wavespell. The naming of the quarters follows the harmonic color code: Red Eastern, White Northern, Blue Western and Yellow Southern Quarters. The Quarterly Wavespells are coded by one Codon and its name, and one Rune, with a number in galactic notation indicating its Rune Strand. The sum number of the four Codons is given on the right side of the Cube position. The Rune and Codon of the **Quarterly Wavespell** are the key that codes you to the **Star Bundles within the Star Quadrants on side two.** Cube to four quarters, Kin equivalence = 1:4, where one quarter = 91 days ( x 4 =364).

3. **The Annual Wavespell fractal compression.** The Runes of each of the four quarters represented within the actual Cube position code the four quarters of the Annual Planetary Service Wavespell, shown above the Cube position. The names of the thirteen Moons and their galactic notation tone number are shown within the Wavespell. The quarterly breaks are indicated at: 4.8, Self-Existing Moon; 7.15, Resonant Moon; and 10.22, Planetary Moon. Above the Magnetic Moon is the Galactic Signature that codes the year, e.g. AD 2012, Blue Resonant Storm. The Day-Out-of-Time is indicated adjacent to the Cosmic Moon, e.g. Blue Resonant Night, AD 2013. Within the Wavespell is the whole Earth which registers each yearly Planetary Service Wavespell within the Chronosphere as one annual circumnavigation of Timeship Earth 2013. One Cube Position = one Annual Wavespell (365 days).

4. **The 1300 Year Genesis Wavespell Code (Genesis Count).** The fractal form of the Annual Wavespell, 13 weeks per quarter, 13 Moons per year, is extended to include the 1300 year Wavespell cycle of the Dreamspell Genesis. **The Genesis Wavespell is coextensive with the Annual Planetary Service Wavespell.** Each Genesis Wavespell consists of thirteen Kin corresponding to the kin presentation in the **Book of Kin, the Galactic Epic of Free Will.** This means that one kin in the Genesis count equals one Moon. The Genesis count kin number is written at the bottom of the Moon-Tone names of the Annual Wavespell. For the Blue Resonant Storm Year, coextensive with Warrior Wavespell Sixteen, Yellow Southern Castle, **Kin 196,** (Yellow Magnetic Warrior) is written beneath **Magnetic Moon,** etc. Fractal equivalence: one Cube position (Annual Wavespell) = 1300 years of one Genesis Wavespell, where each Kin = 100 years, or by fractal equivalence to the Annual Wavespell, one Moon.
At the top right is the **information script** for playing the chronograph, a set of **coded cues** which establish the different levels of adventure played in this “recording.” Remember: the Chronosphere is already rolling. The chronograph recording has already been made. By your entering in, understanding, and participating at whatever level you can play, you are the music, the sound, and the living drama being played! (See Graphic #8: “Reading and Playing the Chronograph”)

**READING AND PLAYING THE CHRONOGRAPH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WAY OF CONDUCT</th>
<th>WAY OF WIELDING POWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC Template</td>
<td>CA Template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 unit = One quarter = 2,600 years 8-Cube units</td>
<td>1 unit = One quarter = 650 years 8-Cube units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEVELS OF FRACTAL TIME COMPRESSION**

- **1 = 1 CUBE POSITION**

**Chronograph Cross-section, read from bottom up:** Levels code Information Script, upper right hand of each of the 16-Year Chronograph Tablets of the Law of Time

Activation of the planetary Chronosphere is a prophetic function of the biosphere-noosphere transition. The Chronosphere is the fourth-dimensional envelope regulated by the 13:20 frequency which coordinates the tri-cosm or three planetary fields of resonance. The time programs of the Chronosphere are known as the chronograph. By fractal equivalence and compression, the chronograph records and plays multiple tracks simultaneously.

1st Psi Bank Plate opened, Kin 44, 520 psi chrono units of Psi Bank activated, Chronosphere Rolling, Chronograph playing. AD 2000, 4 plates opened, 2080 psi chrono units complete three-year New Genesis, Circumpolar Bridge.

The Four Star Quadrants, four quarters each, 16 Star Bundles. Each quarter coded to yearly Cube quarters, 4 UR Runes 13 weeks/Codons per quarter = 1 Star Bundle

The Four Castles of Time, Sixteen Wavespells of Dragon and Monkey Genesis, Camelot Sequence, Adventure Planet

Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Annual Wavespell, each Cube quartered into 13 week units; Seven Seers and Nine Lords; New Genesis, Second Creation Oxlahuntiku; Heptagonon of Mind

Daily Cube synchronizes: Moon Date (unchanging) with Daily Kin (changing) Rinri Project psi chrono units

Three Planes + Divine Source = four Master Harmonics = 4 Cube coordinate units each (x4 = 16 Cube units) coded by 16 Rinri Precepts

Graphic #8: Reading and Playing the Chronograph
Side Two: How to Read the Musical Score
Weaving the Planetary Manitou
The 7 Days and 13 Tones of Creation

The musical score of the chronograph is the key to weaving the Planetary Manitou. Unlocking the thirteen-tone Rune sequences is the magic of the journey. While all Sixteen Tablets are rehearsed during every Moon's sixteen day Cube Journey, during each year the Tablet for that Year is left out for study and enactment. Each year, the Cube of the Law is practiced and enacted every day of the week, every week of the year. How to do this is prescribed in the musical score, “The 7 Days and 13 Tones of Creation.”

While the Chronograph Side One, provides the fractal time compressions—day, Moon, quarter, year, Genesis Wavespell—Side Two takes you to the master domain of the Star Quadrants, the zone of the life codes and memory releases.

The Four Star Quadrants which define the Dominion of Time are holonomic plates recapitulating the pattern of Universal Life within a specific holocosm, in this case, Earth, Velatropa 24.3. The holonomic plates define the psi bank which in turn defines and reflects the pattern of any celestial sphere: an equator, a magnetic northern plate and a magnetically balanced southern plate, each divided into four 90 degree sections. This describes the Template of the Four Star Crystals or psi bank plates. (Upper left, Side Two of each of the Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time.)

Each psi bank plate is embedded in a Star Crystal matrix which includes a northern AC sector and a southern CA sector. It is the Star Crystal matrix in which the 64 Runes are embedded. Only the discovery of the Law of Time and the advent of the time of prophecy could activate the 64 UR Runes. Remember: the 64 UR Runes are the interdimensional code that governs the DNA and formulates the primary time space matrix of reality.

Every year there are four governing UR Runes which constitute the basis of the Star Bundle (upper right corner, Side Two of each of the Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time). Each Star Bundle corresponds to one Cube position, each Rune coding one of the four quarters of the solar-galactic year represented by that Cube position. The sequential movement of the Runes defines the four positions of Rune Movement:

- First Rune (First Quarter) = Star Point
- Second Rune (Second Quarter) = Star Field
- Third Rune (Third Quarter) = Outer Form
- Fourth Rune (Fourth Quarter) = Crystal Facet

Each Rune governs a Codon whose number is given in the corresponding corner of the Star Bundle diagram. For any Star Bundle the Codon numbers are the same as the Codon numbers of the four quarters of the Cube Position of the Chronograph side of each of the Sixteen Tablets.

Remember: In Cube positions 1-8, the sequence of the magnetic flow of the AC Template begins at the upper right hand corner (Star Point), moving down to the lower right hand corner, then to the lower left, ending at the upper left (Crystal Facet).
In the last eight Cube positions, 9-16, the sequence of the magnetic flow of the CA Template reverse polarity and begins in the lower right hand corner (Star Point), moving to the upper right, then to the upper left, ending at the lower left (Crystal Facet).

The First Rune of the Star Bundle is the Star Point. One AC Rune Strand (1) are all Star Points; one CA Rune Strand (3) are all Star Points. The Star Point is where the beginning occurs.

The Second Rune of the Star Bundles is the Star Field. One AC Rune Strand (2) are all Star Fields; one CA Rune Strand (4) are all Star Fields. The Star Field is where the expansion occurs.

The Third Rune of the Star Bundle is the Outer Form. One AC Rune Strand (7) are all Outer Forms; one CA Rune Strand (5) are all Outer Forms. The Outer Form is what defines and limits.

The Fourth Rune of the Star Bundle is the Crystal Facet. One AC Rune Strand (8) are all Crystal Facets; one CA Rune Strand (6) are all Crystal Facets. The Crystal Facets are what distinguish.

**Cross-over polarity.** For any Star Bundle, the first and third Rune and Codon sets are in one of the four Star Crystals; the second and fourth Rune and Codon sets are in one other of the four Star Crystals. This is always demonstrated by the four Runes of any Star Bundle being shown in their Star Crystal locations (*Star Crystal Template, upper left of Tablet*), one set of Runes in one Star Crystal, the other set in an adjacent Star Crystal.

**One Star Bundle defines one Quarter of a Star Quadrant.** During the Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law, one quarter of a Star Quadrant Quarter is the equivalent of One Quarter Year. The four UR Runes and Codons that code the four quarters of the Chronograph side of the Tablet are laid out for complete enactment on the Musical Score side. The entire map of the Star Quadrant Quarter comprises the main template of Side Two. Each Star quadrant quarter follows the same four-color harmonic code: Eastern Quarters = red; Northern Quarters = white; Western Quarters = blue; Southern Quarters = yellow.

One Rune governs one Codon and its sequence. Each Codon runs through a 13-unit permutation sequence. Corresponding to the wavespell’s thirteen tones of creation, this sequence codes each of the thirteen weeks of every annual Quarter with a unique series of thirteen Codons. This set of thirteen Codons per quarter creates the living script of the Book of Universal Life.

Each Quarter of a Star Quadrant is quartered and contains four six-line Codons and their names (same as Quarterly codes, other side of Tablet); the governing Rune and its strand number in galactic notation, along with the descriptive naming of the Rune sequence, e.g. Tablet Sixteen, Yellow Southern Quarter, Southern Star Quadrant, Star Point Codon: “Radiant Return,” Rune sequence description: “Way of Wielding Power Ascends to Heaven.”
The thirteen-unit permutation sequence of the Codon follows a simple line for line binary exchange. The first or Magnetic position of the permutation sequence establishes the Codon, e.g. Radiant Return. Codons, like galactic notation, are always read from the bottom up. Beginning with the second or Lunar position, the bottom line of Radiant Return changes into its opposite, creating another Codon. In the third or Electric position, the second line changes, creating again a new Codon. By the seventh position when the sixth or top line has changed into its opposite, the consequent Codon is the resolved seventh, the binary inverse opposite of the Codon establishing the sequence. E.g., where Radiant Return has one unbroken Time line at the bottom followed by five broken Space lines, the resolved seventh has one Space line at the bottom, followed by five unbroken Time lines. Then, in the eighth position, beginning by changing the bottom line into its opposite, the process continues mutating the resolved seventh back into its original form, achieved in the Cosmic thirteenth position as Radiant Return.

In the Codon Wavespell, the triangulation of the first, seventh and thirteenth positions unifies the thirteen week permutation sequence. The second and the eighth, third and ninth, fourth and tenth, fifth and eleventh; and sixth and twelfth positions are all inverse symmetry pairs. (See Graphic #9: “Codon Cube Sounding the Thirteen Tones of Creation”). The cosmic power of the inverse binary sequencing in all of its harmonic order and presence—832 permutation sequences in all—is laid out by the Chronosphere to accord with the 832 perfect weeks of the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. For any Codon, the binary inverse seventh represents the polar harmonization of its original and concluding conditions. (See below, 64 Rune and Codon Keys of the Book of Universal Life, Inside, and Back Cover, Earlier or Primal Heaven Arrangement).

The system for reading the Codons is given in the upper right beneath the Star Bundle Codes. The basis of the Codons is the Law of Contrast and Alternation. “Unity is plural and at minimum two.” The Law of Contrast and Alternation establishes the radial binary mathematical order of Universal Life. This Law is expressed as the alternation of an unbroken line = Time, and a broken line = Space. In the traditional Chinese philosophy, the Law of Contrast and Alternation is described as yang (unbroken line) and yin (broken line). Ignorant of the Law of Time, and, hence not possessing a clear comprehension of the cosmic time space matrix, the philosophy of yang and yin is obscured by conditioned beliefs. The Law of Time defines the primal contrast or alternation as being those of Time (yang) and Space (yin). This establishes the correct basis for a time space physics as well as for a clarified understanding of the DNA code of universal life.

**Remember:** the visual structure of the 64 Codons conforms to fourth-dimensional frequency structures from which the third-dimensional chemico-molecular DNA strands are derived. These DNA Codon structures each have a resonance which relates directly back to their primary fourth-dimensional frequency structure. Because of the principle of structural resonance, the DNA Codons can be affected by telepathic projection and engagement. This is the basis of the spiritual practice of building the Codon and cubing it by the UR Rune which codes the entire thirteen week sequence.
Three Planes create the Cube. The six faces of the Cube code the six lines of the Codon. Cube the Codon according to the Thirteen Tones of Creation.

CODON CUBE COSMOLOGY
SOUNDING THE THIRTEEN TONES OF CREATION

The Thirteen Codon permutations operate by principle of binary inverse symmetry. The 1st and 13th are the base Codon, e.g. 61, which triangulate the inverse 7th = Magnetic-Resonant-Cosmic Codon Pulsar complemented by five sets of binary inverse pairs.

Tone-Weeks 2 and 8, Lunar-Galactic Codon axis
Tone-Weeks 3 and 9, Electric Solar Codon axis
Tone-Weeks 4 and 10, Self-Existing-Planetary Codon axis
Tone-Weeks 5 and 11, Overtone-Spectral Codon axis
Tone-Weeks 6 and 12, Rhythmic-Crystal Codon axis

The Thirteen Tones of Creation

Three Planes create the Cube.

PLANE OF SPIRIT
x 2 sides = back and front
7TH MYSTIC POINT
Divine Source Telektonon

PLANE OF MIND
x 2 sides = bottom and top

SECOND LINE, RIGHT FACE
Build the binary, 2nd day
CODON 61 INNER SPACE CUBED
= 1 Micro Hyperatom
13 per Quarter
52 per year
832 = 16 years

FIFTH LINE, FRONT
Sound the Fifth, 5th day
CODON 61 - INNER SPACE showing Cube code for reading the Master Codon

FIRST LINE, BOTTOM
Lay the line, 1st day

SIXTH LINE, TOP
Complete the sixth, 6th day
RUNE MEDITATED
At center, 7th day
THIRD LINE, LEFT FACE
Create the triplet, 3rd day

FOURTH LINE, BACK
Establish the fourth, 4th day

PLANE OF WILL
x 2 sides = right and left

CODON 61 INNER SPACE CUBED showing Cube code for reading the Master Codon

Graphic #9: Codon Cube Cosmology Sounding the Thirteen Tones of Creation

13 TONE – 13 WEEK CODON WAVESPELL
Numbers = Codon numbers. See 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life, Inside, and back cover, Bi-Phasic Earlier Heaven Arrangement; also Tablet Five, “Musical Score” side.
In the Codon Codes, upper right, note that there are:

**Four two line “binary letters”:** Time (two unbroken time lines), Mind (space enters time from below), Space (two unbroken space lines), and Radiance (time enters space from below). Any combination of any three of these letters together constitutes a six line Codon. This means that any Codon can be read from the bottom up as a set of three binary letters. e.g. Radiant Return is read as: generative first letter, “Radiance”; and bridge and climax letters, both “Space;” hence, Radiant Return: generative radiance bridges space to climax as regenerated space.

**Eight three line triplets:** Time and Space, Energy and Breath, Heart and Vision, and Temple and Joy. Any combination of any two of these triplets together creates a six-line Codon. This means that any Codon can be read from the bottom up as a set of two triplets, a lower or inner one and upper or outer one, e.g., Radiant Return is read as Energy below and Space above, or Energy moving into Space. The presentation of the eight triplets is according to inverse symmetry pairs, Time and Space are the father and mother, Energy and Breath are the oldest son and oldest daughter; Heart and Vision, the middle son and middle daughter; and Temple and Joy, the youngest son and youngest daughter. The daughters line up with the father, Time; the sons line up with the mother, Space. In Radiant Return, the oldest son, Energy, returns to the matrix, mother, Space. *(Go to section below: 64 Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life; also see Graphic # 10: “Mystic Cross of the Biphasic Matrix”).*

All of the Rune and Codon codes are for enacting the **Seven Days of Creation.** Each of the thirteen cube sequences constituting one quarterly set or complete thirteen-Codon Star Bundle, is played out during one seven-day week, thirteen weeks in all. **The key for cubing the Codons is given at the center of the Tablet.** The first six days of the week build the six lines of the Codon, according to the script indicated below: first day–lay the line; second day–build the binary; third day–create the triplet; fourth day–establish the fourth; fifth day–ring the fifth; sixth day–complete the sixth; and seventh day–meditate the Rune. The example given in each Tablet is the model for building all of the 52 Codons that constitute a quarter of a Star Quadrant.

**Meditating the Rune** is done in the following way: During every week of each of the Thirteen Moons a Codon is created. Each Codon consists of six lines. A cube has six sides. Visualize yourself within the cube. For any Codon, the Codon is cubed in the following manner: Visualize below, the bottom line on the bottom side of cube; the second line on the right side of the cube; the third line on the left side of the cube; the fourth line on the back side of the cube; the fifth line on the front side of the cube; and the sixth line above on the top side of the cube. Now you are in the cubed form of the Codon that you have built the previous six days. You are the meaning of the Codon, the meaning of the Codon is in you! Then visualize the Rune that governs the entire sequence expanding from within the center of your heart in resonance with the cube. In this way the Codon, its meaning and form, as well as the governing UR Rune are imprinted within you and **at the same time** telepathically registered in the psi bank. The exercise can be done individually as necessary, or preferably in a group situation. The visualized cube is referred to as a Micro Hyperatomic Cube, an individual holon fractal of the Primal Cubic Parton Heptagonon of Mind *(See, above, Heptagonon of Mind, Road Map Stage Five, and below 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Life for more information about reading the Runes and Codons).*(See also Graphic: Codon Cube)
The Gathering of the Star Bundles is done on the last Saturday of every thirteen week quarter (4.7, 7.14, 10.21, and 13.28). What this means is that on each of these four Saturdays you take account of what you have remembered and learned of the previous thirteen weeks in terms of the different Codon sequences and their governing Rune, by making an artistic registration of your knowing (see below, the 64 Codons, Earth Wizard's Almanac). In whatever artistic form you keep your reckoning of the four sets of UR Runes and 13-unit permutation sequences, (52 Codons) on the Day-Out-of-Time, through your artistic synthesis, all four Star Bundles are gathered.

In union with your cosmic working group or galactic family, at dawn of the Day-Out-of Time, in an appropriate natural site, visualize a master cube around all who are gathered, and meditate all four year Runes within yourselves. In praise of the Supreme One, then offer into the fire your Star Bundles to the Planetary Manitou in a sacred fire rite that consumes the artistic forms of the Star Bundles, just as divine truth consumes the gross elements of self still clinging to your Holon. The Day-Out-of-Time Gathering of the Star Bundles ceremony also completes the annual solar-biotelepathic frequency alignments. Oh Earth Wizards, the cube is cubed so that the knowledge is in you, and every act of yours expresses the knowledge of the Way of Universal Life.

Through the great annual Day-out-of-Time rites, Earth Wizards will come to know the creation and the perfection of the cube, while realizing the fractalization of the DNA code of Universal Life over time as unprecedented forms of art and prayer telepathically released into the novelty of radiosonic engineering. With every sacred burning of the Star Bundles, the awakening Planetary Manitou grows in its galactic guiding power.

Earth Wizard, child of divine empowerment, you are the ancient future song, aboriginally sung in the here-and-now of the garden of cosmic awareness. Be pure that the sounding may dissolve you!

This completes the presentation of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time.
The truth is in the proportions and harmonies of these templates of divine law.
They prescribe every code of conduct for living in a Sacred way.
The 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life

Introduction: “and the rivers open for the righteous”

Oh Earth Wizards, children of the New Time, the Universal Religion UR is a living cosmology. Every aspect of living the fourth-dimensional mind of the Dominion of Time is to practice the Universal Religion on Earth. The 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, the codes of conduct and spiritual order of the Universal Religion on Earth, are completed in the 64 Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life.

The Chronosphere that rolls, the chronograph that plays, both unfold from the perfection of the self-existing mathematics of the Law of Time. All of life, the inert and the vital, partake of the same program. The infinite variety of life forms, the innumerable patterns of energy, crystallizations of form, breath, liquid, and light are all obedient to the same laws and principles of the divine plan. All of nature until this point has unconsciously participated in the order of the Law of Time.

Only humans out of free will error and ignorance created an exception to this Law and its order. Yet even human error is of divine use. The speed and combustion of our machines, the whole of our third-dimensional bubble of erroneously conceived time-space hastens the Judgement as its expansion intensifies the pressure of the Dominion of Time to collapse the bubble for once and for all. The slumber of human consciousness will be burst awake by the light of truth and the perception of an order so divine and perfect, yet so simple and as inseparable from us as the air we breathe.

The divine order is complete in the 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life, the language and “grammar” of the living cosmology. The language of creation is a living language, for creation is a never-ending process. This is how there could be a New Genesis, a Second Creation. But whereas the first creation was unconscious, and like children guessing in the dark, we constructed erroneously from the unconscious of the first creation, the Second Creation is ordained as the reward of the righteous.

It is the reward of the righteous because the entire program of fictitious laws and resultant inequalities of rank and distinction among the people of Earth will be entirely wiped away by the Inevitable Event. All that will remain is what has always been in truth and without any need of fictitious laws. The losers will be those who knew no truth apart from their fictions. The winners will be the righteous who had no stake in the illusions of the worldly and the powerful, and yet who persevered in goodness. The heightened consciousness of the effect of the Event will open our eyes and perceptions to the grand and majestic order that enslavement to the third-dimensional world of illusion kept us from. Oh people of the Earth, the rivers do open for the righteous. The new time of the Earth Wizards has arrived. The laws and principles of the divine plan are the Universal Religion on Earth, that the people may not perish.
The design of the front cover of the 64 Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life is a five-part Template. At the center is the Gate of Time, around which are arranged the four universal code tables: Table One, the 64 UR Runes; Table Two, the 64 Codons; Table Three, the 13:20 timing frequency; and Table Four, T(E) = Art of the Planetary Manitou.

Center: Gate of Time

New Genesis: the Earth emerges from the center of the interdimensional Gate of Time, Telektonon Sixteen Year Cube of the Law. The fourth-dimensional order of the Dominion of Time is a function of three universal codes: the 64 UR Runes, the universal language of telepathy governing the harmonic order of all creation; the 64 Codons, universal language of life; and the 13:20 timing frequency, the universal language of time. All the knowledge that is needed to navigate the Timeship and to complete the Second Creation are contained in these codes, whose perfection through a fourth code, the Law of Time, produces the art of the Planetary Manitou, the Galactic Brain, Heaven on Earth.

Table One: The 64 UR Runes, Universal Language of Telepathy

Telepathy precedes manifestation and governs the underlying order of the universe. Telepathy is faster than the speed of light. Galactic Culture, based on telepathy and the Law of Time, is streamlined and without waste, vastly superior to the culture of waste based on the speed of light, but lacking the Law of Time.

The primal language of divine creation is a self-creating telepathic code whose visible and intelligible form constitutes the 64 UR Runes. The UR Runes comprise eight sets or Rune Strands (see above, Prophecy Tablet Four) of eight Runes each. The UR Runes are the complete description of the Unity differentiated as the Laws of Contrast (alternation), Rhythm (triplicity); and Measure (binary synthesis—four-foldedness). These laws together constitute the cosmology of universal creation which is without end. Nothing appears in its formative essence without following these governing laws of creation.
The mathematical order and the appearance and mutation of each of the Rune sets are self-imitating. The Primary Triplet establishes the generative unity, the binary (alternation) bridge and the rhythmic (triplet) climax. By the Law of Contrast, a second or Transformed Triplet is generated, in which the Runes become their inverse forms, recapitulating the same cosmological process of generation, bridge and climax. The two Triplets (six units), then complete their two-part process in a set of two more Runes which constitute a binary synthesis of each of the two three-part stages. This ratio pattern, 3:3 = 2 +2 (=8), is the function of the galactic harmonic order of the number eight, which replicates itself into an 8 x 8 code, the 64 UR Runes of Universal Telepathy.

The Eight Rune strands altogether recapitulate the laws of the eight underlying stages of cosmic creation. The relation of the eight Rune Strands to each other follows a 2:4:2 ratio, where the first two (2:) Rune strands complement the last two (:2), and the two middle sets complement each other (:4:). This same 2:4:2 ratio guides the cross-over polarity of the Star Bundles in relation to their Star Crystal positions. That is for either eight-unit sequence, Way of Conduct or Way of Wielding Power, the first two stages and the last two stages occur in Star Crystals 1 and 2, the middle four stages occur in Star Crystals 3 and 4 (see 16 Tablets, musical score, Side Two).

The glory of the Redemption and Resurrection is that the sequencing of the Runes is formulated in the Chronosphere as an entire program of cosmic recreation. Because the unconscious stage of evolution had actually arrived at a point where only the last two UR Rune strands needed to be completed, by the redemptive power of divine grace and the Cube of the Law, these last two strands (7 and 8) are recombined with the first two (1 and 2), to create the Way of Conduct in its ancient-future entirety. This means that the first and last two strands come first (AD 1997-2005), and the middle four follow (AD 2005-2013): the 2:4:2 ratio of divine recreation is reinforced by the 2:4:2 ratio of the frequency of cross-over polarity of Star Bundle sets to Star Crystals. (See above: Eight Ways of the UR Path of Universal Life, the Wizard’s Oracle)

By studying and meditating on the Runes in their different sequences as well as all together, the language of telepathy will reveal itself as being inseparable from the laws of creation. The first two sequences (Strands 1 and 2) define the primary process of creation and conduct; the last two stages (Strands 7 and 8) define the complementary processes of telepathy, again as creation, and resonance which is the fulfillment of conduct. Of the four middle strands, the first two establish the nature of power and its creative measure; while the second two define the patterns of order and processes of construction which fulfill the nature of power and its creative measure.

By their mathematical structure and the inherent meaning involved in the cosmology of their mathematical unfolding, one each of the 64 UR Runes govern and unlock the thirteen Codon stages of one each of the 64 Codons of Universal Life, resulting in the 832 Codon sequences which define the process of divine creation and the self-perfection of humankind. In this process every Codon has its base UR Rune, but during the sixteen year program each Codon also receives the imprint of eleven other UR Runes, each of which represent the secondary UR phases of each of the Codons. Study the musical score, Oh Earth Wizards, and divine the mystery of the stone!
Two perfect codes exist in God’s divine plan for the self-perfection of all creation. The Code of Time, 13:20, and the Code of Being, also known as the Code of Life, 64 \((8 \times 8 = 4 \times 4 \times 4)\), harmonic cubing of the self-existing, superconscious power of four. The 64 Codons are the function and product of the underlying telepathic order of the 64 UR Runes. While the UR Runes are only now being revealed as a function of the universal redemption and resurrection, the 13:20 Code of Time and the 64 Codon Code of Life have been known before in their archaic forms on this planet.

The two codes of life and time were received and known in two different parts of Velatropa 24.3, at two very distinct eras. The East Asian people of China received the Codes of Life, and the Maya of Central America received the Codes of Time. Because of the evil course of the Babylonian empire, the two codes were never able to be culturally transmitted to each other. But prophecy redeems, and the codes of life and time were woven into the living codes of Valum Votan’s knowing through the course of his mission. This is demonstrated by the UR Text, Earth Ascending, which connects once again what the course of empire and the tyranny of artificial time had kept apart.

The perfect demonstration of the Law of Time, \(T(=13 \text{ Moons})(E=64 \text{ DNA frequency}) = \text{Art}\), is defined by the Sixteen Tablets of the Law of Time, the Chronograph and musical score of the Second Creation. In this supreme application of the Law of Time, the energy defined and factored by the 13:20 timing frequency is the 64 Codons of universal life, formerly known as the hexagrams of the I Ching. In their mathematical structure, purpose and meaning, the 64 Codons reflect the governing language of the 64 UR Runes of universal telepathy.

The 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life are an entirely new dispensation of the 64 hexagrams of the I Ching, much as the Dreamspell/Telektonon is the new dispensation of the Mayan calendar. The weaving together of the two codes in a mathematical and scientific manner is the supreme achievement of the galactic culture of the Universal Religion on Earth.
While the Codon structures which hold the fourth-dimensional DNA frequencies are themselves unchanged, it is the advent of the Law of Time that alters their nature and meaning. Without the Law of Time, the inherent cosmology of the Codons became corrupt. The perfection of the Codons became known as the Book of Changes, but despite its elaborate mathematical perfection, the meaning became lost in forms of popular divination. The Law of Time establishes very precisely the correct operating and living cosmology for all of life through the 64 Codons, Universal Language of Life.

In the living cosmology, **Time and Space** are the two primary coordinates established by the divine plan of creation. Time, the generator, is indicated by an unbroken line, Space the matrix is represented by a broken line. Together these two lines constitute the two universal Time Space Coordinates that unify to determine any given time vector potential point in space. The four possible permutations of the two universal Time Space Coordinates produce the **four binary letters of creation**: Time, Mind, Radiance, and Space. Time and Space define the physics of divine creation; Mind, the penetration of Time by Space, and Radiance, the penetration of Space by Time, define the two primary components of evolving universal life.

Following the Rune triplet mathematical code, by a binary doubling and adding a line from either of the original universal Time Space Coordinates, the four binary letters generate **eight Codon triplets**. The three lines of each Codon triplet mimic the three stages of the Rune triplet: **generative, first line; bridge, second line; and climax, third line**. By the process of binary doubling and permutation, the eight three-line Codon triplets establish the complete set of 64 six-line Codons. The Triples are organized as: Time, the father, with his three daughters; Breath, the eldest daughter; Vision, the middle daughter; and Joy, the youngest daughter; and Space, the mother, with her three sons; Energy, the eldest son; Heart, the middle son; and Temple, the youngest son.

Each Codon may be perceived as:

1. three sets of any combination of four binary letters
2. two sets of any combination of eight triplets
3. one of 64 unique six-line structures, each line any combination of any six of the Time Space Coordinate lines.

Oh Earth Wizards, understand that the 64 Codons are the fourth-dimensional frequency structures that govern our DNA and the synchronic order of the universe. Each Codon represents a cubic relationship expressed as a time space architecture of six lines. Within this architecture of living Time Space Coordinates the first, third, and fifth lines are in resonance, as are the second, fourth, and sixth lines. For any Codon, the relationships between these two sets, the odd and the even lines, are modified by the relations of the lines to each other in the three sets of binary letters or two sets of triplets which constitute the internal structure of the time space architecture of any Codon.

The vital binary doubling of the six-line structure into three of four **binary letters** creates an **intrinsic internal dynamic** to the time space architecture represented by the Codons. The first binary letter **generates**, the second binary letter **bridges**, the third binary letter **climaxes**. This establishes a pattern of action and creation for each Codon where any one of the four primary constituents of reality – Time, Space, Energy, Mind – are in play in a state specific way that is literally encoded within the Codon (see below: The Architecture of the Three Binary Letters of the Codon).
The Codon Triplets, the eight three-line structures which in any combination doubled constitute a Codon, add a further structural dynamic to the six-line time space architecture of the Codon. While the binary letters define the dynamic of action embodied by any Codon, the triplets distinguish between qualities of inner and outer, as well as below and above. These words, “inner” and “outer,” “within” and “without,” “below” and “above,” define qualities intrinsic to time space consciousness. The function of the triplets is to clarify the relationships of time space consciousness represented by the two triplets for any given Codon. (See below: The Architecture of the Two Codon Triplets).

Four triplets define the four creation components of the time space physics of the synchronic order – Time, Space, Energy, and Breath. The other four triplets define the self-perfection components of the evolving universal life – Heart, Vision, Temple, and Joy. The combinations of any two of these structural components constituting the range of reality establishes the triplet architecture of conscious relationships that construct any given Codon. Because the eight triplets also signify the range of human relationships where they define the father, mother, three daughters and three sons, the two triplets of the Codons also signify all of the combinations of relationship possible in the universe of the human family. The human family is the sacred order of relationship that constitutes the Universal Religion on Earth.

Earth Wizards, the gift of the resurrection of the universal life on Earth is the establishment of the 64 Codons of Universal Life along with their governing UR Runes within the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law! Every day of the sacred journey of sixteen years will be coded by these sacred signs of divine creation and self-perfection. Sixteen years to rehearse the Cube of the Law, 832 times, once for each permutation of the sacred time space architecture of the order of the Dominion of Time. Enshrining the Codon Cubes around ourselves, Rune-hearted from within, the sacred time space architecture will penetrate our cells as deeply as it renews and harmonically rearranges the synchronic order of our living reality, the holocosm of Timeship Earth 2013. Oh Earth Wizards, sixteen years to learn, practice and live the ancient future science of divine creation and self-perfection through awakening the Planetary Manitou once and for all!

The Earth Wizard’s Codon Code of synchronic conduct:

- Right Time – Now
- Right Space – Here
- Right Mind – Open
- Right Radiance – Awake!

(See: Inside Pages and Back Cover for complete Codon Read-Outs; See also Graphics #9 and #10.)
Table Three: 13:20 Timing Frequency
Universal Language of Time

All is Number. God is a Number. God is in All.

Nothing in the whole of divine creation is without its measure, its proportion, its form and its movement. The supreme guiding measure of all that comes into and goes out of existence is the Law of Time, itself a function of the universal constant, the 13:20 timing frequency. As the 64 Codons are the structural language of universal life and the synchronic order, so the 13:20 timing frequency is the universal language of time.

Number is primal “thought.” Number is supreme, transcendent “thought.” Number is “tone” that is creative and whole. From the 1 the 2, from the 2 the 3, from the 3 the 5, from the 5 the 8, from the 8 the 13... This is the creative thought of organic measure, the logarithmic spiral, whose dynamic fourth-dimensional form-constant is known as the Wavespell. Whole numbers are composites of their preceding factors.

As the form constant of organic measure, the two key whole numbers constructing the Wavespell are the overtone fifth, (self-existing four plus one) and the cosmic thirteenth, between which is defined the galactic octave, eight. Herein are to be found all of the pulsar geometries and all of the celestial harmonics which play the “music” of life.

As a symmetry principle, the Wavespell is a function of the self-existing constant, seven. The mystic, unseen seventh is the determining power of the Cube of creation: \(6 + 1 = 7\), the number which holds the Cube in its form. \(\text{Cube (6)} + 1 = 7 + \text{Cube (6)} = 13\), the one and thirteen being factors of the Magnetic and Cosmic tones of the Wavespell form-constant.

As a function of two cubes and the mystic seventh, the form constant of the Wavespell is the coherent timing factor for the thirteen units of each of the 64 Codon permutation sequences, where the Magnetic and Cosmic Gates accommodate the

Codon in its own self-origin and self-climax, and the seventh Resonant position is the Codon’s binary radial inverse, the mystic seventh. Where each Wavespell position equals one week to accommodate each Codon’s cubic measure—six lines plus the mystic UR Rune seventh – the 832 (= 64 x 13) perfect permutations equal the 832 perfect weeks of the mighty Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law.
As the symmetry form constant posed by the resonant perfection of **seven, thirteen** augmented by the resonant mystic seventh, becomes the **20 ( = 13 + Cube 6 +1)**. **20** means both **totality and zero**. While **20** is the zero which allows for the positional possibilities of the multiplication and propagation of number **19 (13 + Cube 6)** is the synthesis and perfection of all number. Hence **0-19 Code** is the name given to the minimum representation of the totality of the **radial matrix** created and governed by the Law of Time.

The **dot-bar notational system** is integral to the 0-19 code or 20-count. The dot-bar code perfectly depicts the law that whole numbers are the composite of their sum factors, e.g., one = one dot, four = four dots; four dots + 1 = bar, the overtone fifth. Three bars plus four dots = 19, the supreme number. **19 + 1 = 20** which is zero, the completion of the count and the basis for counting again.

Counting by 20s replicates the fractal of the binary code: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64... etc., where one-dot increases its value by positions built from bottom up: first position, one dot equals one; second position, one dot equals 20; third position, one dot equals 400; fourth position, one dot equals 8000; fifth position, one dot equals 160,000, etc. Whatever number exists, when written in the galactic dot-bar notation, reduces to any combination of the factors of the 0-19 code, or 20-count. *(See Mayan Factor, Appendix, “The Maya Harmonic Numerical System.”)*

The 20-unit matrix of the 0-19 code written in galactic notation yields various sets of dot (horizontal) and bar (vertical) symmetry patterns, whose key components are the **Self-existing four dot** and the **Overtone bar 5** ( = 4 + 1), (4 x 5 = 20). In a 20-unit matrix the primal **four color code** is able to complete a set of **five** permutations of all possible combinations of dot and bar. This establishes an intrinsic set of **five four-color Harmonics** (horizontal code) and **four five (4 + 1) color chromatics** (vertical code). Again, **4 + 5 = 9**, the number of the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny (Bolontiku). The **9** plus the self-existing **4** equals the cosmic power of **13** (Oxlahuntiku).

The moving form of the Wavespell (13), coordinated with the permutational possibilities of the 0-19 code (20), creates the **13:20** timing frequency whose supreme measure is the **260-unit Tzolkin** (sacred count) or **Harmonic Index**.

Oh Earth Wizards, to unify the codes of life according to the perfection of the Law of Time is the supreme creative achievement! Divine is the mercy shown to you that you may attain this goal!

**Table Four: T(E) = Art, The Planetary Manitou**

Oh Earth Wizards, supreme is the Law of Time, unconscious until the hour of judgement and resurrection. Supreme the mystery of the Way woven by the Divine Plan. Supreme the count of time measured by the Tzolkin, fractaled into the thirteen baktuns of the cycle of transformation, fractaled again into the measure of the Universal Religion on Earth! The discovery of the Law of Time and the order of telepathy, T(E) = Art, replaces and banishes forever **E = MC^2**.
God's divine measure for radializing the Divine Plan throughout all creation is the Law of Time. Unconscious through the long epochs of evolutionary informing, the Law of Time has always reigned supreme, all phenomena obedient to its transformative power. Yet unknown and unvoiced was this Law, unconscious did it remain even past the dawn of history when human self-reflection arose. Without conscious knowledge of the Law of Time, humans constructed and construed other laws, each one building on, and increasing in deviance, all from a little perceptual error. This perceptual error was an error in time that spiraled the entire human race into the Judgement Day zone.

Only Maya knew of the Law of Time, for only Maya possessed the sacred count, the Tzolkin, divine 13:20 measuring rod of time. According to prophecy's rule, Maya was also destroyed, not by time, but by the Babylonian error in time. Yet Maya is also Truth of Mind which cannot be destroyed by error.

And so it has been revealed that all may know universally: T(E) = Art is the law that governs supreme in the world of appearances and the world of mind. It is the Supreme One alone who mandates the constancy of its frequency, and if He so willed, could stop time or change its frequency altogether. Oh Earth Wizards, understand and take account.

What was woven by the Law of Time in the era of the cosmic unconscious is revealed by the Law of Time as the foundation of the era of cosmic consciousness. All that has ever been and will be are in the codes of life governed by the Law of Time. To make this process conscious is the function of the Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law.

In the sixteen-year creation of the Cube of the Law, through the activation of the 832 Codon sequences which constitute the 64 perfect Wavespells of Universal Life—each Wavespell governed by one of 64 UR Runes – the mystery is woven and awakened into super life. This is the mystery of the Planetary Manitou, long unconscious, now become conscious, all because of the application of the Law of Time, revelation of the second creation and divine self-perfection of humankind into a unified race of cosmic Earth Wizards.
The Planetary Manitou is the ART of the equation $T(E) = \text{Art}$, where $T = 13:20$ timing frequency, @ 13 Moons/16 years; and $E = 64$ DNA Codons in their complete 13-unit (= 832 Codon-weeks) permutation sequences governed by the 64 UR Runes. And from the equation and its Star Bundle gathering commands, the Planetary Manitou appears: twin angel of the collective knowing, binary synthesis of the ancient future, one breathed, one tongued seer of planetary destiny, the Galactic Brain resonating Heaven on Earth. Inconceivable celestial splendor, vision beyond selfishness of fallen man, the Planetary Manitou is safe passage to the galaxy’s entire domain, the Dominion of Time. Oh Earth Wizards, the vision is ours to fulfill!

“By these great powers
undo the mystery of the stone”
Inside Leaves:
The 64 Codons of The Book of Universal Life
Two Templates, Eight Rune Strands, Sixteen Star Bundles

Two Templates

The arrangement of the 64 Codons of the Book of Universal Life is according to two sets of 32 Codons each: the AC Template, Planetary Manitou of Aboriginal Continuity; and CA Template, Planetary Manitou of Cosmic Awareness.

Each Template can be read as four horizontal rows or eight vertical rows. The four horizontal rows of each Template establish four Rune Strands per Template, eight stages each (octets). The eight vertical rows establish eight four-part quartets of Star Bundles per Template, one Bundle per year.

The horizontal arrangement of eight stages per Rune Sequence is scored at the bottom of the arrangement according to the ratio proportions of the UR Rune sequences.

**Rune Triplet, Primary Sequence:** first three Codons of any Strand.

**Rune Triplet, Transformed Sequence:** second three Codons of any Strand.

**Binary Synthesis:** seventh and eighth Codons of any Strand.
The Codon sequences also arrange into a **master Codon of six paired Codons and a binary synthesis**, represented by the final two Codons of any Strand of eight.

For any Rune Strand:
- the first binary Codon pair constitutes the “generative binary;”
- the second binary Codon pair constitutes the “binary bridge;”
- the third binary Codon pair constitutes the “binary climax;”
- the fourth binary Codon pair constitutes the ”binary synthesis.”

Contemplate the Master Codon \((2 + 2 + 2 = 6\) Codons or one Master Codon + binary synthesis, \(+ 2 = 8\)\) and comprehend the larger pattern of movement within any of the eight UR Rune Strands of eight Codons.

In their sequence, the **Codons** play multiple roles in coding the **Rune Triplets** – each Codon has a **generative**, **bridge**, or **climax** position within the Rune Triplet sequence, and each Codon as well plays a constituting role in a **Master Codon** set.

Vertically, the Rune Strands cross-arrange to yield one annual Star Bundle per vertical run of four Codons. The vertical strands are cross-coded to the corresponding Star Bundle.

The legend for reading the hierarchy of Codon information within each of the 32 graphic units of either Template synchronizes the 32 Codons of each Template as follows:

- **Six-line Codon**, and its number, complete time space architecture, upper left;
- **Three of the four Binary Letters** presenting the movement dynamic of the Codon, upper right;
- **Name of the Codon**; and beneath it, the
- **Corresponding UR Rune**, 
- **the two Triplets** that constitute the Codon, lower left; and lower right
- **the Codon’s Inverse Seventh**, its Codon number above it, and on the side, the Harmonic Number of the Earlier Heaven Binary Radial Matrix in which the Inverse is located (see, Back Cover, Codon Coda, Earlier Heaven Arrangement).

Oracular knowing is granted to those who can read purely the signs in relation to all of the patterns of relationships a sign can have at any given moment in time. All signs are from God. Established systems of signs like the UR Runes and Codons have meanings that are both fixed and changing in relation to evolved circumstances and new orders of information. Every Codon carries the living cosmology in the dynamic structure of its six line time space architecture, whose essence is programmed into the Codon’s name. *(See also Graphic # 5, left side and Graphic # 9, “Codon Cube Cosmology.”)*

The **dynamic** of the Codon is illumined by the **four binary letters** that create the movement of its architecture.
The Four Binary Letters

**Time:** Time generates Time and establishes the Dominion.

**Mind:** Space enters Time and becomes Mind, establishing Form.

**Radiance:** Time enters Space and becomes Radiance, establishing Consciousness.

**Space:** Space generates Space and establishes the Matrix.

The Architecture of the Three Binary Letters of the Codon

The architecture of the binary letters follows the Rune triplet code.

**Generative Binary Letter:** establishes the change, which moves into the Bridge.

**Bridge Binary Letter:** transforms the generative condition, moving the dynamic into the Climax.

**Climax Binary Letter:** completes the dynamic that is transformed by the Bridge.

Example: The movement dynamic of the binary letters of Codon 3, “Fresh Start,” can be read as follows: Radiance Generates, Space Bridges, Radiance Climaxes. The “Fresh Start” is represented by the Binary Letter Radiance appearing in the first and third positions. The Space bridging between the generation and climax positions symbolizes the change of Radiance into Space, appearing again at the climax as a new condition of Radiance, a “Fresh Start.” This shows the self-transformation of Radiance through the matrix of Space.

Each unique set of 64 changes established by the four Binary Letters (192 binary letters in 64 Codons) represents a specific time space vector point dynamic of change. Its meaning is understood through comprehending its internal Binary Letter and Triplet relations, its relations to other Codons in the Rune Sequence octet or Star Bundle quartet, and to its Inverse Seventh. While defining strict laws of DNA coordination and time space itself, the Codons are also telepathic codes of conduct and communication. Their meanings fully unfold and imprint as the action of the time during which their weekly cubing occurs, each cubing sealed by the Rune governing that annual quarter of manifestation. Study the Codons in their Rune sequences and Star Bundle sets, Earth Wizards, and recover the oracular knowing that is the recompense of the blessed!

The Eight Codon Triplets

**Time** is the creative transmitting and is known as the sign of Heaven. It is the Genesis.

**Space** is the receptive encoding and is known as the sign of Earth. It is the Matrix.

**Energy** is the seed arousing and is known as the sign of Thunder. It is the Force.

**Breath** is the thought penetrating and is known as the sign of Wind. It is the Spirit.

Heaven and Earth define the time and the space, Energy and Breath bring about the creation. **These are the Four Primal Powers of Time Space.**
Heart is the moon crystal and is known as the sign of Water. It is the Universal Life.
Vision is the sun crystal and is known as the sign of Light. It is the Universal Wisdom.
Temple is the mountain gate and is known as the sign of Meditation. It is the Universal Mind.
Joy is the wizard song and is known as the sign of the Ocean. It is the Universal Bliss.

Heart and Vision define the power of self-reflection, Temple and Joy the attainment of divine self-perfection. These are the Four Self-Reflective Powers of Evolving Life.

The Architecture of the Two Codon Triplets

The eight three-line Codon triplets are the direct mathematical replication of the Rune Triplet Code structure informing time space. For any Codon triplet the first line is the generative, the second line is the bridge, and the third line is the climax.

Combined into a set of two, the triplets create the Codon. The lines of each triplet correspond with each other forming the inner integrity matrix of the six-line Codon:

- first (generative primary triplet) and fourth (generative transformed triplet) correspond;
- second (bridge primary triplet) and fifth (bridge transformed triplet) correspond;
- third (climax primary triplet) and sixth (climax transformed triplet).

In reading a Codon, the two triplet bridge lines, second and fifth, are the nucleus of the structural dynamic, and the fifth line supported by the second is the constituting ruler of the Codon. The third and fourth lines represent a larger Codon bridge combining the climax of the primary triplet, third line, and the generative transformed triplet, fourth line. The generative primary first and climax transformed sixth lines, are the entrance and exit points of the particular Codon structural dynamic. (See Graphic #9 for line-by-line dynamic according to the Codon Cube Cosmology.)

For each Codon, the lower three-line triplet defines the qualities of below, within, earlier, germinating, formative, beginning. The upper three-line triplet defines the qualities of above, outside, later, evolved, completion, beyond. (For the family relations of the Codon triplets to each other, see above, “Three-line Codon Triplets;” front cover Book of Universal Life, and see also Graphic #10).

These intrinsic qualities and structural orders define the relationship between the two triplets of any given Codon.

Example: Codon 3, “Fresh Start,” Energy is the lower triplet, Heart is the upper Triplet.
This means that Energy, the primal electrical force is within and sounding from below, germinating, while Heart, water, is above, on the outside, ready to descend, like rain, hence, “Fresh Start.” Or, the two triplets can be read in terms of the relationship of the energy of the eldest son who is within, and the energy of the middle son who is on the outside, taking the lead, exemplifying a “Fresh Start.”

Remember: The meanings are in the intrinsic order and qualities of the Signs themselves, opening telepathically to the alert and receptive mind.
Index of the 64 Codons and UR Runes:
(According to their Placement in the Sixteen Year Tablets of the Law of Time)

AC Template: Four Rune Strand Triplet Codes, Eight Star Bundles,
Planetary Manitou of Aboriginal Continuity, Way of Conduct

Rune Strand One:
Way of the Tree (Cosmic Creation). Eight Star Points.
First Quarter, Cube 1-8

1. Creative Genesis: Generative Primary Rune Triplet; Genesis of Tree. Star Bundle 1, AD 1997-98. Tablet One.

Rune Strand Two:
Way of Conduct. Eight Star Fields.
Second Quarter, Cube 1-8

Rune Strand Seven:
Way of the Telepath. Eight Powers of Outer Form.
Third Quarter, Cube 1-8

49. Revolution of Time: Generative Primary Rune Triplet; Revolution of Telepathy. Star Bundle 1, AD 1997-98. Tablet One.

Rune Strand Eight:
Fourth Quarter, Cube 1-8

57. Mind of Breath: Generative Primary Rune Triplet; Galactic Octave Penetrates. Star Bundle 1, 1997-98. Tablet One.

AC Template Complete
CA Template: Four Rune Strand Triplet Codes. Eight Star Bundles.


Rune Strand Three
First Quarter, Cube 9-16


Rune Strand Four:
Way of the Transcendent Fourth (Cosmic Awareness). Eight Star Fields.
Second Quarter, Cube 9-16

25. **Synchronicity**: Generative, Primary Rune Triplet; Time Concentrates Cosmic Awareness. Star Bundle 9, AD 2005-06. Tablet Nine.
27. **Temple of Being**: Climax, Primary Rune Triplet; Cosmic Awareness Empowers Space. Star Bundle 11, AD 2007-08. Tablet Eleven.
28. **Time of Bursting**: Generative Transformed Rune Triplet; Cosmic Awareness Transcends Space. Star Bundle 12, AD 2008-09.
   Tablet Twelve.
29. **Heart Moon Crystal**: Bridge Transformed Rune Triplet; Space Flows Cosmic Awareness. Star Bundle 13, AD 2009-10. Tablet Thirteen.
   Tablet Fifteen.
   Tablet Sixteen.
Rune Strand Five:
Third Quarter, Cube 9-16

34. Prayer: Bridge Primary Rune Triplet; Mind Informed by Cosmic Order. Star Bundle 10, AD 2006-07. Tablet Ten.
35. Mind Expanding: Climax Primary Rune Triplet; Cosmic Order Enlightens Space. Star Bundle 11, AD 2007-08. Tablet Eleven.
36. Inner Radiance: Generative Transformed Rune Triplet; Cosmic Order Self-Enlightened. Star Bundle 12, AD 2008-09. Tablet Twelve.

Rune Strand Six:
Dynamic Construction. Eight Crystal Facets.
Fourth Quarter, Cube 9-16

44. Time Penetrating: Generative Transformed Rune Triplet; Dynamic Construction Empowered by Time. Star Bundle 12, AD 2008-09. Tablet Twelve.
47. Calling the Source: Binary Synthesis, First Rune Triplet; Dynamism Resolved as Architectonics. Star Bundle 15, AD 2011-12. Tablet Fifteen.
Each of the Sixteen Year Tablets of the Law of Time indexed by the Codons shows the Codon in its time fractal context, Chronograph side, and contains the Codon’s complete thirteen-unit sequencing, Musical Score Side.

Oh Earth Wizards, keeping an Earth Wizard’s Almanac is the key to learning and autonomously expressing the meaning of each Codon! Each year create, by whatever artistic expressive means, a recording of the annual sequence of 52 weekly Codons and four governing UR Runes. By the Day-Out-of Time every year, you shall have organically incorporated the meaning of the four UR Runes and 52 Codons into your conduct and way of life, so it will be easy to offer your artistic Almanacs as sacred fuel for the Star Bundle Ceremonies to invoke the Planetary Manitou into manifestation.
The 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys to the Book of Universal Life

To Complete the mandate of the Wizard’s Oracle and the Riddle of the Stone, two whole arrangements of the 64 Codons are presented:

- Later Heaven, the binary paired, cubed sequential arrangement of the eight UR Rune Triplet sets; and
- Primal Heaven, the radial binary arrangement, placed over the 13:20 Harmonic Index–Tzolkin 260-unit timing matrix.

### Sequential or Later Heaven Arrangement

The basis of the Cube Codon master sequence is King Wen’s arrangement in 32 sets of binary pairs, each pair demonstrating either reverse (upside down) or inverse symmetry. The Later Heaven is also known as the sequential or evolutionary arrangement and defines the 5200-year transformative cycle of human history.

The sets of paired binaries are radialized by the UR Runes into interwoven patterns of different cubed quarters. As the Index of 64 Codons and UR Runes demonstrates, four sequences order the first eight Cube positions; another four sequences order the second eight Cube positions. **Within each quartered Cube position, four different sequences occur simultaneously.** As the sequences move forward from Cube position to Cube position, the order maintains its quartered Cube position. **Only one sequence maintains its order through both sets of eight Cube Positions,** which define the AC and CA Templates, **Quetzalcoatl’s mystic 9-24 sequence.** The sequence of Codons 9 to 24 maintains its order in the lower right hand Cube quarter throughout all Sixteen Cube Positions.

The radialization and fractal compression in time of the Codons is an evolutionary consequence

---

**Back Cover, Codon Coda:**

**The Cubic Sequential Later Heaven
and Radial Binary Early Heaven Arrangements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Later Heaven</th>
<th>Primal Heaven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>Breath</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the Discovery of the Law of Time, which makes conscious what was unconscious, and hence redeems the effort of King Wen, the Duke of Chou, Confucius and all who labored over the millennia to maintain the purity of the 64 Codons in their form as the 64 hexagrams of the I Ching.

The Evolutionary AC-CA Template sequence of the 64 Codons, allows you the opportunity of studying four Codons a day during the Cube Journey taken every Moon. During each year that one of the Sixteen Templates is fully activated, there are four Codons (x 13 permutation sequences) for that year (= Star Bundles). The ratio of Codons to Cube position is 4:1, four Codons per one Cube Position.

There are many magical formulations contained within the Cubed Arrangement. Do not hesitate to apply yourself and learn. We only present here what is absolutely essential. Pacal Votan left his magic for us in the Cube. From his position in Cube 4, draw a diagonal line to the Cube position 10. Where that diagonal crosses the center positions are two diagonally positioned Codons, numbered 46 and 32 = 78; the next two moving diagonally out from those two Codons are Codons 30 and 48 = 78; the next pair out are the two key Pacal Votan Codons, 52 (13 x 4) and 26 (13 x 2) = 78 (13 x 6). The two outside Codons 4 and 42 = 46 which is the solar biotelepathic frequency 23 (x 2). 78 is Pacal Votan’s special number of the Wizards Hoard of the Lore Death. That number repeated thrice in the sums of the paired Codons in the magic diagonal are for the three Mayan Messengers; the solar biotelepathic frequency number doubled, 46, codes the outer Cube with the 23 code which totally cross codes the eight pairs of Codons in the Southern Yellow Star Quadrant, Tele-Ek-Ton-On.

Primal or Early Heaven Arrangement

Fu Hi, the first of the five legendary emperors of China (see Telektonon, Day Card 2) is credited with the origin of the pa kua or triplet and six line configurations of the Codons that constitute the I Ching. The Primal Heaven arrangement is characterized by its radial arrangement of the Codons according to the principle of binary inverse symmetry. That is, for every Codon there exists its total opposite in which each of the six lines have been changed into their opposites. This means that there are 32 inverse pairs of Codons. The inverse Codon always represents the inverse seventh in the 13-unit permutation sequence of each of the Codons.

The original cubic lattice or circle arrangement of the 32 pairs of Inverse Codons appearing radially opposite to each together, is reframed by the Law of Time on the 13:20 timing matrix of the 65 Harmonics of the Harmonic Index (Tzolkin).

Fractaled and reorganized as a radial binary weave which maintains its original radial consistency, the Earlier Heaven Arrangement demonstrates the Bi-phase Time Space Matrix, modulated by the 13:20 timing frequency (Tzolkin) according to a synthesized 5:13 (= 8:8) code of 65 Harmonics ordered by inverse binary pairing. The ratio of Codon to Kin is 1:4, one Codon per four Kin, (= one Harmonic), reverse of the sequential arrangement ratio, 4:1.

In the arrangement of the 65 Harmonics the radial pattern of inverse order goes: 1-65, 2-63, 3-62, etc. The seventh mystic column inverses itself, and the 33rd Harmonic has no inverse but itself. This means that there are actually only 32 sets of harmonic inverses, exactly the number of Codon inverse pairs. The 33rd Harmonic is its own inverse, the mystic void zero energy point at the center of the time space matrix. It is represented by the void Codon Cube of non-ego. Any Harmonic and its inverse always equals 66 (13 x 5 +1 or 33 x 2).
MYSTIC CROSS OF THE DYNAMIC TIME SPACE BI-PHASIC MATRIX
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MYSTIC COLUMN

MYSTIC 33RD VOID CODON CUBE OF NON-EGO

MYSTIC CROSS OF THE DAUGHTERS OF TIME AND SONS OF SPACE

NUMBER KEY: first number = Codon, second number = Harmonic. 28-5 = Codon 28, Harmonic 5

Graphic #10: Mystic Cross of the Dynamic Time Bi-Phasic Matrix
Harmonics 1 and 65, upper left and lower right hand corners respectively, determine the 64 Codon Bi-phasic Time Space Matrix, or Early Heaven Arrangement. The left side columns 1-6 and the seventh column through Harmonic 32 constitute the Time Phasic Matrix. The right side, beginning with Harmonic 34 in the seventh column and inclusive of right side columns 8-13, is the Space Phasic Matrix. The inverse Harmonic number is given in italics above each Codon in its Time Cell to help you easily find the Inverse Codon.

While the Time Phasic Matrix is read from top down, beginning at Harmonic 1-Codon 1, Primal Genesis (double Time triplets), the Space Phasic Matrix is read from bottom up, beginning at the lower right hand corner, Harmonic 65-Codon 2, Primal Matrix (double Space triplets). The next inverse pair, Harmonic 2-Codon 43, and Harmonic 64-Codon 23, have, respectively, a Time and a Space Triplet as the lower or inside triplet. Thence onward, the Time and Space sequences establish a binary weave, where every other Harmonic is distinguished by a Codon having a Time or Space triplet as the bottom triplet until the conclusion of the sequence of the eight possible Codons for each.

The Time triplet sequence concludes at Harmonic 14-Codon 11, “Dynamizing,” which has Time below and Space above; and the Space triplet sequence concludes at the radial opposite, Harmonic 52-Codon 12, “Stabilizing,” where there is a Space triplet on the bottom and a Time triplet above.

Note that the first Harmonic Run has five Time triplets and the Thirteenth Harmonic Run has five Space triplets. These first and thirteenth columns establish the Time and Space strands governing the dynamic of either side of the Bi-phasic Time Space Matrix.

Note, also, that the Codons in the lower left and upper right hand corners, Codon 28-Harmonic 5, and Codon 27-Harmonic 61, each have four Time or four Space lines in the center of the Codon. This represents either “great time” (Codon 28) or “great space” (Codon 27). Note also that the beginning and end of the two distinguishing Time and Space columns each add up to 29 (28 + 1): first column – Codons 1 and 28; thirteenth column–Codons 2 and 27. The two sets together add up to 58 (29 x 2), the number of the sign of Valum Votan’s self-realization (19 + 39 = 58). 58 + 58 = 116 (29 x 4) sum Codon number of first and ninth positions in the Cube, signifying the increase from the third-dimensional biotelepathic order (28), to the purely radial fourth-dimensional solar biotelepathic order (28 + 1 = 23 + Cube 6).

Note that there are 13 Time triplets altogether on the Time Phasic side of the matrix, and 13 Space triplets on the Space Phasic side of the matrix. This means the two sides of the matrix each have thirteen of their own triplets and three of either the time or the space. This establishes the 3:13 Genesis ratio of Time Space creation (See above, Prophecy Tablet Three, Side Two, Earth Wizard’s Road Map, Stage 3).

Beginning at Harmonic 3 and its inverse Harmonic 63, the second sequence begins, where the bottom triplet remains constant every other harmonic until its conclusion eight codons later. The second Time phasic Codon triplet is the eldest daughter, Breath: Harmonic 3–Breath below, Time above–Codon 44, “Time Penetrating;” and the second Space phasic triplet is Energy, Harmonic 63–Energy below, Space above–Codon 24, “Radiant Return.” The eighth Codon in these inverse sequences occurs at Harmonics 17-Codon 46, Breath below and Space above and Harmonic 49-Codon 25, Energy below and Time above.
The third sequence, again coded by the bottom triplet, and continuing in the weave of every other Harmonic begins at Harmonic 16 and its Inverse, Harmonic 50. Codon 10-Harmonic 16 commences the Joy triplet sequence and Codon 55-Harmonic 50, the Temple sequence. These two triplets represent the youngest daughter and son. The concluding eighth Codons of these sequences end at Harmonic 30-Codon 19, Joy below, Space above; and Harmonic 36-Codon 33, Temple below and Time above.

The fourth and final sequence of inverse triplets begins at Harmonic 19-Codon 6, Time phasic side, and Inverse Harmonic 47-Codon 36, where Heart, the middle son is on the Time Phasic side and Vision the middle daughter in on the Space Phasic side. These sequences go to the top and the bottom of the mystic column. Then, on either side of the 33rd they flip order so that the eight Heart sequences conclude with Harmonic 34-Codon 7, “Power of the People,” on the Space Phasic side of the mystic 33rd, and the Vision sequence concludes on the Time Phasic side of the mystic 33rd, at Harmonic 32-Codon 13, “The People Organized.”

This inverse radial sequencing by four sets of triplets on either side of the Bi-phasic Time Space Matrix, establishes the fractal structure of the master program, Dynamic Bi-phasic Time Space Creation Matrix:

**Time Phasic Matrix: Harmonics 1-32**

Thirteen Time Triplets and Three Space Triplets (Harmonics 14, 17, 30)
Radial Time weaves a sequence that flows like this:
From Time is woven the eldest and the youngest daughters, Breath and Joy, who call forth the middle son, Heart.

**Space Phasic Matrix: Harmonics 65-34**

Thirteen Space Triplets and Three Time Triplets (Harmonics 52, 49, 36)
Radial Space weaves a sequence that flows like this:
From Space is woven the eldest and the youngest sons, Energy and Temple, who call forth the middle daughter, Vision.

**Doubled Triplet Harmonics Code the Runs**

The Time Phasic Matrix contains four Doubled Triplet Codons, reading in order left to right: Doubled Time, Doubled Breath, Doubled Joy, and Doubled Heart (Harmonics 1, 11, 18, and 29) (*Note that Codon 1-Harmonic 1, and Codon 29-Harmonic 29 are the only ones in which Codon and Harmonic numbers match*).

The Space Phasic Matrix contains four Doubled Triplet Codons, reading in order right to left: Doubled Space, Doubled Energy, Doubled Temple and Doubled Vision (Harmonics 65, 55, 48, and 37).
Mystic Cross of the Bi-phasic Template

The Bi-phasic template is held together by a mystic cross, the vertical seventh mystic column, and the horizontal Process Time Cell. Harmonic Runs 1-6 and 8-13 each have five codons, only the seventh has four Codons.

Time Cells 1 and 2, and 4 and 5 each have 13 Codons; only the middle Process Time Cell has 12 Codons. The Mystic Seventh Column and the middle Process Time Cell join at the mystic 33rd Harmonic which is the void Codon Cube of non-ego.

Harmonic Runs 1-6 inverse Harmonic Runs 8-13, Time Cells 1 and 2 inverse Time cells 4 and 5.

In the Mystic Seventh Column the codons inverse themselves and the Process Time Cell inverses itself. This creates the mystic cross of the radial matrix.

Within the mystically crossed radial matrix, the Doubled Triplet Harmonics Establish the Dynamic Bi-phasic Time Space Creation Pattern (See Graphic # 10):

Double Time, Harmonic 1–Codon 1, Input Time Cell, radializes Double Space, Harmonic 65–Codon 2, Matrix Time Cell.

The eldest daughter, Breath Codon 57–Harmonic 11, Input Time Cell, inversions the eldest son, Energy Codon 51–Harmonic 55, Matrix Time Cell. By being in the same determining time cells, the eldest Daughter and the eldest Son support in rank, Time and Space.


The middle son, Heart Codon 29–Harmonic 29, crosses polarity to be Time phasic with the eldest and youngest daughters, while the middle daughter, Vision Codon 30–Harmonic 37, crosses polarity to be Space phasic with the eldest and youngest sons. Both Heart, Harmonic 29, and Vision, Harmonic 37, support the mystic column–Heart from below in the Output Time Cell, and Vision from above in the Store Time Cell. In this way Heart and Vision join with Joy and Temple in holding the mystic cross in primal balance.

Keyed to the 65 Harmonics of the Book of Kin, the Primal Heaven Sequence of the Bi-phasic Time Space Matrix can be followed one Codon per Harmonic throughout every 260-kin galactic spin. The Primal Heaven Arrangement is the Bi-phasic Time Space Matrix that underlies and informs the universal order of time vector potential points according to the Law of Time, and is the basis of the time space physics of the fourth-dimension.

By my sacred honor, this concludes the presentation of the 64 UR Rune and Codon Keys of the Book of Universal Life, the completion and conclusion of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time.
Humbly and dutifully submitted by Valum Votan, in gratitude to the One, in accord with the templates and codes of the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time**, on behalf of the establishment of the galactic culture of the Universal Religion UR on Earth, to the greater glory of the accomplishment of the Mayan Apocalypse, the redemption of the Christian Apocalypse and Islamic Judgement Day, the fulfillment of all prophecies of the end of time and the regeneration of the Tree and the advent of the cosmic race of a single unified humanity, the coming of the Earth Wizards!

2013 Yellow Galactic Seed, Kin 164
Solar Moon 2, Psi Chrono Unit Kin 106, White Lunar World-Bridger,
Guardian and Key to the Tomb of Pacal Votan
Fourth Year of Prophecy, Arcturus Dominion Establishes
To the greater honor and glory of Bolon Ik

**Postscript: Living the Mystery**

The foregoing text, the guide to reading the **20 Tablets of the Law of Time** is called *Every Earth Wizard’s Little Book of Practical Conduct*. Because it is faithful to the pattern wrought by the handiwork of God, anyone can find in it what is necessary to fulfill his or her own covenant with the divine. The future is richer than we can imagine. The Way shall evolve through the hearts and visions of the people. The mystic seventh that joins the Cube of Heaven with the Cube of Earth also unifies the Cube of the People. The People of the Earth are the living leaves of this Book of Universal Life and the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time. The new way and its laws have been presented so that the diviners of harmony of the new cosmic race will be able to refine and create what has never been before, and all the people being on a sacred path will be living the mystery of Heaven on Earth.

**Sealed:** Solar Jaguar Moon Day 7, Kin 169 (13:13) Red Cosmic Moon, Cube 1 Dragon, Psi Chrono Unit Kin 166, White Planetary World-Bridger

**To the Supreme One**
**Only Source of All**
### DRAGON CUBE 1 - Yellow Overtone Seed / Red Eastern Quarter Red Eastern Star Quadrant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codon Weeks</th>
<th>Red Eastern Quarter:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>1 44 33 12 20 23 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-26</td>
<td>9 57 53 20 12 35 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-40</td>
<td>49 31 28 47 29 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-52</td>
<td>57 9 37 42 25 21 51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WIND CUBE 2 - Red Rhythmic Moon / White Northern Quarter Red Eastern Star Quadrant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codon Weeks</th>
<th>White Northern Quarter:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>2 24 19 11 34 43 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-26</td>
<td>10 6 12 33 53 52 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-40</td>
<td>50 14 30 21 27 42 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-52</td>
<td>58 47 45 31 39 15 52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NIGHT CUBE 3 - White Resonant Wizard / Blue Western Quarter Red Eastern Star Quadrant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codon Weeks</th>
<th>Blue Western Quarter:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>3 8 29 48 28 32 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-26</td>
<td>11 46 15 2 16 45 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-40</td>
<td>51 16 40 32 46 48 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-52</td>
<td>59 61 42 37 13 30 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEED CUBE 4 - Blue Galactic Storm / Yellow Southern Quarter Red Eastern Star Quadrant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codon Weeks</th>
<th>Yellow Southern Quarter:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>4 41 27 22 30 13 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-26</td>
<td>12 25 10 1 9 26 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-40</td>
<td>52 22 26 41 38 10 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-52</td>
<td>60 29 8 39 31 62 56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SERPENT CUBE 5 - Yellow Solar Seed / Red Eastern Quarter White Northern Star Quadrant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codon Weeks</th>
<th>White Northern Quarter:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>5 48 39 8 45 16 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-26</td>
<td>13 33 44 6 59 4 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-40</td>
<td>53 37 9 61 10 38 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-52</td>
<td>61 59 20 53 33 56 62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### WORLD-BRIDGER CUBE 6 - Red Planetary Moon / White Northern White Quarter Northern Star Quadrant

| Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter: | 6 | 10 | 25 | 13 | 37 | 22 | 36 | 15 | 46 | 7 | 40 | 47 | 6 |
| Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter: | 14 | 50 | 56 | 35 | 23 | 20 | 8 | 3 | 60 | 5 | 43 | 34 | 14 |
| Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter: | 54 | 40 | 16 | 62 | 15 | 39 | 53 | 37 | 9 | 61 | 10 | 38 | 54 |
| Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter: | 62 | 55 | 34 | 54 | 19 | 60 | 61 | 59 | 20 | 53 | 33 | 56 | 62 |

### HAND CUBE 7 - White Spectral Wizard / Blue Western Quarter White Northern Star Quadrant

| Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter: | 7 | 19 | 24 | 36 | 55 | 49 | 13 | 33 | 44 | 6 | 59 | 4 | 7 |
| Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter: | 15 | 36 | 11 | 19 | 54 | 58 | 10 | 6 | 12 | 33 | 53 | 52 | 15 |
| Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter: | 55 | 62 | 32 | 40 | 7 | 29 | 59 | 61 | 42 | 37 | 13 | 30 | 55 |
| Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter: | 63 | 39 | 48 | 29 | 47 | 40 | 64 | 38 | 21 | 30 | 22 | 37 | 63 |

### STAR CUBE 8 - Blue Crystal Storm / Yellow Southern Quarter White Northern Star Quadrant

| Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter: | 8 | 3 | 60 | 5 | 43 | 34 | 14 | 50 | 56 | 35 | 23 | 20 | 8 |
| Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter: | 16 | 51 | 54 | 34 | 11 | 5 | 9 | 57 | 53 | 20 | 12 | 35 | 16 |
| Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter: | 56 | 30 | 14 | 38 | 41 | 61 | 60 | 29 | 8 | 39 | 31 | 62 | 56 |
| Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter: | 64 | 38 | 21 | 30 | 22 | 37 | 63 | 39 | 48 | 29 | 47 | 40 | 64 |

### MOON CUBE 9 - Yellow Cosmic Seed / Red Eastern Quarter Blue Western Star Quadrant

| Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter: | 25 | 12 | 6 | 44 | 57 | 18 | 46 | 11 | 36 | 24 | 51 | 17 | 25 |
| Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter: | 33 | 13 | 1 | 10 | 61 | 41 | 19 | 7 | 2 | 15 | 62 | 31 | 33 |
| Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter: | 41 | 4 | 23 | 52 | 56 | 33 | 31 | 49 | 43 | 58 | 60 | 19 | 41 |

### DOG CUBE 10 - Red Magnetic Moon / White Northern Quarter Blue Western Star Quadrant

| Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter: | 26 | 18 | 52 | 23 | 35 | 12 | 45 | 17 | 58 | 43 | 5 | 11 | 26 |
| Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter: | 34 | 32 | 62 | 16 | 2 | 8 | 20 | 42 | 61 | 9 | 1 | 14 | 34 |
| Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter: | 42 | 20 | 59 | 57 | 44 | 50 | 32 | 34 | 55 | 51 | 24 | 3 | 42 |

### MONKEY CUBE 11 - White Lunar Wizard / Blue Western Quarter Blue Western Star Quadrant

<p>| Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter: | 19 | 7 | 2 | 15 | 62 | 31 | 33 | 13 | 1 | 10 | 61 | 41 | 19 |
| Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter: | 27 | 23 | 4 | 18 | 50 | 44 | 28 | 43 | 49 | 17 | 3 | 24 | 27 |
| Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter: | 35 | 21 | 38 | 14 | 26 | 9 | 5 | 48 | 39 | 8 | 45 | 16 | 35 |
| Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter: | 43 | 28 | 31 | 45 | 8 | 2 | 23 | 27 | 41 | 26 | 14 | 1 | 43 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cube Name</th>
<th>Codons in Quarters</th>
<th>Weeks 1-13</th>
<th>Weeks 14-26</th>
<th>Weeks 27-40</th>
<th>Weeks 40-52</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HUMAN CUBE 12</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter:</td>
<td>20 42 61 9 1 14 34 32 62 16 2 8 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter:</td>
<td>28 43 49 17 3 24 27 23 4 18 50 44 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter:</td>
<td>36 15 46 7 40 47 6 10 25 13 37 22 36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter:</td>
<td>44 1 13 25 42 27 24 2 7 46 32 28 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKYWALKER CUBE 13</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter:</td>
<td>21 35 64 50 18 57 48 5 63 3 17 51 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter:</td>
<td>29 60 3 63 49 55 30 56 50 64 4 59 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter:</td>
<td>37 53 57 59 6 64 40 54 51 55 36 63 37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter:</td>
<td>45 17 58 43 5 11 26 18 52 23 35 12 45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIZARD CUBE 14</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter:</td>
<td>22 52 18 4 64 6 47 58 17 49 63 36 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter:</td>
<td>30 56 50 64 4 59 29 60 3 63 49 55 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter:</td>
<td>38 64 35 56 52 53 39 63 5 60 58 54 38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter:</td>
<td>46 11 36 24 51 17 25 12 6 44 57 18 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAGLE CUBE 15</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter:</td>
<td>23 27 41 26 14 1 43 28 31 45 8 2 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter:</td>
<td>31 49 43 58 60 19 41 4 23 52 56 33 31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter:</td>
<td>39 63 5 60 58 54 38 64 35 56 52 53 39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter:</td>
<td>47 58 17 49 63 36 22 52 18 4 64 6 47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WARRIOR CUBE 16</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 1-13: Red Eastern Quarter:</td>
<td>24 2 7 46 32 28 44 1 13 25 42 27 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 14-26: White Northern Quarter:</td>
<td>32 34 55 51 24 3 42 20 59 57 44 50 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 27-40: Blue Western Quarter:</td>
<td>40 54 51 55 36 63 37 53 57 59 6 64 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codon Weeks 40-52: Yellow Southern Quarter:</td>
<td>48 5 63 3 17 51 21 35 64 50 18 57 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>